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PREFACE 

Five years of intensive study on stratigraphy and evolution of bar

rier islands in a variety of geologic settings has reinforced my belief 

that barrier islands are as varied and complex as any other modern depo-

sitional system. Certainly, no one model can account for all the varia

tion in three-dimensional geometry or facies relationships observed in 

modern barrier islands. The stratigraphy of barriers is as diverse as 

the worldwide depositional settings in which they exist. If I have 

learned anything at all in my studies of barrier islands, it is that 

there is still very much to be learned. Problems concerning the origin, 

evolution and depositional history of barrier islands are still unre

solved. Reasons for the variations in thickness, geometry and preserva

tion potential of various barrier depositional units or facies remain 

unexplained (Harms ej: aJ., 1975). Sediment source to barrier islands 

through mid- and late-Holocene time is still a controversial issue 

(Wilkinson, 1975). 

My previous interests in barrier island stratigraphy were oriented 

primarily toward an understanding of their origin and evolution. How

ever, in the past few years, I have gained an appreciation of examining 

barriers on modern shorelines as analogues for interpretation of their 

ancient counterparts. This is due to the influence of Miles 0. Hayes 

and John Home of the University of South Carolina and Colorado School 

of Mines. Of special value to me is their ability to provide a focus 

on geology that is worldwide in scope. 
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ABSTRACT 

Analysis of sixty-three core and auger holes on Kiawah and Seabrook 

Islands, South Carolina, has provided a stratigraphic model for pro-

grading Holocene mesotidal barrier islands. Sediments of the barrier 

island complex are a mixture of fossiliferous, dominantly orthoquart-

zitic, cross-bedded and burrowed sands, silts and clays deposited in 

barrier, back-barrier and tidal inlet environments. 

Barrier facies relationships vary drastically along dip from mid 

to updrift to downdrift sections. Laterally migrating tidal inlets 

are an important stratigraphic component primarily in downdrift sec

tions. Meandering tidal creeks and expanding salt marsh-tidal flats 

greatly modify updrift barrier stratigraphy. Both sections display 

abrupt lateral and vertical changes in sedimentary textures and struc

tures . 

Total preservation of prograding barrier deposits is found only 

in the mid-island section where barrier stratigraphy is a regressive, 

coarsening upward sequence of fine-grained, cross-bedded, beach ridge, 

backshore and foreshore sands overlying burrowed, laminated shoreface 

and transition zone silts and clays. Barrier deposits form a seaward 

thickening (8-10 m) wedge. 

Holocene sediments overlie and abut two late Pleistocene units. 

The lower Pleistocene is comprised of inner shelf, shoreface and bar

rier facies deposited during progradation of the Silver Bluff shoreline 

between 120,000-80,000 B.P. The upper Pleistocene was deposited from 

250,000 - 20,000 B.P. in an estuarine tidal flat environment. This unit 

is informally named in this study as the Kiawah Formation. 



Late Holocene depositional history involves both transgressive 

(5,800-4,000 B.P.) and regressive (4,000- 0 B.P.) phases, as follows 

1) origin of a primary barrier and initiation of back-barrier sedi

mentation from 5,800-4,500 B.P.; 2) rapid eustatic sea level rise 

from 4,500-4,000 B.P.; migration of the primary barrier to its most 

landward position (Shullbred Ridge) and deposition of a shoreface 

transgressive lag; 3) initiation of barrier progradation from 4,000-

3,500 B.P. by shoreface accretion as a series of beach ridges; and 

4) episodic seaward growth of the barrier complex since 3,500 B.P. 

Comparison to other beach ridge complexes from around the world 

suggests an origin for most barrier islands in a primary transgres

sive phase from 5,800 to 4,000 B.P. The culmination of this event 

is directly related to a rapid eustatic sea level rise around 4,200-

4,000 B.P. 



INTRODUCTION 

Purpose 

The main purpose of this study is to provide a detailed stratigraphic 

analysis of a prograding mesotidal barrier island. The stratigraphy of 

only a few progradational barrier islands, none in a mesotidal environ

ment, have been previously examined. The depositional nature of Kiawah 

and Seabrook Islands provides an excellent opportunity for observation 

of preserved barrier geometry, facies relationships and Holocene evolu

tion of a mesotidal barrier system. This study is companion to a strati

graphic analysis of the back-barrier environments of Kiawah Island being 

conducted by Aileen Wojtal-Duc (in prep.). The eventual goal is to pro

vide a depositional model of mesotidal shoreline stratigraphy. Such a 

model would serve as a modern analogue for interpretation of ancient 

clastic shoreline deposits. 

Another objective of this study is to provide a detailed examination 

of the sedimentary characteristics of Holocene prograding barrier deposi

tional units and the recognition criteria used to identify these deposits 

in cores. 

A third major goal of this study is to determine the time and nature 

of depositional stages in the Holocene evolution of Kiawah and Seabrook 

Islands. Comparisons are to be made to other progradational barrier 

systems from around the world. This will hopefully provide insights 

to the origin of similar barrier deposits. The influence of Holocene 

sea level on barrier island depositional history is of special interest. 

Last, this study will provide a comparison to the classical strati

graphic model of a prograding barrier, Galveston Island. A test of 

this model's simplification of barrier facies relationships and depo

sitional history is conducted. 



Previous Work 

Early studies from the Gulf of Mexico. - Earliest investigations in 

North America of modern barrier island stratigraphy were conducted on 

barriers of the Gulf Coast (Shepard and Moore, 1955; Fisk, 1959; Leblanc 

and Hodgson, 1959; Shepard, 1960; Bernard et al., 1962). These studies 

were concerned primarily with facies relationships within the barrier 

for purposes of developing a model of barrier deposition. Numerous 

samples along detailed drill hole transects on Padre and Galveston 

Island were carbon-14 dated in an attempt to determine barrier deposi

tional histories (Fisk, 1959; Bernard et. al., 1962). These analyses 

were done at a time when the carbon-14 technique was in its infancy, 

perhaps accounting for the common occurrence in both studies of "older" 

dated samples overlying "younger" ones. Regardless, these studies de

picted markedly contrasting depositional histories. While Padre Island 

experienced a history of vertical aggradation or buildup since 4,000 

B.P., Galveston Island had prograded seaward. 

For many years, these studies, especially that of Galveston Island, 

served as the only models of modern barrier stratigraphy. Likewise, 

Galveston Island was widely accepted as the one barrier model for inter

pretation of ancient counterparts (Reinson, 1979). Although classical 

and thorough studies, Galveston and Padre Island are representative 

stratigraphic models of barriers in an extremely limited depositional 

setting. That is, a rapidly subsiding basin with a high fluvial sedi

ment supply in a microtidal, low-wave energy environment (Hayes, 1979). 

Limitations as a universal model should be recognized. 

East Coast refinements: transgressive and inlet barrier 
stratigraphy. - Later subsurface investigations of barrier 

islands, primarily along the United States East Coast revealed two 



exceedingly important aspects of barrier stratigraphy. These are: 1) 

the transgressive nature of many barriers (Hoyt, 1967; Kraft, 1971), 

and 2) the important reworking effects of laterally migrating tidal 

inlets (Hoyt and Henry, 1967; Kumar and Sanders, 1974). In fact, 

further study has shown that the majority of barrier island systems 

today are migrating landward, or retrograding, in response to a rising 

sea level (Mclntire and Morgan, 1963; Hoyt, 1967; Dillon, 1970; Otvos, 

1970; Pierce and Colquhoun, 1970; Hoyt and Henry, 1971; Swift, 1975; 

Wilkinson, 1975; Kraft et al., 1978; Moslow and Heron, 1979). Details 

of the transgressive sequences that may be found in retrograding bar

riers has been studied by several authors (Fischer, 1961; Oomkens, 1967; 

Swift, 1968; Kraft et al., 1973; Klein, 1974; Wilkinson and Basse, 1978; 

Otvos, 1979). 

Only those studies in which drill hole transects were constructed 

along the length of the barrier (depositional strike) was the signifi

cance of inlet-related deposits first recognized (Shepard, 1960; Hoyt 

and Henry, 1967) . Kumar and Sanders (1974) and Moslow and Heron (1978) 

described the vertical sequence of sedimentary units created by the 

lateral migration of tidal inlets at Fire Island, New York and Core 

Banks, North Carolina. Details of the sedimentary structures and tex

tures of inlet deposits and a model for their mode of preservation dur

ing a transgression were described by Kumar (1973), Sanders and Kumar 

(1975) and Hayes (1976). Along the Outer Banks of North Carolina, 

studies have shown that a large majority of the Holocene barrier section 

has been reworked by tidal inlet migration (Moslow and Heron, 1978; 

Susman and Heron, 1979). Detailed models of inlet stratigraphic se

quences based primarily on observation of modern processes have been 



provided by Hubbard and Barwis (1976), Hubbard et al. (1979), and 

Hayes (1980). 

Prograding barrier stratigraphy. - In contrast to the large num

ber of studies conducted on transgressive and inlet modified barriers, 

only a few of the relatively uncommon progradational modern barrier is

lands have been examined in detail (Bernard et al., 1962; van Straaten, 

1965; Hageman, 1969; Steele, 1980). Details of the regressive vertical 

sequence of sediments produced by seaward prograding barriers have been 

described by Bernard et aJ_. (1970), Davies et al. (1971) and Wojtal and 

Moslow (1980). The most pertinent trends observed included a coarsening 

upward in the sequence and a change from biogenic (bottom) to physical 

(top) structures. Regressive vertical sequences within portions of 

barrier island chains produced by spit accretion have been studied by 

Horn (1965) in the Baltic, Kraft et al. (1978) at Cape Henlopen, Dela

ware, and Moslow and Heron (in press) at Cape Lookout, North Carolina. 

Prograding beach ridge complexes have been examined along coastal plains 

by Allen (1965) and Curray et al. (1969). The study by Curray et al. 

of the Costa de Nayarit is often cited as a classical example of a pro-

grading shoreline system. However, this complex has closer affinities 

to a chenier plain than a barrier island. 

Prograding beach ridge barrier islands are of unknown abundance, 

but considered to be uncommon along modern shorelines. However, they 

are the barrier type most commonly observed in the rock record (Reineck 

and Singh, 1976; Ryer, 1977). Also, the stratigraphic analysis of a 

progradational barrier system provides an unique opportunity to examine 

the preserved sedimentary record of barrier - back-barrier evolution 

during the late Holocene. 



Review studies. - Only a few studies have summarized the various 

types of stratigraphic sequences that have been observed in modern 

barrier systems (Dickinson et al., 1972; Hayes and Kana, 1976; Kraft, 

1979). Based on preserved stratigraphic sequences, Dickinson et al. 

(1972) divided barriers into three categories: transgressive, regres

sive and vertical build-up. Most recently, excellent summary reviews 

of transgressive and regressive barrier shoreline deposits have been 

presented by Reinson (1979) and Elliott (1978). 

Kiawah and Seabrook Island stratigraphy. - Previous stratigraphic 

investigations on Kiawah and Seabrook Islands involved an examination 

of exposed beach ridge lithologies (Barwis, 1978) and studies of back-

barrier facies relationships in the Kiawah Island tidal flats, tidal 

channels and salt marshes (Fischer ejt al. , 1978; Barwis, 1979; Wojtal 

and Tye, in prep.). Using carbon-14 dates of mollusc shells from near 

surface exposures, Stapor and Mathews (1976) examined the depositional 

history of Kiawah and Seabrook Islands. They concluded that most of 

the barrier system is younger than 1,200 B.P. and also constructed 

1,200 B.P. and 2,500 B.P. shorelines. Their conclusions contrast 

sharply with the results of this study. 

The only other examinations of barrier island stratigraphy in 

South Carolina are presently being conducted. The transgressive na

ture of Cape Romain is being studied by C.H. Ruby (in prep.), and 

R. Tye (in prep.) is examining inlet stratigraphic sequences at the 

northern end of Capers and Dewees Islands. 

Geologic Setting 

Regional. - The lower coastal plain of South Carolina was first 



subdivided into six terrace formations by Cooke (1936). Since then, 

the terraces have been grouped into four cyclic units, each of which 

represents a former barrier shoreline (Colquhoun and Johnson, 1968; 

Colquhoun, 1969). The shorelines are all Pleistocene in age and in

crease in elevation from the present coast 90 km inland to the Surry 

Scarp (Fig. 1) (Colquhoun, 1974). Barrier islands comprise approxi

mately 15% of the total land area of the lower Atlantic coastal plain 

from Delaware to Florida (Oaks and Dubar, 1974). However, in South 

Carolina, 47% of the lower coastal plain is represented by barrier is

land deposits (Colquhoun and Pierce, 1973) . 

The present South Carolina coast is comprised of a number of Holo

cene depositional systems commonly found on tide-dominated, mixed 

energy shorelines (Hayes, 1979). These include: 1) a wave-dominated 

river delta, the Santee delta; 2) a number of tidal inlets and associated 

ebb-tidal delta sand bodies; 3) two mesotidal estuaries (St. Helena and 

Port Royal Sound); and 4) a number of transgressive and beach ridge 

barrier islands and associated salt marsh-tidal flat systems (Figs. 2 

and 3) (Hayes and Kana, 1976; Brown, 1977). Kiawah and Seabrook Is

lands are two of ten mesotidal beach ridge barriers that occur on the 

South Carolina coast from Cape Romain to Savannah, Georgia (Fig. 3). 

Local. - Kiawah and Seabrook Islands are located approximately 20 km 

south of Charleston Harbor, South Carolina (Fig. 2). Kiawah Island is 

13 km long, 3 km wide at its northeastern end and 0.5 km wide at its 

southeastern end. Seabrook Island is much shorter (5 km) and varies 

from 1.0 to 2.3 km wide. The two islands are separated by the Kiawah 

River Inlet, also known as Captain Sam's Inlet (Fig, 2). 



Figure 1. Pleistocene and Holocene barrier island deposits on 
the lower Atlantic Coastal Plain from Delaware to Georgia. 
Arrow indicates the location of Kiawah and Seabrook Islands, 
(from Colquhoun and Pierce, 1973). 



Figure 2. Location map of Kiawah and Seabrook Islands. Both islands are progradational 
beach ridge barriers backed by extensive salt marsh and tidal flats. Transgressive 
barriers occur immediately to the north (Folly Beach and Morris Island) and to the south 
(Botany Bay Island, Edingsville Beach and Edisto Island). 



Figure 3. Location map of beach ridge barrier islands on the 
South Carolina coast. All are found south of Cape Romain, 
a rapidly transgressing cuspate foreland. Beach ridges on 
Seabrook Island and Hilton Head are welded onto Pleistocene 
deposits. The other beach ridge barriers are backed by Holo
cene salt marsh and tidal flats. 



Semidiurnal tides range from 1.4 to 2.6 m (U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 

1978). Average wave heights, 50-60 cm, yield a mild wave climate. 

Greatest wave energy flux during winter months causes a net longshore 

transport of sediment to the southwest (Brown, 1977). As a result, Kia

wah Island exhibits the characteristic mesotidal "drumstick" shape of a 

bulbous updrift (northeast) end, crescentic central strand, and recurved 

spit on the downdrift (southwest) end (Hayes et al., 1974, 1975; Hayes, 

1979) (Fig. 4). The central portion of the island is composed of tightly-

spaced beach ridges that bifurcate to the northeast (updrift end). Ex

tensive salt marshes and associated tidal creeks are well developed be

hind the,entire length of the island and between bifurcating beach ridges. 

Tidal flats are best developed behind the central portion of the barrier 

where tidal flow separates and flows to the southwest through Kiawah 

River Inlet and to the northeast through Stono Inlet (Fig. 5) (Wojtal 

and Moslow, 1980). 

Kiawah Island consists of a complex of mid- to late-Holocene ridges 

(Hayes et al', 1975; Stapor and Mathews, 1976; Moslow and Davies, 1979; 

Barwis, 1978, 1979) similar to those described for barrier islands on 

the Georgia coast (Ziegler, 1959; Hoyt and Hails, 1967; Hoyt et al., 

1968; Oertel, 1975). Carbon-14 dates of shell, wood and peat material in

dicate that Kiawah Island has been prograding seaward over the past 2,500 

to 4,000 years (Stapor and Mathews, 1976; Moslow and Davies, 1979; Barwis, 

1979). The central portion of the barrier consists of beach ridges pro-

grading seaward by simple shoreface accretion. The most landward beach 

ridge (Shullbred Ridge) consists of a thin section of leached, bimodal, 

fine- to coarse-grained sands. This beach ridge, oriented oblique to 
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Figure 4. Geomorphology of the mid and updrift portions of Kiawah 
Island. Shore parallel beach ridges are tightly spaced in the 
central portion of the island but bifurcate to the northeast (up
drift) end. An extensive network of meandering tidal creeks and 
salt marsh occurs behind the island and between bifurcating beach 
ridges. Location of drill hole transects are shown. 
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Figure 5. Geomorphology of Seabrook Island and downdrift Kiawah. 
Holocene beach ridges comprising Seabrook Island are welded onto 
Pleistocene deposits landward of the mid and updrift portions of 
the barrier. A well-developed recurved spit occurs at the down-
drift end of Kiawah Island. Location of drill hole transects 
on Seabrook Island are shown. 



younger beach ridges, is interpreted as representing an earlier Holocene 

transgressive phase prior to 4,000 yrs. B.P. However, it also has 

been interpreted as a remnant of a Pleistocene beach ridge (Hayes 

et: al. , 1975; Stapor and Mathews, 1976; Barwis, 1978). Sediments 

underlying the recurved spit on the downdrift end of the island con

sist of a thin sequence of tidal inlet channel-fill. In contrast, 

the northeast end of Kiawah Island immediately adjacent to Stono Inlet 

is underlain by a much thicker (9 - 11 m) fining upward sequence of 

fine- to medium-grained inlet-fill sands. 

Seabrook Island is a relatively stunted beach ridge barrier in 

which the geomorphology is dominated by adjacent tidal inlets. The 

mid and updrift portions of Seabrook are comprised of a series of 

tightly-spaced parallel beach ridges that are welded onto Pleistocene 

deposits behind the island (Fig. 5). Seaward, this portion of the is

land bears some resemblances to updrift Kiawah Island. Extensive salt 

marshes and associated tidal creeks are well developed between remnant 

beach ridges (Fig. 5). Lateral migration of the Kiawah River Inlet and 

meandering tidal creeks have completely reworked a large fraction of 

the beach ridge lithosome. The downdrift portion of Seabrook Island is 

a 2.5 km wide series of tightly-spaced beach ridges that recurve to the 

northwest adjacent to North Edisto Inlet (Fig. 5). An expansive salt 

marsh-tidal flat system occurs landward of the island separating the 

Holocene barrier from remnant Pleistocene beach ridges (Fig. 5). Down-

drift Seabrook Island has undergoi 3 numerous shoreline fluctuations in 

historic times alone (Hayes et al., 1979). Changes in the sedimentation 

patterns and morphology of the North Edisto Inlet ebb-tidal delta can 



greatly modify the shoreline orientation of Seabrook Island (Hayes 

et al., 1976) 

Kiawah and Seabrook Islands are in a relatively unique depositional 

setting for the South Carolina coast. Highly erosional transgressive 

barriers occur both updrift and downdrift of the net accretional Kia

wah - Seabrook barrier system (Fig. 2). Historical analysis and wave 

refraction studies show that Kiawah's depositional environment is a 

response to low wave energy, offshore bathymetry, and high sediment 

input (Hayes et al., 1975; Fico, 1978; FitzGerald et al. , 1979). One 

definite source of sediment for Kiawah and Seabrook Islands is from 

Folly and Morris Islands and offshore shoals formerly located south 

of the present Charleston Harbor jetties (Fig. 2) (Hayes eit al. , 1975) . 

Since construction of the jetties in 1853, the updrift end of Kiawah 

Island alone has undergone an estimated volumetric change of + 19.8 x 

6 o 
10 m (FitzGerald _et al., 1979). The ebb-tidal deltas of the North 

Edisto and Stono Inlets are large reservoirs of sand that are potential 

sources of sediment for Kiawah-Seabrook systems. Also, the orientation 

of tidal delta shoals will influence wave refraction patterns and the 

focusing of energy on adjacent island beaches (Hayes et al., 1975, 

1976). 

METHODS 

Field Work 

Introduction. - The majority of the field work was conducted dur

ing the summer months of 1978 and 1979. Subsurface stratigraphic data 

from 63 drill holes were obtained through the use of wash boring, vibra-

coring and power augering. These methods of drilling are described in 

detail below. Forty three of the holes were drilled with at least 



partial use of wash boring and vibracoring. These methods provided 

cores in which the sedimentary structures were sometimes deformed, 

but generally well preserved. The remaining twenty holes were drilled 

by power augering. 

Forty-six holes were drilled on Kiawah Island and 17 on Seabrook 

(Fig. 6). A total of 719.8 m (2,360 ft.) of unconsolidated sedimentary 

material was drilled and analyzed for this study. Average depth of each 

drill hole was 11.4 m (37.5 ' ) . Every hole was drilled through the Holo

cene section to underlying Pleistocene "basement". The total depth, 

thickness of the Holocene section and depth of- the Holocene-Pleistocene 

contact (m below MSL) for each drill hole is given in Appendix I. A 

complete lithologic description along with an interpretation of the 

associated depositional environment for all 63 drill holes is provided 

in Appendix I. 

Logistics. - Six transects, three on each island, were drilled per

pendicular to the shoreline for observation of barrier facies relation

ships and three-dimensional geometry along dip section (A-A', B-B', C-C1, 

E-D', F-F' and G-G') (Fig. 6). One shore-parallel transect (K-K') was 

developed along the Kiawah Island spit to Seabrook Island. Barrier 

geomorphology and roadway access played a major role in determining 

the positioning of each drill hole transect. Ideally, transects were 

located in areas that were representative of the island's major geo-

morphic components. These include: 1) "updrift barrier" G-G' (Kiawah); 

2) "mid-barrier" F-F1 (Kiawah) and B-B' (Seabrook); and 3) "downdrift 

barrier" K-K' (Kiawah) and A-A' (Seabrook), (Figs. 4 and 5). Tran

sect C-C' was constructed in an area where the Holocene barrier (Sea-
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Figure 6. Geomorphology map of Kiawah and Seabrook Islands showing location of all drill 
holes and shore perpendicular drill hole transects. Reference numbers for all drill 
holes are shown. Descriptive logs are included in the Appendix. 



brook Island) is welded onto the Pleistocene mainland. Transect E-E' 

provides a detailed examination of facies relationships between the 

tightly-spaced beach ridge complex of Kiawah and Shullbred Ridge. 

Despite a good network of paved and dirt roads, certain portions 

oi Kiawah and Seabrook Islands were inaccessible to the truck or trailer-

mounted drill equipment. The extensive intertidal salt marsh and tidal 

flats at the northeastern end of Kiawah Island and adjacent to the 

Kiawah River on Seabrook Island prevented access to these areas for 

drilling (Fig. 6). Due to extensive construction and housing develop

ment, no drilling was permitted in the southwestern end of Kiawah Island. 

Elevations for the drill hole sites were determined through the 

use of United States Geological Survey 7.5 minute series topographic 

maps of Kiawah and Seabrook Islands (Legareville and Rockville quad

rangles; scale 1:24,000). Elevations varied from 0 to +2.4 m (0 to 

+8 feet). Mean sea level was used as a datum for construction of all 

cross sections. The exact location of each drill tiole was determined 

through the use of detailed development company road maps of the is

lands (scale 1:4,000) and low altitude vertical air photos. Elevation 

and location of each drill hole are given in Appendix I. 

Drilling Techniques 

A thorough investigation of the subsurface stratigraphy of a Holo

cene barrier island demands the use of a portable drill rig for obtain

ing cores in unconsolidated sediments. Undisturbed cores provide for 

analysis and observation of physical and biogenic sedimentary structures, 

the most useful and reliable criteria for recognition of depositional 

sedimentary environments. Therefore, this study placed a major emphasis 



on obtaining as much core hole data as possible for interpreting the 

Holocene stratigraphy and facies relationships of Kiawah and Seabrook 

Islands. Power augering was employed only to supplement the core 

hole data. 

Vibracoring. - Forty-two vibracores were taken in this study, 

using 6.1 m sections of 7.6 cm diameter aluminum irrigation tubing. 

A portable vibracore system was used with varying success in the 

Holocene and Pleistocene barrier depositional environments. This 

method of drilling is described in detail by Lanesky et _al. (1979) 

and briefly outlined here. The major components of the system are: 

1) a cylindrical vibrating head ("dildo") welded to a 20 cm x 20 cm 

metal plate, and 2) a 4% hp gasoline engine modified cement compac

tor. The engine powers the vibrating head through a 5.1 m length 

of semi-flexible cable, 3.8 cm in diameter. The vibrating head is 

mounted perpendicular to the top of the core tube (Fig. 7). The 

engine powered vibrating head sets up a low amplitude (0.1 - 1.0 mm) 

standing wave which fluidizes and displaces sediment adjacent to the 

core tube allowing it to pass through unconsolidated sediments 

(Lanesky et al. , 1979). Occasionally, hanging on the core tube or 

twisting and turning the tube would help penetrate a resistant hori

zon (Fig. 7). After the core ceased penetration into the sediment, 

the engine was shut off, and the vibrating head was removed. Excess 

core tubing extending out of the ground was cut away, and the amount 

of sediment compaction was measured. The core was then filled to 

the top with water and capped with an air tight gas plug (plumber's 

"pipe stop"). This created a vacuum-type suction that kept the core 

from sliding out of the tube upon extraction. Core tubing was ex-



Figure 7. Photograph showing the technique 
of vibracore drilling used in this study. 
In most cases, the core tube (A) was re
trieved from the drill hole through use of 
the hydraulic feed frame (B) on the auger 
drill rig shown in the photo. 

Figure 8. Photograph of the wash bore 
drill used in this study for obtain
ing cores at a depth beneath the 
maximum penetration of the vibracore. 
An aluminum pipe wrench is used to 
rotate the drill rods. 



tracted out of the ground using one of three designs: 1) block and 

tackle apparatus attached to an aluminum tripod; 2) diesel engine 

powered rope clutch; 3) power auger feed-frame hydraulic "pull-out" 

(Fig. 7). 

Since the major objective of this study was to core the entire 

Holocene and upper Pleistocene section (10-15 m) , vibracoring was only 

of limited value. Normally, only the upper 4-5 m of sediment could 

be cored by this method. Vibracoring lost its effectiveness with 

depth, especially in the fine-grained, well-sorted, tightly-packed 

sands which comprise 80-90% of the Kiawah-Seabrook barrier lithosome. 

As much as 40% compaction was measured in vibracores taken on the 

Kiawah Island beachface. Twenty to twenty-five percent compaction 

was typical. Finer-grained sediments (silts and clays) of the back-

barrier environment were generally vibracored with greater success. 

In these localities, 5 m cores with 5-10% compaction were common. 

Wash-boring. - The wash bore method of drilling was used to com

plete each core hole from the point of maximum penetration of the 

vibracore to underlying Pleistocene clays. Cores were obtained from 

a maximum depth of 16.5 m using the wash-bore method (Rhodes, 1973; 

Susman and Heron, 1979). This portion of the drilling program em

ployed an Acker Model RGT wash-bore rig operated by a two man crew 

(Fig. 8). The use of drilling mud was required to keep the hole from 

caving in. Approximately 35-40 lbs (i5-i8 kg) of a bentonite base 

mud was used for a 10-15 m deep hole. Before drilling, the mud was 

mixed with fresh water in a 125 gallon "mud tub:: (Fig. 9). Fresh 

water was generally supplied from the groundwater table directly at the 

drill site. However, at those parts of the islands where the ground-



Figure 9. Photograph showing the preparation of drill mua. Thirty 
to forty gallons of bentonite based "mud" was mixed with fresh 
water in the "mud tub" (A) prior to drilling. A centrifugal pump 
(B) forced the mud through the drill rods. 

Figure 10. Core sample taken with 
the Lynac split-spoon. Sample 
size is 3.84 x 61.4 cm. Recovery 
is best (90-100%) in silt or clay 
sediments. Sixty to eighty per
cent recovery is typical in fine
grained sands. (Scale is in cen
timeters) . 



water was too brackish for mixing mud properly, fresh water from a "cat-

eye" pond was pumped into a 250 gallon water trailer and transported to 

the drill site. A low pressure, high volume centrifugal pump forced 

the mud through the hollow drill rods and out the driil bit. The force 

of the drill mud flowing into the hole did most of the actual drilling. 

Drill rods were rotated by hand through the use of a 24" (0.61 m) alu

minum pipe wrench which aided in the effectiveness of the drilling 

(Fig. 8). The drill mud would carry the cuttings up out of the hole 

and back into the "mud tub" reservoir. 

After a desired sampling depth was reached, the drill rod was 

pulled out of the hole by means of a powered rope clutch. The drill 

bit was replaced with a Lynac split-spoon core sampler (3.84 cm x 

61.4 cm), and the drill rod was placed back into the hole (Fig. 10). 

A core was taken by pounding the sampler into fresh sediment with a 

63.5 kg (140 lb.) safety hammer. When the sampler had been driven 

0.61 m (2 feet), it was retrieved from the hole. Samples were taken 

at 1.5 m intervals or at a change in sediment type. A 10-15 m hole 

could usually be drilled by wash-boring in one day. 

The split-spoon sampler works best in fine-grained silts and clays. 

Only 60-80% recovery could be expected in cores of the fine-grained 

barrier sands. Split-spoons were opened, photographed and described at 

the drill site. Sedimentary structures were sometimes deformed but 

rarely destroyed. Cores were stored in a labelled sample box and re

turned to the mainland each day. Although they are not as valuable 

as the vibracores, split-spoon samples do preserve sedimentary struc

tures and can be gathered from much greater depths. 



Augering. - Power augering was the only method of drilling used for 

four holes on Seabrook Island and 15 on Kiawah. Six of these holes 

were drilled with a truck mounted CME-75 drill rig equipped with 10.2 

cm (4 inch) flight hollow stem augers (Fig. 11). The remaining ten 

holes were drilled by a platform mounted SIMCO 2400 rig using augers 

with a 5.05 cm (2 inch) flight width (Fig. 12). A rotary cathead was 

used to turn the augers into the ground, and a hydraulic lift system 

pulled them out of the ground. Continuous flight augers in 1.5 m 

(5 foot) lengths were used in all auger holes. 

The mode of augering employed was to drill only 1.5 m of fresh 

sediment at any one time and in such a way that a 1 to 1 ratio of 

auger "downfeed" to auger "rotation" is ideally maintained (Pierce and 

Colquhoun, 1970; Moslow and Heron, 1979). This provided for the least 

disturbance of the sediment. The augers were then pulled straight out 

of the hole through use o-f the hydraulic lift system. The rods were never 

backed out of the hole, since the application of reverse rotary power 

could either spin the fresh sediment off the auger flights or displace 

the sample down the auger rod. All the augers were pulled, and the 

bottom auger holding the fresh sample was retrieved. Penetration was 

then made down the hole to the next desired sample depth, and the same 

drilling method was again employed. In this fashion, every auger hole 

was continuously sampled. 

All the sediments drilled beneath Kiawah and Seabrook Islands were 

moist to wet from the depth of the groundwater table (approximately 

1.5 m) to the bottom of the hole. This provided for adhesion of the 

water-saturated sediments to the auger flights. Although sedimentary 



Figure 11. Photograph of CME-75 auger rig used to drill the 
deepest holes on Kiawah and Seabrook Islands. The upper
most of a series of a 1.5 m length augers is shown being 
detached from the remaining augers still in the ground. 

Figure 12. Photograph 
of the SIMCO 2400 
auger drill rig used 
in this study. This 
rig is mounted on a 
2 wheel skid-type 
platform. Its highly 
portable nature was one 
of this drill's great
est assets. 



structures were not preserved, the retrieved sample was uncontaminated, 

in place and continuous. Each 1.5 m of sediment on the auger rod was 

layed out on a canvas sheet and described at the hole site (Fig. 13). 

Samples were taken as close to the auger flights as possible to avoid 

the sampling of contaminant from the hole wall. After logging an en

tire 1.5 m section of fresh sediment, a representative 0.75 m sample 

was saved and placed in carefully labeled sample boxes. 

The time factor involved was perhaps the biggest advantage of 

power augering. A two-man crew could drill as many as three 12-15 m 

auger holes in a day, while still allowing time for description of all 

the sediment. The maximum depth of auger drilling was to 18.3 m (60 

feet) in hole SI-11. 

Laboratory Techniques 

Preparation and core description. - All vibracores were cut 

into 1.0 m lengths, capped and labelled before being transported to 

the laboratory. The tubing was split open using a table saw, and the 

sediment in the core barrel was planed off to an undisturbed surface 

prior to examination and description. An electric carving knife was 

used to cut through the sands. Cohesive silts and clays were cut 

using an electro-osmotic knife (Chmelik, 1967). 

A written description of each core was made, including color, 

lithology, texture (grain size and sorting), sedimentary structures, 

bioturbation, biota, and percent organics. Where appropriate, samples 

were taken from that half of the core that was to be discarded. Sketches 

were made of the core on the description sheet. Many of the cores were 

photographed within one to two days after being opened and described 



Figure 13. Photograph of sediments drilled in auger hole KI-40 
on the Kiawah Island beachface. Each auger is 1.5 m long. Top 
is to the right, with the 0-1.5 m section at the uppermost por
tion of the photograph. Sediments were described while still 
attached to the auger flights, providing for more accurate con
trol on depth of occurrence. Holocene depositional units are 
labeled. The bottom auger is a Pleistocene clay unit. 



(Fig. 14). All vibracore descriptions were compiled with drill logs 

from the remainder of each hole and are summarized in Appendix I. 

Sample analyses. - Seventy-four sediment samples from split-

spoon cores and vibracores were analyzed for textural parameters. 

Grain size, sorting, skewness and kurtosis were measured for sands 

using a computerized settling tube (Anan, 1972). A representative 

sample from every Holocene and Pleistocene facies was analyzed. Sev

eral samples from each of five different drill holes were analyzed for 

determination of grain-size trends. Fourteen samples of silts and clays 

were analyzed by fine-grained pipette analysis (Folk, 1968). The re

sults are presented in Table 1. 

Mollusc assemblages from ten Pleistocene samples and one Holo

cene sample were analyzed by Blake Blackwelder of the Paleontology and 

Stratigraphy Branch, United States Geological Survey. Species list, 

relative age and environmental interpretations for each sample are pro

vided in Table 2. 

Diatom assemblages from 11 Pleistocene samples and one Holocene 

sample were analyzed by Bill Abbott of the Mobil Oil Corporation (for

merly with the South Carolina State Geological Survey). Relative age, 

environment of deposition, paleo-salinities and paleo-temperatures of 

each sample are provided in Table 3. 

The petrology and mineralogy of sands were examined in five 

Holocene barrier samples from Kiawah Island, one Pleistocene barrier 

sample and one sample from Shullbred Ridge. The percentage of heavy 

minerals and calcium carbonate was determined for each bulk sample. 

The percentage of feldspars and the quartz to feldspar ratio was de-



Figure 14. Photograph of vibracored sedimentary deposits from 
the uppermost Holocene of drill hole 44 on Kiawah Island. Top 
of the core is at upper left. Scale is in centimeters. Beach 
ridge (left), foreshore (middle) and shoreface (right) deposi
tional units are shown here. 



termined for the upper fine, lower fine, upper very fine and lower very 

fine fractions of each sample by Martha Griffin (Coastal Research Di

vision) . The results are presented in Table 4. 

Heavy minerals were examined in eleven sediment samples taken 

at depths ranging from 0 - 4 m. The fine or very fine sand fraction of 

four Holocene barrier samples (Kiawah Island), four Pleistocene barrier 

samples and three samples from Shullbred Ridge were analyzed. Heavy 
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containing numerous articulated individuals; and c) two samples of a 

mixed shell assemblage comprised of several different species. Four 

of the dated samples were peat or peaty clay containing a high per-



termined for the upper fine, lower fine, upper very fine and lower very 

fine fractions of each sample by Martha Griffin (Coastal Research Di

vision) . The results are presented in Table 4. 

Heavy minerals were examined in eleven sediment samples taken 

at depths ranging from 0 - 4 m. The fine or very fine sand fraction of 

four Holocene barrier samples (Kiawah Island), four Pleistocene barrier 

samples and three samples from Shullbred Ridge were analyzed. Heavy 

minerals were separated from quartz and feldspar in bromoform. Calcium 

carbonate was first removed by soaking in dilute HC1. The data from 

these analyses are summarized in Table 4. 

A pollen analysis was made on one Pleistocene peat sample by 

Mary Tisdale (Univ. South Carolina), A species list and determination 

of depositional environment was prepared. 

A "SURFACE II" computer program was designed using all of the 

drill hole data collected in this study. The program produced a three-

dimensional plate displaying the Pleistocene surface beneath Kiawah 

and Seabrook Islands and an isopach map of the Holocene sediments for 

the barrier jmplex. 

Radiocarbon dating. - Nineteen samples of peat, wood or shell 

material were analyzed for carbon-14 age determination (Table 5). 

Twelve of the dated samples were of shell material. These included: 

a) three samples of whole, in situ, Crassostrea virginica shells in a 

silty clay matrix; b) seven samples of Mulinia lateralis assemblages 

containing numerous articulated individuals; and c) two samples of a 

mixed shell assemblage comprised of several different species. Four 

of the dated samples were peat or peaty clay containing a high per-



centage of wood (plant?) fragments. The remaining three samples were 

of wood, specifically unidentifiable plant fragments (grasses?) . None 

of the carbon-14 dated samples are believed to be accurate sea level 

indicators. Ten samples were obtained from split-spoon core samplers, 

four from vibracores and five from augers. 

Radiocarbon dates were supplied by University of Georgia Center 

for Applied Isotope Studies (nine samples), University of Miami Radio

carbon Dating Laboratory (eight samples), Queens College Radiocarbon 

Laboratory (one sample) and Universidade Federal da Bahia, Brazil, Labora

tory of Applied Nuclear Physics (one sample). 

Shell samples were removed from their surroundings by wet sieving, 

then etched with 10% HCl to remove any possible exterior replacement of 

CaC03. There was no evidence of humic acid infiltration; therefore, the 

organic samples were pretreated with acid only in an effort to remove 

solid and groundwater carbonates. 

Radiocarbon age was calculated relative to 0.95 x the N3S oxalic 

acid radiocarbon dating standard. Quoted precision is one-standard de

viation and includes only the counting errors on the unknown sample, 

background and modern standard. Age is calculated using a carbon-14 

half-life of 5,568 years. 

STRATIGRAPHIC UNITS AND SEDIMENTARY FACIES 

Sedimentary deposits examined within Kiawah and Seabrook Islands 

are represented by five distinct stratigraphic units. Late Pleistocene 

and Holocene deposits comprise the vast majority of the stratigraphic 

section. Each unit was recognized and defined primarily on the basis 

of lithology, texture, faunal assemblages, stratigraphic position and 



carbon-14 dates. Since the major emphasis of this study concerns the 

Holocene stratigraphy, only a limited description of the pre-Holocene 

units and associated facies is included. 

Cooper Marl (latest Oligocene) 

Sediments of the uppermost Cooper Marl were penetrated in two auger 

holes beneath Kiawah Island. The surface of the unit occurred at -14.3 m 

MSL in hole KI-23 and -15.3 m MSL in KI-26. Sediment type in both holes 

was a distinctive silty to clayey marl (Appendix I) . A sample from the 

KI-23 hole is 43% CaC03. The fine fraction is 38.2% silt and 11.7% clay 

(Table 1). Fine-grained, poorly sorted sand comprised only 7% of the 

sample. The yellow-brown to green-brown color and dense, compact na

ture of the sediment allowed for easy recognition of the Cooper Marl. 

Only 0.61 m of sample material in KI-26 and 1.2 m in KI-23 was recovered. 

A sample of the Cooper Marl analyzed for diatoms was found to be com

pletely unfossiliferous. However, based on lithology and the presence 

of distinctly developed dolomite rhombs, the sample was identified as 

"Cooper Formation of probable Oligocene age" (pers. comm., 1979, W. H. 

Abbot, S.C. State Geologic Survey). 

Descriptive logs of two auger holes drilled by the United States Geo

logical Survey on Kiawah Island were acquired for this study (Lucy Force, 

U.S.G.S., Reston, Virginia). The Cooper Marl was penetrated in these 

holes at -14.5 m MSL in the vicinity of KI-10 and -18.9 m MSL, 0.5 km 

east of KI-26 (Fig. 6). The sediments were not described in these logs. 

Nineteen auger holes were drilled on Kiawah Island in 1974 by Soil Con

sultants Incorporated. While the drill hole logs acquired did not con

tain a description of the sediments, elevation of the Cooper Marl surface 

was provided for each hole. The holes were drilled in the central and 



Table 1. Textural Parameters of Holocene and Pleistocene Sediments 

Sole and Location 

£1-13; mid-islar' 
Deach ridge 

31-4; primary 
iune ridge 

CI-16; primary 
lune ridge 

1-6; primary 
une ridge 

Depth (m) % Fines % Sand Mean Size Sand Sorting %CaC03 

Prograding Holocene Barrier Sands 

-0.6 m 6.1 93.9 3.21(5 (very fine) 0.37«$ (well) 

0 m 2.8«5 ( f i n e t o 0.37?4 (we l l ) 
ve ry f i n e ) 

0 m 3.15<< (ve ry f i n e ) 0.39«$ (we l l ) 

-0.9 m 0.16 99.8 2.85«S (fine to 0.76«5 (mod. 
very fine) well) 

-2.7 m 9.0 90.1 3.37?$ (very fine) 0.32«5 (very 0.6 
well) 

-3.6 m 9.2 84.5 3.25«$ (very fine) 0.88«S (mod.) 6.2 

-1.2 m 3.12«$ (very fine) 0.38«J (well) 

-2.4 m 2.98?i (fine to 0.37«5 (well) 

very fine) 
-1.2 m 2.77«5 (fine to 0.40«$ (well) 

very fine) 

-2.4 m 2.74^ (fine sand 0.47«5 (well) 
to very fine) 

-3.6 m 3.23<i$ (very fine) 0.36«5 (well) 

-5.1 m 2.8?$ (fine to 0.49^ (well) 
very fine) 

Comments Dep. Unit 

< 1% wood Beach ridge -
dune 

Beach ridge -
dune 

Backshore 

Backshore 

Foreshore to 

upper shoreface 
Foreshore to 
upper shoreface 

Foreshore to 
upper shoreface 

Foreshore to 
upper shoreface 

Foreshore to 
upper shoreface 

Foreshore to 
upper shoreface 

Foreshore to 
upper shoreface 

Mid-lower 
shoreface 



Hole and Location Depth (m) % Fines % Sand Mean Size Sand 

SI-6 -6.6 m 2.930" (fine to 
very fine) 

KI-13 -4.8 m 9.6 90.3 3.320 (very fine) 

SI-4 -3.9 m 3.02«$ (very fine) 

SI-4 -4.6 m 2.950 (fine to 

very fine) 
SI-4 -5.8 m 2.710" (fine to 

very fine) 

£1-16 -4.8 m 3.540 (very fine) 

£1-16 -6.1 m 3.450 (very fine) 

CI-16 -7.6 m 3.260 (very fine) 

51-4 -7.3 m 3.430 (very fine) 

51-4 -8.2 m 3.39$ (very fine) 

CI-13 -6.4 m 11.2 88.7 3.320 (very fine) 

-9.1 m 3.290 (very fine) 

-10.5 m 3.44$ (very fine) 

Sorting % CaC03 

0.480 (well) 

0.47$ (well) 

0.420 (well) 

0.47$ (well) 

0.490 (well) 

0.300 (very 

well) 

0.450 (well) 

0.750 (mod.) 

0.31$ (very 
well) 

0.47$ (well) 

0.440 (well) 21.9 
(bulk) 

0.81$ (mod.) 

Comments Dep. Unit 

Mid-lower 
shoreface 

Mid-lower 
shoreface 

Mid-lower 
shoreface 

Mid-lower 
shoreface 

Mid-lower 
shoreface 

Mid-lower 
shoreface 

Mid-lower 
shoreface 

Mid-lower 
shoreface 

Lower shoreface 
to transition 

Lower shoreface 
to transition 

5.6% silt Lower shoreface 
5.6% clay to transition 

Lower shoreface 
to transition 

0.66$ (mod. Basal 
well) Holocene 

Lower shoreface 
to transition 



Depth % Fines % Sand Mean Size Sand 

-16 

-19 (mid-island 
ridge) 

-6 (landward 
dge of barrier) 

-36; Shulbred 

-8.2 m 

-3.7 m 1.4 

1.37$ (med. to 
coarse) 

82.1 2.72$ (fine) 

-6.4 m 8.3 54.2 2.82$ (fine) 

Transgressive Holocene Primary 

- 0 . 3 m 9 .3 89 .7 2 .27$ ( f i n e ) 

-36 - 0 . 9 m 1.7 98 .2 2 .0$ (med. 
t o f i n e ) 

CI-36 - 1 . 5 m 1.9 98 .0 1.96$ (med. 
t o f i n e ) 

CI-36 - 2 . 1 m 0.9 99 .0 1.99$ (med. 
t o f i n e ) 

CI-36 - 2 . 7 m 4 . 1 95 .9 2 .0$ (med. 
t o f i n e ) 

CI-12; Shulbred 
t idge 

- 2 . 0 m 0 .3 99 .6 2 .05$ (med. 
t o f i n e ) 

CI-8; Bass Pond - 4 . 7 m 11.5 81 .9 1.9$ (med. 
t o f i n e ) 

CI-7; Bass Pond - 2 . 9 m 14 .2 83 .6 1.72$ (med. 
t o f i n e ) 

S o r t i n g %CaC03 Comments Dep. Unit 

0.77$ 

0.70$ 

0.84$ 

rier 

0.60$ 
well) 

0.81$ 

0.91$ 

0.90$ 

0.91$ 

0.68$ 
well) 

0.78$ 

0.75$ 

(mod.) 

(mod.) 

(mod.) 

(mod. 

(mod.) 

(mod.) 

(mod.) 

(mod.) 

(mod. 

(mod.) 

(mod.) 

16.5 

37.6 

0.9 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

6.5 

2.2 

— Bimodal 
distrib. 

Fragmented 
Mulinia sp. 
shells 

Fine frac
tion as 
loam 

Shoreface storm 
deposit 

Shoreface storm 
deposit 

Transgressive 
lag 

Beach ridge 

Well de- Beach ridge 
veloped 
soil profile 

Bimodal 
distrib. 

Bimodal 
distrib. 

Bimodal 
distrib. 

Bimodal 
distrib. 

Basal 
Holocene 

(platykurtic) 

Platykurtic 

Washover de
posits (Fore-
shore/Backshore) 

Washover de
posits (Fore-
shore/Backshore) 

Washover de
posits (Fore-
shore/Backshore) 

Washover de
posits (Fore-
shore/Backshore) 

Washover de
posits (Fore-
shore/Backshore) 

Interbedded wash' 
over and tidal 
flat 



iole/Location 

£1-36 

£1-27; Stono 

Depth % Fines 

-3.3 m 32.9 

Holocene Inlet Fill 

-0.5 m 3.2 
Inlet 

% Sand Mean Size Sand 

67.1 2.99$ (fine to 
very fine) 

96.8 2.77$ (fine to 
very fine) 

£1-37; Kiawah 
Spit 

£1-27 

£1-37 

£1-37 

£1-27 

£1-27 

£1-37 

£1-27 

0 .5 m 

- 1 . 3 m 

1.3 

2.0 

2.3 

4.7 

m 

m 

m 

m 

- 2 . 4 m 

- 7 . 7 m 

0.8 

0.9 

1.3 

2.1 

2.2 

3.0 

1.6 

2.3 

96.8 

94.7 

95.3 

91.9 

97.8 

93.0 

95.2 

83.3 

2.99$ (fine to 
very fine) 

2.64$ (fine) 

2.73$ (fine) 

3.13$ (very 
fine to fine) 

2.76$ (fine) 

2.96$ (fine to 
very fine) 

2.88$ (fine) 

2.63$ (fine) 

£1-27 - 8 . 1 m 1 3 . 1 73 .3 2 .45$ ( f i n e ) 

£1-37 

£1-27 

- 2 . 9 m 

- 9 . 3 

1.2 95.8 

3.4 46 .8 

2.90$ (fine 
to very fine) 

2.24$ (fine to 
medium) 

Sorting 

0.63$ (mod. 
well) 

0.67$ (mod. 
well) 

% CaC03 

0.52$ (well) 2.3 

0.53$ (mod. 
well) 

4.3 

0.48$ (well) 3.8 

0.55$ (mod. 6.0 
well) 

0.42$ (well) Trace 

3.9 0.52$ (mod. 
well) 

0.58$ (mod. 
well) 

3.2 

0.65$ (mod. 14.4 
well) 

0.57$ (med. 
well) 

0.66$ (mod. 
well) 

13.5 

3.0 

1.03$ (poor) 49.7 

Comments 

Bimodal 

Negatively 
skewed; 
strongly 
leptokurtic 

llll llll 

lilt llll 

llll llll 

llll llll 

Dep. Unit 

Interbedded wash-
over and tidal 
flat 

Subaerial spit 
(Backshore) 

Subaerial spit 
(Backshore) 

Spit platform 

Spit platform 

Spit platform 

Spit platform 

Spit platform 

Neg. skewed; Shallow 
leptokurtic channel-fill 

Shallow 
channel-fill 

Shallow 
channel-fill 

Deep 
channel-fill 

Bimodal; 
platy
kurtic 

Deep 
channel-fill 



le/Location 

-27 

-27 

-7 

-7 

-8 

Depth 

-9.6 

-10.5 

-10.9 m 

-9.4 m 

-7.9 m 

% Fines 

9.1 

4.7 

91.3 

40.5 

25.6 

% Sand 

48.4 

69.2 

4.3 

57.5 

30.6 

Mean Size Sand 

2.54$ (fine) 

2.62$ (fine) 

Holocene 

3.3$ (very 
fine) 

3.2$ (very 
fine) 

3.2$ (very 
fine) 

Sorting % 

1.08$ 
(poor) 

0.58$ (mod. 
well) 

Back-Barrier 

0.38$ (well) 

0.62$ (mod. 
well) 

0.52$ (mod. 
well) 

; CaC03 

42.5 

26.1 

4.3 

1.9 

43.7 

Comments 

Bimodal; 
platykurtic 

Contains re
worked Pleist. 
deposits 

45.4% silt 
45.9% clay 

28.9% silt 
11.5% clay 

Crassostrea 
virginica 

Dep. Unit 

Deep channel 
fill 

Channel lag 

Lagoon-fill 

Tidal flat 

Tidal flat 

-8.4 m 61.2 

-5.5 m 74.5 

-10.4 m 15.5 

-9.6 m 8.7 

Upper Pleistocene Unit 

38.8 

18.8 

58.3 

23.8 

2.99$ (fine 
to very fine) 

3.14$ (very 
fine) 

1.95$ (med. 
to fine) 

1.43$ (med.) 

0.73$ 

0.97$ 

0.56$ 
well) 

0.93$ 

(mod.) 

(mod.) 

(mod. 

(mod. ) 

7.0 

6.7 

26.2 

67.5 

41.2% silt 
19.9c clay 

60.2% silt 
14.2% clay 

Shells from 
lower unit 

mi mi 

Tidal flat 

Tidal flat 

Channel fill 

Channel fill 

-0.46 m 8.9 

-0.91 m 6.2 

Silver Bluff (Pleistocene) Formation 

89.8 2.8$ (fine) 

93.4 2.47$ (fine) 

0.37$ (well) 1.3 Soil profile Barrier 
(loamy) 

0.63$ (mod. Trace 
well) 

Barrier 



Depth 

-1.7 m 

-2.3 m 

-3.0 m 

-4.4 m 

-7.5 m 

-8.5 m 

-7.2 m 

-8.5 m 

11.1 m 

% Fines 

7.3 

3.2 

4.2 

7.8 

10.0 

12.5 

50.8 

88.9 

7.0 

% Sand 

92.3 

96.8 

95.8 

92.2 

89.9 

87.5 

49.2 

8.9 

21.4 

Mean Size Sand 

2.98$ (fine to 
very fine) 

2.97$ (fine 
to v. fine) 

2.74$ (fine 
to v. fine) 

3.06$ (very 
fine) 

1.94$ (med. 
to fine) 

2.83$ (fine) 

2.6$ (fine) 

3.08$ (very 
fine) 

1.48$ (med.) 

Sorting 

0.28$ 
well) 

0.49$ 

0.59$ 
well) 

0.60$ 
well) 

0.92$ 

0.67$ 
well) 

0.95$ 

0.85$ 

0.95$ 

(very 

(well) 

(mod. 

(mod. 

(mod) 

(mod. 

(mod.) 

(mod.) 

(mod.) 

% CaC03 

Trace 

0 

0 

0 

16.0 

3.4 

27.6 
(bulk) 

2.1 

71.6 

Comments 

Leaching 

Leaching 

Leaching 

Leaching 

9.2% silt 
0.8% clay 

6.1% silt 
63% clay 

35.4% silt 
15.4% clay 

60.5% silt 
28.5% clay 

layer of 
shell hash 

D'ept. Unit 

Barrier 

Barrier 

Shoreface 

Shoreface 

Inner shelf 

Inner shelf 

Inner shelf 

Inner shelf 

Inner shelf 

-16.2 m 49.9 

Cooper Marl 

6.9 2.57$ (fine) 1.15$ (poor) 43.1 CaC03 as a Cooper Marl 
"marl" 



southeastern two-thirds of Kiawah. Elevation of the Cooper Marl surface 

as recognized in these borings is highly variable. Depths range from 

a minimum of 12.8 m to a maximum of 21.9 m below ground surface. A 

plot of the elevations suggests a highly irregular surface for the 

Cooper Marl beneath Kiawah Island with no discernable trends in slope. 

Age and occurrence. - The Cooper Marl occurs in two major areas in 

the central and southern South Carolina Coastal Plain. A continental 

facies is found within the upper coastal plain and a shelf facies is 

recognized in the lower and middle coastal plain (Colquhoun and Johnson, 

1968; Colquhoun, 1974). The surface of the Cooper Marl in the lower 

coastal plain has been identified as erosional, having been planed off by 

post-depositional scour (Force, 1978). The Cooper Marl has been assigned 

an Early to Late Oligocene age (Pooser, 1965; Colquhoun and Johnson, 1968). 

Wicomico Formation (late Pliocene - <2arly Pleistocene) 

Resting unconformably above the Cooper Marl at the bottom of drill 

hole SI-11 was a 1.5 m section of compact, dry, blue-green clay (Appen

dix I)• Thin layers of dark gray to black fine- to medium-grained silty 

sand were common. Biota included a few whole Mulinia sp. shells and 

brackish and marine diatoms (Tables 2 and 3). Based on stratigraphic 

position, lithology and associated diatom assemblage, these sediments 

have been assigned to the Wicomico Formation. This unit was found only 

in drill hole SI-11 beneath Seabrook Island at a surface elevation of 

-16.8 m MSL. The lithology and diatom assemblage of this unit was suf

ficiently distinct to prevent inclusion of these sediments with the over

lying late Pleistocene section or underlying Cooper Marl. Analysis of 

the diatoms suggests an "estuarine bay or sound" environment of deposi-



tion (William H. Abbott, S. C. State Geological Survey). 

Age and occurrence. - In central South Carolina, the Wicomico For

mation is expressed physiographically by the Penholoway and Wicomico 

Terraces (Colquhoun and Johnson, 1968; Colquhoun, 1974). The Wicomico 

Formation correlates to the Surry Scarp, landward limit of the lower 

coastal plain at 33 m above MSL (Colquhoun, 1974). An early Pleisto

cene age has been assigned to the Wicomico Formation (Dubar, 1971; 

Cronin, 1980). 

Silver Bluff Formation (late Pleistocene) 

Inner shelf facies. - Resting unconformably on the Cooper Marl or 

Wicomico Formation beneath Kiawah and Seabrook Islands is a relatively 

thick section of dense, cohesive, fossiliferous, blue-gray silty sand 

to sandy clay. This unit was recognized in almost every hole drilled 

beyond overlying Holocene sediments and generally served as a "basement 

unit" for this study. Deposits associated with this unit are interpreted 

to represent the shelf facies of the late Pleistocene Silver Bluff 

shoreline. 

Lithologically, the sediments of the shelf facies are quite varied. 

Samples range from 8.9 to 89.9% fine-grained, moderately-well sorted 

quartz sand (Table 1). The fine fraction comprises 7.7 to 88.9% of 

the samples analyzed, with varying amounts of silt and clay (Table 1). 

The most distinctive sedimentary features of this unit are its dense, 

cohesive nature, dark blue-gray color and extremely high amounts of 

pelecypod shell material. The carbonate fraction in samples analyzed 

from the shelf facies averages approximately 25% (Table 1). Many of 

the sediments form this unit were originally described as "bioclastic" 



(greater than 50% shell material). The common occurrence of lime 

pebbles and angular, very coarse quartz grains is also distinctive 

of this facies. 

Sedimentary structures were poorly preserved in the few cores taken 

of Pleistocene shelf sediments. Thin, discontinuous ripple laminae 

and laminae sets of silty clay and sand are the dominant physical 

structures (Fig. 15). Thin to thick layers of poorly sorted, fine to 

very coarse silty sand to silty clay, interpreted as shelf storm de

posits, are also common. Numerous elliptical, mud encased, sand-filled 

burrows (Callianassa sp.?) were observed. 

Eleven samples of mollusc assemblages from sediments of the shelf 

facies were examined by Blake Blackwelder (U.S. Geological Survey, 

Smithsonian Institution. Relative age, depositional environment and 

species list for each assemblage is given in Table 2. All samples 

were indicative of a very shallow shelf or inlet environment with water 

depths generally less than 10 m. The presence of Anadara ovalis and 

Anadara brasiliana species suggest a latest Pleistocene (post-Cane-

patch Formation) age of deposition for these samples (pers. coram., 1979, 

Blake Blackwelder). 

Analysis of diatoms in three samples of the Silver Bluff shelf facies 

suggest an "inner shelf to lower estuarine" environment of deposition 

(Table 3). A late Pleistocene age (less than 250,000 years) was assigned 

to the samples (pers. comm., 1979, William H. Abbott, S. C. State Geo

logical Survey). 

Two carbon dates were provided on material from this unit (Table 5). 

A radiometrically "dead" date of greater than 28,000 B.P. was made on 



Figure 15. Core displaying sedimen
tary characteristics of the Silver 
Bluff inner shelf facies. Silty 
clay laminae occur from 160 cm -
190 cm. Shell rich unit on the 
right (250 - 280 cm) is interpreted 
as a shelf storm deposit. 

Figure 16. Core of Pleistocene Silver Bluff 
Formation deposits from hole 16 on Seabrook 
Island. Inner shelf deposits (A) interfinger 
with shoreface sediments (B). Barrier sands 
(foreshore and beach ridge) (C) overly and are 
gradational with shoreface sediments. Note 
the Callianassa sp. burrow in the lowermost 
shoreface unit. A soil profile (S) caps the 
sequence. Scale is in centimeters. 



Table 2. Age, Depositional Environment and Species List of Mollusk 
Assemblages within the Shelf Facies of the "Silver Bluff 
Formation" beneath Kiawah and Seabrook Islands, South 
Carolina 

(Prepared by: Blake Blackwelder, U.S. Geological Survey) 

Hole SI-6 (Seabrook Island, -9.4 m) Lat. 32 deg. 34 min. 01 sec. N., 
Long. 80 deg. 10 min. 02 sec. W. 

Busycon sp. (fragments) 
Crassostrea? 
Dinocardium robustum (fragments) 
Dosinia sp. 
Ilyanassa obsoletus 
Mulinia lateralis 
Olivella mutica 
Acteocina canaliculata 
Kurtziella atrostyla 

Note: Shells are heavily bored and occur within a channel-fill sequence 
associated with the upper Pleistocene, estuarine-tidal flat unit. 

Age: Pleistocene 
Environ.: Shallow shelf to inlet. 

Hole SI-9 (Seabrook Island, -11.9 m) Lat. 32 deg. 34 min. 55 sec. N., 
Long. 80 deg. 09 min. 10 sec. W. 

Noetia ponderosa 
Anadara transversa 
Nassarius acutus 
Cyrtopleura? sp. (fragments) 
Mulinia lateralis 
Crassostrea? sp. (fragments) 
Ensis sp. (fragments) 
Dinocardium sp. (fragments, worn) 
Ensis sp. (fragments) 
Ma coma? sp. (fragments) 
Dentalium sp. (worn) 

Age: Pleistocene 
Environ.: Shallow shelf to inlet. 

Hole SI-10 (Seabrook Island, -8.8 m) Lat. 32 deg. 35 min. 52 sec. N., 
Long. 80 deg. 09 min. 15 sec. W. 

Mulinia lateralis (abundant) 
Ervilia concentrica 
Nassarius acutus 
Donax variabilis 
Olivella mutica 
Ensis sp. 
Acteocina canaliculata 

Age: Pleistocene 
Environ.: Shallow shelf (less than 15 m). 



Table 2. continued 

Hole SI-12 (Seabrook Island, -10.4 m) Lat. 32 deg. 35 min. 10 sec. N., 
Long. 80 deg. 09 min. 20 sec. W. 

Mulinia lateralis (abundant) 
Abra aequalis 
Nucula proxima (common) 
Anachis avara 
Cobula sp. 
Acteocina canaliculata 
Marginella sp. (fragments) 
Nassarius acutus? (fragments) 
Ensis sp. (fragments) 

Age: Pleistocene 
Environ.: Shallow shelf to open bay. 

Hole KI-2 (Kiawah Island, -11.0 m) Lat. 32 deg. 36 min. 25 sec. N. , 
Long. 80 deg. 04 min. 20 sec. W. 

Mercenaria sp. (fragments, large campechiensis form) 
Nassarius trivittatus 
Olivella mutica 
Mulinia lateralis (abundant) 
Strigilla mirabilis 
Noetia? sp. (fragments) 
Dosinia sp. (fragments) 
Crassostrea? sp. (fragments) 
Dinocardium robustum 
Turbonilla interrupta 
Discoporellid bryozoa 

Age: Pleistocene 
Environ.: Shallow shelf. 

Hole KI-27 (Kiawah Island, -10.0 m) Lat. 32 deg. 37 min. 00 sec. N. , 
Long. 79 deg. 59 min. 30 sec. W. 

Mulinia lateralis (abundant) 
Donax variabilis 
Anadara ovalis 
Anadara brasiliana 
Crassostrea? sp. (fragments) 
Raeta? sp. (fragments) 
Ensis sp. (fragments) 
Tellina agilis 
Turritella? sp. (fragments, reworked?) 
Corbula sp. (small) 
Acteocina canaliculata 
Parvilucina multilineata 
Sanddollar (fragments) 
Heart urchin plates 



Table 2. continued 

Hole KI-27 (Kiawah Island, -10.0 m) continued 

Discoporellid? bryozoan (fragment) 
Encrusting coral 

Note: Shells occur within basal section of an overlying Holocene inlet-
fill sequence. 

Age: Late Pleistocene 
Environ.: Shallow shelf or inlet. 

Hole KI-27 (Kiawah Island, -12.1 m) Lat. 32 deg. 37 min. 00 sec. N., 
Long. 79 deg. 59 min. 30 sec. W. 

Anomia simplex (blackened) 
Mulinia lateralis (common) 
Crepidula plana 
Corbula contracta 
Nucula proxima 
Raeta? sp. (fragments) 
Nassarius trivittatus 
Strigilla mirabilis 
Turbonilla sp. 
Crassinella sp. 
Cardita tridentata 

Age: Pleistocene 
Environ.: Shallow shelf. 

Hole KI-29 (Kiawah Island, -13.1 m) Lat. 32 deg. 36 min. 55 sec. N., 
Long. 80 deg. 01 min. 15 sec. W. 

Mulinia lateralis (common) 
Dinocardium robustum 
Anadara ovalis 
Raeta? sp. (fragments) 
Polinices sp. (fragments) 
Terebra dislocata 
Olivella mutica 
Corbula contracta 
Donax variabilis 
Turbonilla interrupta 
Anadara transversa (juvenile) 
Nucula proxima 
Anachis sp. 
Anadara brasiliana? (fragments) 
Kurtziella sp. (juvenile) 
Abra aequalis 

Age: Late Pleistocene 
Environ.: Shallow shelf to inlet. 



Table 2. continued 

Hole KI-31 (Kiawah Island, -11.4 m) Lat. 32 deg. 36 min. 05 sec. N. 
Long. 80 deg. 05 min. 15 sec. W. 

Kurtziella sp. 
Anadara brasiliana 
Crassostrea sp. (fragments, common) 
Mulinia lateralis (common) 
Ensis sp. (large fragments) 
Acteocina canaliculata 
Nucula proxima 
Anachis avara 

Age: Pleistocene 
Environ.: Shallow bay to shallow shelf. 

Hole KI-32 (Kiawah Island, -10.0 m) Lat. 32 deg. 35 min. 45 sec. N. 
Long. 80 deg. 07 min. 52 sec. W. 

Mulinia lateralis (common) 
Ensis sp, (fragments large) 
Pyramidella crenulata (lives in shallow bays) 
Nassarius acutus 
Anadara ovalis 
Acteocina canaliculata 
Nucula proxima 
Anachis sp. 

Age: Late Pleistocene 
Environ. : Inlet to shallow shelf. 



Table 3. 

Drill 
Hole 

KI-1 

SI-1 

SI-1 

SI-2 

SI-7 

Age and Environment of Diatom Assemblages from Pleistocene Units beneath Kiawah and Seabrook 
Islands, South Carolina. (Compiled by William H. Abbott, S. C. State Geol. Survey) 

KI-34 

SI-9 

Sample 
Depth 

11.0 m 

6.4 m 

10.1 m 

7.9 m 

12.7 m 

9.5 m 

8.2 m 

Sample Elev. 
± MSL 

-10.0 m 

- 4.6 m 

- 8.2 m 

- 6.1 m 

-10.8 m 

- 8.8 m 

- 7.0 m 

Lithology & Facies Environment & Age 

Upper Pleistocene Unit 

Mottled, laminated 
clay; tidal flat 

Inner shelf to 
estuarine; late 
Pleistocene 

Dense, laminated or- Shallow restricted 
ganic rich silty clay; bay; latest Pleis-
tidal flat or lagoon tocene 

Laminated compact, 
mottled clay; tid
al flat or lagoon 

Dense, mottled 
laminated clay; 
tidal flat 

Mottled, laminated 
organic clay to 
silty clay; tidal 
flat or lagoon 

Compact, mottled 
laminated clay; 
tidal flat or 
lagoon 

Compact, peaty 
clay; marsh or tid
al flat 

Estuarine bay or 
lagoon; late 
Pleistocene 

Estuarine to in
ner shelf; late 
Pleistocene 

Estuarine to in
ner shelf; late 
Pleistocene 

Lower estuarine 
(bay or sound); 
late Pleistocene 

Estuarine; latest 
Pleistocene 

Comments 

Brackish forms; 
cool temperature 

Definitely a 
brackish influence 
(top of unit) 

Marine and brackish 
forms; cool tempera
ture (base of unit) 

Brackish forms; 
cool temperature 

Brackish forms 

Strong brackish 
influence; warm 
(temperate?) 
climate 

Brackish forms; 
22,775 B.P. C-14 
date on peat 



Table 3 Continued 

Drill Sample Sample Elev. 
Hole Depth ± MSL 

KI-5 8 .3 m - 6 .8 m 

KI-34 11 .9 m - 1 1 . 3 m 

KI-23 1 5 . 1 m - 1 3 . 1 m 

S I - 1 1 18 .0 m - 1 6 . 2 m 

S I - 1 5 .2 m - 3 .35 m 

Lithology & Facies Environment & Age 

Lower Pleistocene Unit 

Cohesive, interbed
ded silty sand and 
silty clay layers; 
shelf (marine) 

Bioclastic, poorly 
sorted silty to 
sand clay; shallow 
shelf 

Compact, poorly 
sorted, interbedded 
silty sand and 
silty clay; shelf 
to offshore 

Compact, dewatered 
clay with layers of 
silty sand; ? 

Inner shelf to es
tuarine (more open 
marine than other 
samples); late 
Pleistocene 

Shelf to lower 
estuarine; early-
late Pleistocene 

Shallow marine; 
late Pleistocene 

Estuarine (bay 
or sound); late 
Pliocene to early 
Pleistocene 

Late Holocene 

Compact, organic, 
laminated silty 
clay and peat; tid-
at flat to lagoon-
fill 

Estuarine bay or 
lagoon; late 
Holocene 

Comments 

Cool temperature; 
C-14 date of 
>28,000 B.P. on 
shell and wood 
above 

Diatom fragments; 
sponge spicules; 
lowermost Pleisto
cene 

Rare discontinuous 
unit; overlies 
Cooper Marl 

Good planktonics; 
brackish forms 
(basal Holocene) 



Table 3 Continued 

Drill Sample Sample Elev. 
Hole Depth ± MSL 

KI-23 15.8 m -14.8 m 

Lithology & Facies Environment & Age Comments 

Oligocene 

Calcareous dense Cooper Fm.; Probably Oligocene 
silty clay and marl; Oligocene 
marine 



wood and shell material from drill hole KI-5. A thick shell layer in 

drill hole KI-42 yielded a date of 30,495 B.P. This sample was taken 

from a shell lag only 3.2m below present MSL. The admixture of shiny, 

leached and black, phosphatized shells in this deposit suggests a sig

nificant percentage of modern contamination. Only 2-3% of contamina

tion from modern carbon in a dated sample will yield a carbon-14 "age" 

of approximately 30,000 B.P. (Stapor and Tanner, 1973; Bowen, 1978). 

The surface of the Silver Bluff shelf facies is highly irregular 

due to erosion and channel scour. There is a steep seaward slope of 

the surface to a maximum depth of -11.3 m MSL beneath the present-day 

Kiawah Island beachface. The surface of the unit rises in a landward 

direction to a depth of only -2 m MSL beneath the Silver Bluff barrier 

behind Seabrook Island (Fig. 5). Here, the shelf facies is gradational 

or interfingers with overlying barrier and shoreface deposits (Fig. 16). 

Barrier and shoreface facies. - Five core and auger holes were 

drilled on remnant Pleistocene "Silver Bluff" barrier ridges immediately 

landward of Seabrook Island (SI-10, 15, 16, 17, KI-32; Fig. 6). The 

uppermost 3.5 to 4.6 m in each hole is a coarsening upward sequence of 

fine to very fine-grained, well sorted, relatively clean quartz sand. 

Samples from this section are 89.7% to 96.8% quartz sand and reflect an 

increasing percentage of fines toward the base (Table 1). Sand samples 

contain 1.5 to 2.5% heavy minerals and vary from 5 to 15% feldspar 

(Tables 1 and 4). Heavy minerals were identified in the fine sand 

fraction of three samples from varying depths in hole SI-16. Samples 

contain from 36 to 65% zircon and staurolite, the more chemically 

"stable" weather resistant heavy minerals. Such a suite is typical 



for other analyzed Pleistocene barrier deposits in the lower South 

Carolina Coastal Plain (Beck, 1972; Cazeau, 1974). This 

heavy mineral suite is in sharp contrast to the Holocene barrier 

samples examined, which contain much greater percentages of the less 

stable heavy minerals, especially hornblende and epidote. 

Almost all shell material in this section was leached by ground

water. Samples contained from 0 to 4.3% CaC03, averaging less than 

1% CaC03 per sample (Table 4). A layer of leached, fragmented Mulinia 

sp. shells were identified in the barrier-shoreface sand facies of 

drill hole SI-17 (Fig. 17). The dissolution of shell material by per

colating ground water in other Pleistocene barrier deposits has been 

documented in the Georgia and northern South Carolina Lower Coastal 

Plain (Hoyt jet al., 1964; Stephens et al., 1973). 

In each drill hole, the section is capped by a well developed soil 

profile of varying thickness. A dark brown to orange-brown, humate-

stained rooted, loamy sand made up the A and B soil profile horizons 

(Fig. 17). This zone generally extended to a depth of 1.0 to 1.6 m. 

A poorly developed C horizon of yellow to orange, iron-stained, leached, 

fine-grained sand was present generally to a depth of 3.0 m. Sands in 

this profile zone were occasionally iron cemented into a ferricrete layer 

due to ground water table fluctuations. 

Sedimentary structures were poorly preserved in cores of the barrier-

shoreface facies. Rooting, iron staining, soil formation, shell disso

lution and ground water table fluctuations tended to destroy or dis

guise most of the physical sedimentary structures. This is especially 

true in the upper half of this section represented by barrier sands, 

where only a trace of flat bedding and planar cross-bedding was observed 

(Fig, 17). However, in the lower half of the section, represented by 



Figure 17. Core of Silver Bluff Formation deposits from hole 
17, Seabrook Island. A thick layer of leached 
Mulinia sp. shells is found in the barrier sand 
facies (C). A trace of flat bedding or planar cross-
bedding is found at the base of this unit (80 -
90 cm) . Shoreface deposits (B) interfinger with 
and overly the inner shelf facies (A) . A loamy 
sand soil profile (S) caps the sequence. 



Table 4. Petrology and Mineralogy of Holocene and Pleistocene Barrier Sands 

Percent1 Percent1 Percent2 Percent2 

Hole/Location Depth Quartz Feldspars Heavies CaC03 Mean2 Sorting2 

KI-16; mid- 0 m 84.6 
Kiawah beach (surface) 
face 

Prograding Holocene Beach Ridge Complex 

5.0 7.6 2 .8 2.8<f> 0.26cb 

D e p o s i t i o n a l Uni t 

Foreshore 

KI-20; updrift 0 m 54.8 
Kiawah beach (surface) 
face 

3.9 40 .0 1.3 2.8<f> 0.25<f> Foreshore 

KI-37; Kiawah 0 m 90.9 
spit (down- (surface) 
drift) 

KI-3; Kiawah -1.0 m 89.1 
mid-island 
beach ridge 

KI-3; Kiawah -2.7 m 
mid-island 
beach ridge 

KI-3; Kiawah -4.9 m 83.4 
mid-island 
beach ridge 

4.9 

7.5 

10.7 

2.3 1.9 2.8(f) 0.26cb Foreshore 

2.7 0.7 2.9(f) 0.63cf. Beach ridge 

1.9 2.9 3.2(f) 0.36cb Foreshore 

2.2 8.9 3.30(f) 0.67(f) Shoreface 

Averages 80.4 6.4 9.5 3.1 Fine Well 
Sand Sorted 



Table 4 Continued) 

Hole/Location Depth 

KI-36; Kiawah 
Shulbred Ridge 

KI-36; Kiawah 
Shulbred Ridge 

KI-36; Kiawah 
Shulbred Ridge 

Averages 

-0.76 m 

-2.1 m 

-3.3 m 

Percent1 Percent1 Percent2 Percent2 

Quartz Feldspars Heavies CaC03 Mean2 Sorting2 

Holocene Primary Barrier 

1.4 3.0 2.1(f) 0.63cf) 

9 0 . 1 8.6 0 .8 0 .5 2 . Off) 0.81(f) 

1.3 i s . ; 2.23(f) 1.03cb 

1.16 7 .5 F i n e - Mod. 
med. s o r t e d 
sand 

Depositional Unit 

Beach ridge 

Washover deposit 

Interbedded tidal 
flat-washover 



Table 4 Continued 

Hole/Location Depth 

SI-16; 
Seabrook 
Island 

SI-16; 
Seabrook 
Island 

SI-16; 
Seabrook 
Island 

KI-36 
Kiawah 

Averages 

-0.76 m 

-2.3 m 

-3.3 m 

-4.0 m 

Percent1 Percent1 Percent2 Percent 

Quartz Feldspars Heavies CaC03 Mean Sorting 

Pleistocene (Silver Bluff) Prograding Barrier 

2 .5 4 . 3 2.9(f) 0.29cj) 

89 .2 8 .1 1.6 1.1 3.0cb 0.39(f) 

1.8 0 .78 3.0cb 0.76(f) 

2 .8 12 .5 2.9(f) 0.97cb 

2 .2 4 . 7 F ine Mod. 
to well 
very sorted 
fine 
sand 

Depositional Unit 

Beach ridge - dune 

Foreshore-backshore 

Shoreface 

Shoreface 

i •? % of light fraction 

% of bulk sample 



shoreface deposits, ripple laminae and laminae-sets of silty sand to 

silty clay were commonly preserved (Fig. 16). Elliptical, mud-encased, 

burrows (Callianassa? sp.) are also common. The contact between the 

shoreface deposits and' underlying silty clays and silty sands of the 

shelf facies is gradational. The interfingering nature of the deposits 

from these two units can be clearly seen (Fig. 16). 

Although drill hole data are limited, the barrier-shoreface facies 

seems to thicken in a seaward direction. There is a problem in deter

mining the general thickness and geometry of this unit since the upper 

1.0 - 2.0 m of the section has probably been removed by foresting and 

farming of the land. 

Age and occurrence. - The Silver Bluff shelf and barrier-shoreface 

facies were originally mapped in South Carolina as a Pleistocene marine 

"terrace formation" (Cooke, 1936). The name "Silver Bluff" has been 

applied to a specific shoreline, a stand of sea level, a stratigraphic 

unit and a physiographic surface. The Silver Bluff is the seawardmost 

of six marine terraces recognized in the South Carolina Lower Coastal 

Plain (Colquhoun, 1969; Colquhoun and Pierce, 1973). These six terraces 

or terrace sequences are related to four major "cyclic units" produced 

by Pleistocene submergent-emergent events (Colquhoun, 1974). Elevation 

of the Silver Bluff terrace is only 3 m above present MSL, the lowest and 

stratigraphically youngest of the terrace-barrier complexes (Colquhoun 

and Pierce, 1973). 

The Silver Bluff Formation was originally considered to be mid-

Wisconsin in age. This interpretation was based on carbon-14 dates 

of shell material from Silver Bluff Formation barrier sediments along 



the Georgia coast (Hoyt et al., 1965; Hoyt, 1967). Several of these 

carbon-14 dates, however, are radiometrically "dead" or approach the 

known limit of the carbon-14 dating technique. Hoyt and Hails (1974) 

proposed an age of 25,000 to 37,000 B.P. for the Silver Bluff Formation. 

Based primarily on stratigraphic position and known history of sea 

level events Colquhoun (1974) proposed a late Sangamon age (80 - 120,000 

B.P.) for formation of the Silver Bluff shoreline sequence. Data from 

this study support the Sangamon age interpretation. 

Upper Pleistocene Estuarine Clay Unit (Kiawah Formation, latest Pleistocene) 

Tidal Flat facies. - Unconformably overlying the Silver Bluff shelf 

facies is a relatively thin discontinuous unit of compact, waxy, mottled, 

green-gray silty clay informally named here as the Kiawah Formation. 

Samples contained from 61 to 88% total fines, with two to four times as 

much silt as clay. A fine to very fine-grained, moderately sorted 

quartz sand makes up 5,0% to 39% of the samples analyzed from this facies 

(Table 1). 

Observations of sedimentary structures in this unit had to rely almost 

totally on split spoon samples. The mottling, leaching and compact, 

dewatered nature of the sediments resulted in generally poor preservation 

of physical and biogenic structures. However, the silty clay tidal flat 

facies was almost always laminated or thinly bedded by layers of dark 

gray to black, fine-grained silty sand. Occasionally, these silty sand 

layers were of a tan to white color, apparently due to leaching of 

surrounding shell material. Thin layers of oxidized wood and peat frag

ments were common. Relatively thick layers (0.15 - 0.30 m) of peaty 

clay and wood occurred throughout the unit, but were rare overall. 

Almost all pelecypod shell material was partially or totally leached. 



Samples contained only 6.7 to 7.0% CaC03 (Table 4). Small, whole 

Mulinia sp. shells typically occurred in thin layers of silty sand 

with the valves almost always oriented in a convex-up position. Shells 

were also often leached to a dull yellow-white color and powdery com

position. 

Biogenic sedimentary structures were well preserved in the few vi

bracores of this unit. The dominant burrowing structure is five to 

six cm long, conical shaped and sand-filled (Fig. 18). Several of 

these "burrows" are comprised partly or totally of cemented sand grains 

and shell fragments. These structures appear to be more of an agglu

tinated test or worm tube than an actual preserved burrow (Howard, 1975). 

Similar structures are produced by the burrowing worm Pectineria sp. 

and are commonly found in muddy intertidal sediments of Georgia estu

aries (Howard and Frey, 1975; Reineck and Singh, 1975). 

Diatom assemblages from seven samples of upper Pleistocene tidal 

flat facies sediments were analyzed by William H. Abbott (S. C. State 

Geol. Survey). The implied age and environment of deposition for these 

samples is given in Table 3. A significant number of brackish water 

diatoms were present in each sample. An "estuarine bay" or lagoon 

environment of deposition was suggested for most samples. Diatom 

assemblages were interpreted as late to latest Pleistocene in age. 

Channel-fill facies. - Within the upper Pleistocene estuarine clay 

unit are several 2-4 m thick fining upward sequences of fine-to 

coarse-grained poorly sorted sand and shell. These deposits are lat

erally discontinuous within tidal flat silts and clays and have been 

interpreted as channel-fill sequences. Samples contain only 7.8 to 

15.5% fines. The sand fraction is a medium- to fine-grained, moderately 



Figure 18. Burrowed, dense silty clays of the upper Pleistocene 
unit tidal flat facies (from 350 to 500 cm in the 
mid and right hand cores). 



well sorted quartz sand (Table 1). Varying amounts of shell material 

are found within the channel-fill facies. This appears to be a function 

of the depth of scouring of each channel at the time it was active. 

Those channel-fill sequences that have eroded down into the underlying 

fossiliferous Silver Bluff shelf facies contain high percentages of 

shell material (KI-23; SI-4; Appendix I). 

The coarse-grained channel-fill deposits are relatively thin. In 

several situations, the upper portion of the sequence has been planned-

off by the ensuing Holocene transgression. This makes an interpreta

tion of original channel depth impossible in most cases. 

Age and occurrence. - Five carbon-14 dates have been provided on 

peat, wood and shell material from the upper Pleistocene unit beneath 

Kiawah and Seabrook Islands. Ages range from 20,020 B.P. to 25,035 B.P. 

(Table 5). Four of the dated samples were from thick layers of peaty 

clay and plant fragments within the tidal flat facies. Depths of the 

dated peat layers ranges from -7.0 to -11.9 m MSL. Analysis of pollen, 

diatoms and plant remains from the dated peat deposits suggests inter

tidal marine to brackish water conditions at the time of deposition 

(Table 5). An "estuarine" diatom assemblage containing numerous 

brackish water forms was identified within the peat layer dated in hole 

SI-9 (Tables 3 and 5). Pollen analysis of the dated peat horizon in 

hole KI-24 revealed a mixture of grass, sage and tree (Oak, Myrtle, 

Pine) specimens. No Spruce pollen was identified. Such a pollen 

assemblage could be explained by a "patchy" or discontinuous, brackish 

marsh near to a forest influence (pers. comm., 1980, Mary Tisdale). 

The total lack of Spruce pollen suggests a temperate (Interglacial) 

climatic setting similar to present day conditions. 



Table 5. Location, Depth, Age, and Identification of Holoo 

HOLOCENE BARRIER COMPLEX 

Drill Hole C-14 

& Depth (MSL) Material (yrs. B.P.) Lab. No. 

KI-1; -7.15 m Shell layer 1,370 ± 60 UM-1720 
(in place 
assemblage of 
Mulinia lateralis) 

KI-1; -8.05 m Shell layer 1,410 ± 160 UGa-3196 

KI-2; -4.1 m Shell layer 2,365 ± 75 UGa-3197 

KI-2; -6.7 m Shell layer 2,710 ± 80 UM-1599 
(in place 
assemblage of 
Mulinia lateralis) 

KI-4; -5.15 m Shell layer 3,640 ± 80 UM-1601 
(in place 
assemblage of 
Mulinia sp.) 

KI-13; -4.9 m Shell layer 3,820 ± 60 UGa-3446 

and Pleistocene Radiocarbon-Dated Material. 

Depositional 
Environment 

Lower 
shoreface 
(marine) 

Remarks 

Dominantly large, whole fresh 
Mulinia sp.; many articulated 
individuals (death assemblage?) 

Lower 
shoreface to 
transition 
(marine) 

Middle to 
lower shore-
face (marine) 

Lower shore-
face to 
transition 
(marine) 

Lower shore-
face (marine) 

Lower shore-
face to 
transition 
(marine) 

Mostly whole, fresh valves of 
Mulinia sp., Donax sp., and 
Spisula sp. (storm deposit) 

Mostly whole, fresh valves of 
Mulinia sp. and Donax sp. 
(storm deposit?) 

Dominatly whole, unweathered 
valves of Mulinia sp. in layers; 
articulated valves common (death 
assemblage?) 

Dominantly whole, fresh valves 
of Mulinia sp. in layers; many 
articulated individuals (death 
assemblage?) 

Mostly whole, fresh valves of 
Mulinia sp., Donax sp., and 
Spisula sp. (storm deposit) 



Table 5. continued 

Drill Hole C-14 
& Depth (MSL) Material (yrs. B.P.) Lab. No. 

KI-2; -8.5 m Shell layer 4,450 ± 80 UM-1600 

KIV-II; Shell layer 4,435 ± 80 UM-1590 
-2.9 m 

KI-7; -4.0 m Wood (plant 7,700 ± 125 UM-1602 
fragments) 

SI-7; -3.35 m Wood (plant 1,655 ± 130 UM-1541 
fragments) 

SI-8; -6.5 m Shell 4,055 ± 110 QC-637 
(Crassostrea sp.) 

SI-13; -6.0 m Shell 4,070 ± 65 UGa-3448 
(Crassostrea sp.) 

SI-8; -9.4 m Shell 4,230 ± 85 UM-1719 
(Crassostrea sp.) 

Depositional 
Environment Remarks 

Basal Holo
cene trans
gressive lag 

Basal Holo
cene trans
gressive lag 

Bay-fill or 
tidal flat 
(fresh to 
supertidal) 

Barrier wash-
over (super-
tidal to 
storm surge) 

Tidal flat-
oyster reef 
(intertidal 
to subtidal) 

Tidal flat 
(intertidal 
to subtidal) 

Shallow water 
lagoon (sub
tidal) 

Layer of shell hash; mixed 
assemblage of whole and broken 
Mulinia sp. valves (storm 
deposit?) 

Layer of Mulinia sp. shell 
hash; mixed assemblages of 
whole and broken valves 
(storm deposit?) 

Unidentifiable root? fragments; 
depleted in 13C (possibly 
younger age?) 

Unidentifiable plant, root and 
stem fragments (possibly rafted 
Spartina sp.?) 

Whole, fresh articulated (in 
situ?) Crassostrea virginica 
(life assemblage?) 

Unweathered, whole and fragment
ed (freshly-broken) Crassostrea 
virginica 

Whole and fragmented, unwea
thered valves; few articulated 
Crassostrea virginica 



Table 5. continued 

Drill Hole C-14 
& Depth (MSL) Material (yrs. B.P.) 

UPPER PLEISTOCENE (KIAWAH FORMATION) 

KI-24; -9.15 m Peat with wood 20,020 ±710 
fragments 

KI-12; -4.3 m Shell fragments 22,310 ± 1,480 

SI-9; -7.0 m Peat with wood 22,775 ± 570 
fragments 

KI-35; -11.9 m Peat with wood 23,920 ± 840 
fragments 

KI-44; -7.3 m Peat with wood 25,035 ± 775 
fragments 

Lab. No. 
Depositional 
Environment Remarks 

UGa-3200 Estuarine or 
bay tidal 
flat (brack
ish to 
intertidal) 

Peaty clay with wood (plant) 
fragments; Pinus sp., Quercus 
sp., and Myrice sp. pollen 
(temperate) 

UGa-3198 Estuarine or 
bay tidal 
flat 
(brackish to 
intertidal) 

Mostly weathered, leached 
shell fragments taken from 
partially-cemented zone (con
taminated?) 

UM-1603 Estuarine 
marsh to tid
al flat 
(brackish to 
intertidal) 

Sandy to clayey peat with 
plant (Spartina sp.?) frag
ments; estuarine diatom assem
blage (brackish forms) 

UGa-3201 Estuarine or 
bay tidal 
flat 
(brackish to 
intertidal) 

Thick layer of basal peaty 
clay with abundance of wood 
(plant?) fragments; rare, 
whole Mulinia sp. 

UGA-3447 Estuarine or 
bay tidal 
flat 
(brackish to 
intertidal) 

Peaty silty clay with plant 
fragments (roots and stems?), 
rare Mulinia sp. valves 



Table 5. continued 

Drill Hole C-14 

& Depth (MSL) Material (yrs. B.P.) 

LOWER PLEISTOCENE (SILVER BLUFF FORMATION) 

KI-5; -6.5 m Wood fragments >28,000 

KI-42; -3.2 m Shell layer 30,495 ± 1,030 

Lab. No. 
Depositional 
Environment Remarks 

BaH-680 Shallow shelf Thick pieces of encrusted wood 
or bay (rafted?) and shell fragments; 
(marine) inner shelf - estuarine diatom 

assemblage; cool temperature 

UGa-3445 Storm deposit 
or lag? 

Shiny, leached, and phosphatized 
shells; Mulinia sp., Turitella 
sp., and Anadara sp. (assemblage 
reflects admixture of Holocene 
and older (Sangamon?) Pleisto
cene shells) 



The carbon-14 dates imply a late Wisconsin (20,000 B.P. - 30,000 

B.P.) age of deposition for the upper Pleistocene unit recognized in 

this study. Previous published investigations of the South Carolina 

Lower Coastal Plain have not identified a latest Pleistocene unit 

bearing any resemblance in age, lithology or stratigraphic position to 

the one here described. However, recently on Capers Island, South 

Carolina an upper Pleistocene compact clay unit has been recognized 

similar to the one described here beneath Kiawah and Seabrook Islands 

(pers. comm., 1980, Robert Tye). A discontinuous upper Pleistocene peat 

layer, beneath Cape Romain, South Carolina, has been dated at approx

imately 24,000 B.P. (Ruby and Reinhart, 1979). 

Holocene Barrier Island Deposits 

Sediments comprising the Kiawah and Seabrook barrier island complex 

are a mixture of fossiliferous, dominantly orthoquartzic, cross-bedded 

and burrowed sands, silts and clays. This diverse sequence of Holocene 

deposits can be divided into three lithologically and texturally distinct 

interfingering stratigraphic units or "lithosomes" (Selley, 1970). 

These are: the barrier, back-barrier and tidal inlet. 

Each lithosome is comprised of a number of sedimentary depositional 

environments. Depositional environments were identified on the basis 

of texture, lithology, physical and biogenic sedimentary structures, 

biota and stratigraphic position. Within this section of the text, 

an analysis of most depositional environments is divided into two 

parts. The first half describes the sedimentologic characteristics of 

each environment on Kiawah and Seabrook Islands or in a similar coastal 

setting. The second part describes the recognition criteria and sedi

mentary features preserved in split-spoon samples or vibracores. 



Barrier depositional environments. - The barrier lithosome is a 

texturally and mineralogically uniform, coarsening upward sequence 

of fine-grained, well sorted orthoquartzitic sand. Representative 

depositional environments include the beach ridge, backshore, foreshore, 

shoreface and transition zone. This lithosome represents the vast 

majority of barrier related deposits on Kiawah and Seabrook Islands and 

is the focus of primary concern for this study. Sands of the barrier 

lithosome grade seaward and interfinger with offshore silts and clays. 

Beach ridge/dune. - Coalescing aeolian sand dunes form complex 

beach ridges on Kiawah Island that cap the Holocene barrier section 

(Hayes at al., 1975) . The dominant foredune plant species is Uniola 

paniculata. Landward, beach ridges are dominated by a dense maritime 

forest of Live Oak, Palmetto and Pine (Hosier, 1975). Fine-grained, 

well sorted eolian dune sands are held firmly in place by the dense 

root systems. Dominant stratification consists of sets of steeply-

dipping crossbeds of variable direction (McKee, 1957; McBride and 

Hayes, 1962; Barwis, 1979). However, primary sedimentary structures 

are often destroyed by soil information and rooting (Figure 19) (Hails 

and Hoyt, 1969; Bigarella et al., 1969; Barwis, 1979). 

Beach ridge or dune sediments are easily recognized in cores as 

tan, very fine-to fine-grained, well sorted, extensively rooted sands 

(Fig. 20). Where primary structures are not destroyed, high to low 

angle, bidirectional, trough and planar cross-bedding prevails. Soil 

horizons of mottled, ghost crab burrowed (Ocypode sp.) organic-rich 

sandy loam are also characteristic (Fig. 20). 

Cored beach ridge and dune sands are 94 percent to 99 percent 
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Figure 19. Exposure of beach ridge sediments 
at a cut-bank adjacent to drill 
hole 29 on Kiawah Island. 

Figure 20. Core of rooted beach ridge and 
dune sands (BR) in hole 39, Kiawah 
Island. A thin soil horizon (S) 
caps the sequence. Backshore (BK) 
and foreshore (F) deposits occur 
in the lower half of the core. 



quartz sand. Average mean grain size is 3.02$ (upper very fine) and 

averaging sorting is .44$ (well sorted, Table 1). Analyzed samples all 

contained less than 1% CaC03 and an average of 2.73% heavy minerals. 

Backshore. - The backshore is the supratidal part of the 

beach that generally extends from the berm crest landward to the fore-

dune ridge (Davis et al., 1972, Elliott, 1978). On Kiawah and Seabrook 

Islands the backshore is a very narrow (3-5 m) relatively indistinct 

zone, that should more appropriately be termed the "backbeach" (Hayes 

et al., 1975). Except under unusually high water conditions (i.e., 

spring tides, storms), the backbeach remains dry. Thus, it can be 

exposed to both wave and wind activity (Reineck and Singh, 1975). Domi

nant bedding structures are horizontal laminae and landward dipping 

low angle crossbeds. Flat beds or plane beds of heavy mineral sands 

often occur within the backbeach zone as storm washovers (Fig. 21). 

Fine-grained sand characterizes the backbeach and includes occasional 

concentrations of heavy minerals. Wrack lines of vegetational debris 

(Spartina alterniflora, Uniola sp.) are often covered by wind-blown 

sand and incorporated into the backbeach sediments (Fig. 21). 

Backshore, or backbeach, deposits in cores are tan, fine to very 

fine-grained, well sorted, clean quartz sand. This unit is recognized 

by bidirectional, low angle planar crossbeds and horizontal beds of 

heavy mineral laminae (Fig. 22). Decaying vegetation within back-

shore sands results in root mottling, oxidation and humic staining of 

the sands (Fig. 20). Shell material is absent. 

Average mean grain size of cored backshore sands is 2.92$ (lower 

fine); average sorting is .50$ (well sorted, Table 1). Analyzed 



Figure 21. Shallow trench displaying the sed
imentary structures found in the 
backbeach environment of Kiawah 
Island. Plane bedding and flat beds 
of heavy mineral sand dip gently 
in a landward (left) direction. The 
upper half of the trench is cut 
through a storm washover deposit (W) 
that has planed off an Qcypode sp. 
(ghost crab) burrow (arrow). 

Figure 22. Close-up photograph of cored back-
shore deposits (BK) in hole KI-39. 
Beach ridge (BR) sands and a soil pro
file is shown on the left. (scale 
is in cm) . 



samples were 99.5 percent quartz sand and contained only a trace of 

CaC03. 

Foreshore - upper shoreface. - Foreshore and upper shoreface 

deposits are coupled because distinction between the two in 7.5 cm 

diameter cores is difficult. Foreshore deposits are the product 

of swash zone and surf zone processes. The common forms of sediment 

accumulation in the foreshore, or beach zone, include ridge-and-runnel 

systems, berms, nearshore bars and cusp-type sand waves (Hayes, 1976). 

The beach profile (topography) and sedimentary structures within the 

foreshore zone are quite variable depending upon wave energy, tidal 

range, grain size and stage of the beach cycle (Hayes, 1976). The 

ridge-and-runnel beach profile is the most common type found on 

mesotidal beaches (Hayes and Kana, 1976) . Components of the typical 

ridge-and-runnel profile on Kiawah and Seabrook Islands are: low-

tide terrace, ridge, runnel and incipient berm (Hayes et̂  al., 1975). 

Internal sedimentary structures in trenches dug on the beach face 

of Kiawah Island are shown in Figures 23 and 24. Ridge and runnel 

migration produces the large-scale sets of landward and seaward dipping 

planar cross-bedding shown in Figure 23. Flat to gently seaward 

dipping beds are found within the berm. Another common, though less 

frequently recognized, bedform type occurring on beaches are anti-

dunes (Hayes and Kana, 1976). The abundance of heavy minerals in 

Kiawah and Seabrook Island beach sands provides for easy recognition 

of antidune crossbedding in shallow trenches (Fig. 24). 

The shoreface is the subtidal extension of the barrier, com

mencing from mean low water level seaward to fair-weather wave base 

(Swift, 1976; Elliott, 1978). The shoreface is characterized by a 



Figure 23. Trench on Kiawah Island upper beach face 
displaying sedimentary structures typical 
of the foreshore environment of deposi
tion. Low-angle, seaward-dipping (to 
right in photograph) planar cross-bedding 
is dominant (scale is in cm). 

Figure. 24. Antidune cross-bedding (arrow) in shal
low trench on upper beach face of 
Kiawah Island. (Photo by Helen Mary 
Johnson.) 



seaward fining of sediment. The upper shoreface is dominated by 

physical processes that produce a parallel-laminated, clean, well 

sorted sand deposit. Callianassa major, surf clams (Donax sp.), 

amphipods and polychaetes are the dominant species, but their 

biogenic structures may be destroyed by wave activity (Howard and 

Reineck, 1972). 

In cores, foreshore and upper shoreface sediments are comprised 

of very fine- to fine-grained, well sorted, clean quartz sand. 

Dominant sedimentary structures are low angle planar and trough 

crossbeds and plane beds (Fig. 25). Infrequent antidune bedding is 

preserved within foreshore deposits as thin cross-laminations of 

minutely fragmented shell debris and heavy mineral sands (Fig. 26). 

Shell material is rare and consists primarily of fragmented valves 

of Donax variabilis. Rare Callianassa major burrows are the only 

biogenic structures observed. 
i 

Average mean grain size of cored foreshore and upper shoreface 

sands is 3.03$ (upper very fine). Samples were very well to well 

sorted (0.38$ average) with 5 percent to 10 percent fines (Table 1). 

The mineralogy of these samples is highly variable, ranging from 0.5% 

to 3.0% CaC03 and 1.9 percent to 40 percent heavy minerals (Table 4). 

Samples with extremely high percentages of heavy minerals were taken 

from drill holes located on the transgressive beaches at the updrift 

northeast end of Kiawah Island (KI-20, Fig. 6). 

Middle-lower shoreface. - The facies characteristics of the 

middle and lower shoreface are determined largely by wave energy, 

tidal range and biologic processes. In high wave energy situations, 

primary structures predominate over biogenic structures, and various 



Figure. 25. Core photograph of beach ridge (BR), 
foreshore-upper shoreface (FUS) and mid-
lower shoreface (MLS) deposits in hole 
44 on Kiawah Island. Cross-bedding is 
dominant in the upper shoreface and fore
shore unit, while in the mid-lower shore-
face, burrowing has destroyed most physi
cal sedimentary structures. 

Figure 26. Core with preserved antidune cross-
bedding (brackets) in foreshore 
deposits from Seabrook Island. 



bedforms occur in zones that roughly parallel wave transformation 

zones (Clifton et̂  al_., 1971) . These zones migrate landward and 

seaward as wave conditions fluctuate. In low energy settings bio

genic activity is dominant, and sediments tend to be homogenous, 

poorly sorted and structureless (Elliott, 1978). Areas of inter

mediate to low wave energy, such as Sapelo Island, Georgia, are 

characterized by bioturbated sands alternating with parallel-

laminated, storm-deposited sands (Howard, 1971; Howard and Reineck, 

1972). In all areas, there is a seaward fining of sediment, and, 

in areas of low to intermediate energy, bioturbation increases in 

the offshore direction (Howard and Reineck, 1972). 

Middle and lower shoreface sediments are indistinguishable in 

cores and are, therefore, grouped together as one unit. Beneath 

Kiawah these deposits are typically a gray-green, very fine-to 

fine-grained, well sorted, silty sand. Physical structures are 

rare (Fig. 25). Discontinuous laminae and laminae sets of silty 

clay prevail, and burrowing is moderate. Large, elongate, mud-

encased, sand-filled burrows (Callianassa major) are the most common 

type (Figs. 27 and 28). Whole and fragmented valves of Mulinia 

lateralis, Donax variabilis and Spisula sp. are common. The basal 

portions of this unit are sometimes characterized by 6 to 14 cm 

thick storm related deposits of fragmented shell hash and fine-to 

coarse-grained, poorly sorted silty sand (Fig. 28). Graded bedding 

is often associated x̂ ith these deposits similar to that reported for 

storm lags off the coasts of Padre Island (Hayes, 1967) and Long 

Island (Kumar and Sanders, 1976). 

Cored middle and lower shoreface sediments are 85% to 95% 
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Figure 27. Core of mid-lower shoreface sediments 
with preservation of Callianassa major 
burrow (scale is in cm). 

Figure 28. Photograph of core from Kiawah Island 
showing the coarse-grained, silty sand 
and shell storm deposit (above) over
lying fine-grained, burrowed, lower 
shoreface silty sand (below). The 
storm deposits have scoured down into 
the lower shoreface sediments, produc
ing an abrupt contact (scale is in cm). 



quartz sand with an average of 5 to 10 percent organic silt and clay 

(Table 1). Average mean grain size of the sand fraction is 3.18$ 

(upper very fine) and average sorting is 0.48$ (well sorted). 

Samples are typically 7.5% CaC03 and contain an average of 2.17 percent 

heavy minerals (Table 4). 

Cored shoreface storm deposits have an average mean grain size 

of 2.0$ (upper fine to lower medium) and are moderately sorted 

(0.74$). Samples contain 16 to 20% CaC03 (Table 1). 

Transition zone (transitional offshore). - The transitions zone 

is a sedimentary environment that marks the transition from coastal 

shoreface sands to offshore shelf sediments (Reineck and Singh, 1975). 

The upper limit of the transition zone is just below fair-weather 

wave base (Elliott, 1978). Depth and occurrence of the transition 

zone off modern coasts is dependent upon wave energy and the avail

ability of both sand and mud (Howard and Reineck, 1972). The lower 

the energy of the coast, the shallower the depth of the transition 

zone environment. Recent studies indicate an average depth of 8 to 

10 m (Reineck and Singh, 1971, 1972; Howard and Reineck, 1972). 

Sediments of the transition zone are generally clayey silt to silty 

sand. However, thick sandy layers are often present as a result 

of deposition during intense storms (Reineck and Singh, 1975). 

Biologically, this unit is characterized by a large number and 

variety of usually autochthonous shells, often in layers (Hertweck, 

1971; Djores, 1971). Bioturbation is very strong, destroying 

almost all physical sedimentary structures. 

The transition zone is recognized in cores as dark gray to 

black interbedded layers of silty sand and silty clay. Burrowing is 



extensive. Rare, discontinuous laminae of silty sand are the only pre

served physical sedimentary structures. The most common type of burrow 

is small, elongate to elliptical, and sand-filled (Callianassa biformis). 

Numerous articulated Mulinia sp. shells occur in thin to thick layers 

within a silty clay matrix. Many of these shells appear oriented in life 

position. Large, articulated valves of Spisula sp. , Donax variabilis, 

Anadara sp., Epitonium sp., and Dinocardium sp. are also common. 

All cored transition zone sediments are very fine-grained (3.37(f) aver

age mean grain size). Samples vary from being very well- to moderately-

sorted with a 0.54(f) average (Table 1). Analyzed transition zone sediments 

are 85-88 percent sand and 10-15 percent silt and clay. Bulk samples con-
N 

tain an average of 20% CaC03 as pelecypod shell material. 

Transgressive lag. - Transgressive lag deposits have been de

scribed by Swift (1975, 1976) as the product of shoreline retreat along 

retrograding (transgressive) coastlines. In the Middle Atlantic Bight 

and southeastern United States coasts, the landward migration of Holo

cene barrier islands across the shoreface has deposited a discontinuous 

surficial sand sheet with a gravel or shell lag (Stahl et al., 1974; 

Swift, 1975; Elliott, 1978). Transgressive lags deposited as a result 

of erosional barrier retreat have been recognized in cores from the 

Rhone Delta (Oomkens, 1967, 1970) and Fire Island, New York (Sanders and 

Kumar, 1975). On the lower coastal plain of South Carolina, Colquhoun 

(1969, 1971) recognized erosional surfaces of coarse sand and gravel 

underlying Pleistocene barrier ridges. This erosional surface is a pro

duct of marine transgression and occurs as a thin layer at the base of 

the prograding barrier sequence. 



Cored transgressive lag deposits occur as 0.4-0.5 m thick units of 

fine- to coarse-grained, moderate to poorly sorted sand and shell (Fig. 

29). Shells are principally Mulinia lateralis, with minor amounts of 

fragmented Crassostrea virginica, Anadara ovalis, and Oliva nautica 

(Wojtal and Moslow, 1980). A transgressive lag underlies shoreface 

deposits at the base of the Holocene barrier sequence and beneath wash-

over sands in the backbarrier. In both cases, the lag deposit is over

lying or eroding into the Pleistocene surface. Carbon-14 dates of the 

shell material from lag deposits beneath the barrier sequence (4,450 ± 

80 B.P.) and backbarrier sequence (4,435 ± 80 B.P.) suggest that both 

deposits are the product of the same transgressive event. Transgressive 

sheets of similar age and stratigraphic position have been found beneath 

Cape Romain, South Carolina (C, H. Ruby, 1979, pers. comm.). 

Primary barrier sands. - The furthest landward beach ridge behind 

Kiawah Island is a 3.5-4.0 m thick sequence of texturally and mineralogi-

cally unique sands. This ridge is also morphologically distinct with an 

oblique orientation (approximately 20 ) to both the present shoreline and 

the remaining Kiawah Island beach ridges (Fig. 4). This ridge is inter

preted as a primary barrier formed during a transgressive sea level event 

along the South Carolina coast from 4,500 to 4,000 B.P. (Moslow and 

Colquhoun, 1980). Primary barrier ridges of the same age and transgres

sive stratigraphic nature have been identified in the Costa de Nayarit, 

Mexico (Curray e_t al. , 1969) , and Netherlands beach ridge complexes (van 

Straaten, 1965; Jelgersma et al., 1979). In cores, primary barrier depos

its are medium- to fine-grained (2.5(f)), moderately sorted (0.8(f)), clean 

quartz sand. Almost all physical sedimentary structures have been de

stroyed by extensive rooting and burrowing. Where preserved, low-angle 
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Figure 29. Core of basal Holocene, shell rich 
transgressive lag deposit (TL) over
lying compact burrowed Pleistocene 
clays (P). This core is from hole 44 
drilled in the back-barrier of Kiawah 
Island (Bass Pond). The lag deposit 
is overlain here by washover sands (W), 
(scale is in cm) 

Figure 30. Core of primary barrier sequence 
drilled on Shullbred Ridge. Beach 
ridge (BR), washover (W) and sandy 
tidal flat (TF) deposits of the 
primary barrier overly dense Pleis
tocene clays. (photo by Burk Sheper) 



planar crossbeds and plane beds of heavy minerals are prevalent 

(Fig. 30). An inverse grading of the sand deposits is common 

within the horizontally stratified units. Normal and inverse grading 

has been noted as a distinctive trend in storm washover deposits 

by Schwartz (1975). The sand deposits of the primary barrier are 

interpreted as a product of storm washover deposition. 

A distinctive bimodal distribution of the sand fraction occurs 

in almost every analyzed sample from the primary barrier. Grain 

size distribution curves consistently display two modes at 0.75$ 

and 2.5$. Kurtosis ranges from -0.7 to 0.0 (very platykurtic). 

Strongly platykurtic curves are typical of bimodal grain size 

distributions (Folk, 1968). These textural parameters are found only 

in association with primary barrier sands, and may reflect a sedi

ment source from reworked Wisconsinan fluvial deposits. Cored 

samples contain an average of less than 10% CaC03, 1.1 percent of 

heavy minerals and 8.4 percent feldspar (Table 4). 

Back-barrier depositional environments. - The back-barrier 

lithosome is a much more texturally varied, abruptly changing 

sequence of fine-to coarse-grained, poorly to moderately sorted, 

quartzitic, silty sand to sandy clay (Wojtal and Moslow, 1980). An 

ongoing study involves the sedimentary characteristics and strati

graphic relationships of back-barrier depositional environments on 

Kiawah Island (Wojtal, in prep.). Therefore, only a brief description 

of the back-barrier deposits cored in this study will be included. 

The back-barrier lithosome typically interfingers with and overlies 

barrier deposits in a seaward direction. 

Sand-dominated tidal flat. - Presently active sand-dominated 



tidal flats at Bass Creek, Kiawah Island are characterized by 

current ripples and wave ripples that produce small scale cross-

bedding observed in cores (Wojtal, in prep.). Flaser bedding, bio

turbation and layers of shell debris are also characteristic of cored 

sandy tidal flat deposits (Wojtal and Moslow, 1980). 

A 1.0 to 1.5 m thick unit of interbedded sandy tidal flat and 

washover deposits is found at the base of the primary barrier sequence. 

Minor amounts of flaser bedding and wavy bedding occurs in cores of 
* 

tidal flat sediments (Fig. 30). Thin layers of shell hash or fragmented 

shell debris are common. Bioturbation is rare. Sandy tidal flat 

deposits are 80 percent fine-grained (2.3$), moderately sorted (0.74$) 

sand (Table 1). Samples average from 9 to 14 percent silt and clay 

and 10% CaC03. 

Bay-fill. - A 0.76m thick sequence of dense, cohesive silty 

to sandy clay was found at the base of the Holocene section in drill 

hole KI-7 (Appendix 1). Mud-draped layers of fine- to coarse-grained 

sand and minutely fragmented and leached shells were present. Uni

dentifiable plant fragments provided a carbon-14 date of 7,700 ± 125 

B.P. The sample was depleted in carbon-13, an indication that the 

material is possibly younger in age (J. Stipp, pers. comm., 1979, 

Univ. Miami Radiocarbon Lab.). Analyzed samples were void of diatoms 

and forams, probably as a result of carbonate leaching. 

If the carbon-14 date is an accurate indicator of the time of 

deposition, then this unit was deposited landward of the intertidal 

zone. This unit was found at 4.0 m below present MSL. Approximately 

7,700 years ago sea level has been determined to have been at least 

7 to 10 m below its present level (Brooks and Colquhoun, 1979). 



Therefore, the "bay-fill" sequence found only at the base of one hole 

in the study area .could have been deposited in a localized fresh water 

pond or bay. Fresh water "lake" deposits of a similar age and strati

graphic position have been identified beneath barrier sediments on the 

Netherlands coastline (van Straaten, 1965; Hegeman, 1969). 

Mixed tidal flat and oyster mounds. - Mixed tidal ,flat deposits 

were cored in two localities beneath Kiawah and Seabrook Islands. At 

Bass Pond in hole KI-43 a 1.5 m thick sequence of cohesive silty clay has 

been interpreted as being deposited in a tidal flat environment. A large 

number of in situ Crassostrea virginica and Illyanassa obsoleta dominate 

the lower half of the section which grades up to flaser bedded and wavy 

bedded silty sands (Fig. 31). This sequence is identical to those found 

in cores from tidal flats and associated oyster mounds in the modern Kiawah 

Island back-barrier (Wojtal and Moslow, 1980). 

Similar tidal flat deposits were also cored in five holes on Seabrook 

Island (SI-1, 2, 7, 8, 13, Fig. 6), occurring as 1.5 to 3.5 m thick 

sequences of dark gray to brown, cohesive, silty sands to sandy clays in 

the lower half of the Holocene section. Thick layers of whole, sometimes 

articulated, Crassostrea virginica shells are found in association with 

these deposits. Shell material from this unit provided carbon-14 dates of 

4,055 ± 110 B.P. and 4,070 ± 65 B.P. (Table 5). Rare flaser bedding and 

wavy bedding were the only sedimentary structures observed. In drill 

hole SI-7 a 1.5 m thick fining upward sequence of very fine- to coarse

grained silty sand and shell is interpreted as a tidal creek channel-

fill within the tidal flat unit (Appendix I). 

Samples of tidal flat deposits cored beneath Seabrook Island are 30 

to 57 percent very fine-grained (3.2(f)), moderately well-sorted (0.62cf>) 



Figure 31. Back-barrier sequence from core hole 43 on Kiawah Island 
(Bass Pond). Mixed tidal flat (TF) and oyster mound (OM) 
deposits are dominant. A sequence of channel-fill and 
point bar sediments (CF) occurs in the middle of the 
sequence. A thin unit of lagoon fill (LF) is found at 
the base. High marsh, silty sands (HM) cap the sequence. 



sand (Table 1) . The fine fraction is comprised of 10 to 11 percent 

clay and 16 to 30 percent silt. Samples vary from 2 to 40 percent 

CaC03. 

Shallow subtidal (lagoon)-fill. - Lagoon-fill deposits are found 

only beneath Bass Pond and Seabrook Island in four holes (KI-43; SI-7, 

8, 13) (Fig. 6). In every case the lagoon-fill deposits occur at the 

base of the Holocene section and are overlain by tidal flat sediments. A 

similar sequence is found within the present back-barrier of Kiawah Island 

where salt marsh tidal flats are developed on horizontally laminated to 

bioturbated lagoon-fill silts and clays (Wojtal and Moslow, 1980). 

In cores beneath Bass Pond and Seabrook Island, lagoon-fill deposits 

are recognized as a compact, extensively burrowed silty clay (Fig. 31). 

Rare lenticular cross-bedding is the only physical structure preserved. 

Rafted peat, Spartina sp. fragments and thin to thick layers of Crassostrea 

virginica are common. A carbon-14 date of 4,230 ± 85 B.P. was obtained on 

shell material at the base of this unit in hole SI-8 (Table 5). 

Analyzed lagoon-fill deposits are an even mixture of 90 percent silt 

and clay (Table 1). The sand fraction is very fine-grined (3.3(f)) and 

well-sorted (0.38(f)). Only 4.3 percent of the sample is CaC03. 

Inlet deposition environments. - On a mesotidal barrier island shore

line the tidal inlet lithosome is an extremely important stratigraphic 

component. The South Carolina coast is comprised of a significant volume 

of tidal inlet related deposits (Hubbard and Barwis, 1976; Tye, in prep). 

However, within the Kiawah-Seabrook barrier, only 10 to 15 percent of the 

Holocene sediments are recognized as having been deposited in a tidal 

inlet environment. The inlet lithosome is a distinct, fining upward 

sequence of fine- to coarse-grained, moderately sorted, quartzitic sand 



and shell. Representative depositional environments include: deep 

channel-fill, shallow channel-fill and spit platform (Table 6). The inlet 

lithosome interfingers and overlies barrier deposits in a landward di

rection. Laterally migrating tidal inlets can significantly modify the 

facies relationships within a prograding barrier island (Hoyt and Henry, 

1967; Kumar and Sanders, 1974). 

Deep channel-fill. - In the deeper part of an inlet, channel tidal 

currents scour the channel floor and generate asymmetrical sand waves 

(Kumar and Sanders, 1974; Elliott, 1978). In mesotidal inlets, these 

bedforms migrate primarily only in an ebb direction with only minor re

versals produced by flood currents (Boothroyd and Hubbard, 1975; Hayes 

and Kana, 1976). Therefore, the dominant sedimentary structures observed 

in the deep channel environment are large scale, steeply-dipping, ebb-

oriented planar and trough cross-beds (Hoyt and Henry, 1967; Kumar and 

Sanders, 1974; Hubbard and Barwis, 1976). On coastlines where there is a 

high concentration of fine-grained sediment, large scale sets of cross-

bedded inlet channel deposits are separated by thin silt and clay drapes 

(Shepard, 1960; Hoyt and Henry, 1967). Inlet channel-fill deposits are 

generally comprised of coarse-grained moderately to poorly-sorted sand and 

shell with a gravel lag (Hayes and Kana, 1976; Moslow and Heron, 1978). 

In cores beneath Kiawah Island, deep channel-fill deposits occur as 

1.5 m to 4.0 m thick fining upward sequences of fine- to medium-grained 

sand and shell. High angle, bidirectional, planar cross-beds are the dom

inant sedimentary structures (Fig. 32). Thin silt and clay drapes are 

found only toward the base of the channel-fill sequence (Fig. 32). Channel 

scour into underlying finer-grained deposits is evident by an abrupt ero

sional contact at the base of the channel-fill sequence (Fig.33). However, 



Table 6. Sedimentary Characteristics 
Units 

Unit Biota 

Beach ridge-
dune 

Uniola paniculata; 
shells leached 

Backshore Uniola paniculata; 
rafted Spartina sp. 

Foreshore to 
upper shore-
face 

Rare Donax sp. and 
Mulinia sp. frag
ments 

Mid-lower 
shoreface 

Transition 
zone to 
offshore 

Mulinia lateralis; 
Donax variabilis; 
Spisula solidissima 

Mulinia lateralis; 
Spisula solidissima; 
Anadara sp.; 
Epitonium sp. 

Primary 
barrier 
(washover 
deposits) 

Shells leached; 
(rare Mulinia sp.) 

Recognition Criteria in Cores of Major Holocene Depositional 

Holocene Barrier 

Texture/Lithology 

Fine to very fine, clean 
well-sorted, quartz sand 

Fine, well-sorted, clean 
quartz sand 

Very fine, very well-
sorted, clean quartz 
sand 

Very fine, well-sorted 
slightly silty quartz 
sand 

Very fine, moderately 
well-sorted silty quartz 
sand and shell 

Fine-medium, moderately 
sorted clean quartz sand; 
bimodal distribution 

Sedimentary Structures 

Trough and planar cross-
bedding; rooted; burrowed 

Low angle planar cross-
bedding; rooted, flat beds 
of heavy minerals 

Low angle planar and trough 
cross-bedding; antidune 
bedding 

Laminae sets of silty clay; 
moderate burrowing (Callia
nassa major) 

Interbedded layers of silty 
sand and silty clay; rare 
laminae of silty sand; exten
sive burrowing (Callianassa 
biformis) 

Graded bedding; low angle 
planar cross-bedding; plane 
beds of heavy minerals 



Table 6. Continued 

Biota 

Uniola paniculata 
Donax variabilis 

Unit 

Spit platform 
(welded ridges 
and swash 
bars) 

Shallow 
channel 
(channel-
margin) 

Deep 
channel 

Variety of frag
mented shells; 
mixed marine/ 
back-barrier 
assemblage 

Variety of frag
mented shells; 
mixed marine/ 
back-barrier 
assemblage 

Laterally Migrating Tidal Inlet 

Texture/Lithology Sedimentary Structures 

Fine to very fine, moder
ately well-sorted, clean 
quartz sand 

Low angle planar cross-bedding; 
antidune bedding; occasional 
rooting and burrowing 

Fine, moderately well-
sorted, clean quartz 
sand and shell 

Low angle planar cross-bedding; 
parallel laminations 

Fine, moderately sorted, 
slightly silty quartz 
sand and shell 

Bidirectional, high angle 
planar and trough cross-
bedding; clay drapes; lag. 



Figure 32. Photograph of inlet-fill sequence cored 
on Kiawah Spit (KI-34). Deep channel-
fill deposits (DC) overly burrowed shore-
face (SH) silty sands. Rooted, burrowed, 
subaerial spit (SP) sands cap the sequence 

Figure 33. Closer examination of deep channel-
fill deposits from hole 34 (Fig. 32) 
shows the abrupt contact with the 
underlying shoreface silty sands. 
However, no coarse lag is found at 
the base of the channel-fill. 



a lag deposit of coarse sand and shell was found only at the base of the 

thickest, deep channel-fill sequence adjacent to Stono Inlet (KI-27). 

This unit is interpreted as a lag deposit on the deep channel floor of 

an active inlet. 

Mean grain size of deep channel-fill deposits varies from 2.2cf> to 

2.9(f) (upper to lower fine). Samples are moderately well- to poorly-

sorted with an average value of 0.92cj) (Table 1). Deep channel deposits 

average 68 percent clean quartz sand and 31.8 percent CaC03. 

Shallow channel (channel-margin)-fill. - In shallower parts of the 

tidal channel, sand wave bedforms become rare as upper flow regime condi

tions prevail (Kumar and Sanders, 1974; Hayes and Kana, 1976; Elliott, 
N 

1978). Parallel laminated sands, bidirectional small scale planar cross-

beds and ripple laminations are the dominant sedimentary structures in 

shallow channel or channel-margin sequences (Kumar and Sanders, 1974; 

Hayes, 1980). 

In cores, shallow channel deposits are relatively thin (0.5 to 2.0 m) 

sequences of fine- to very fine-grained, clean quartz sand. Low angle 

planar cross-beds and parallel laminations are the dominant sedimentary 

structures (Fig. 34). Shallow channel deposits are a continuation of 

an overall fining upward inlet-fill sequence and are gradational with 

underlying deep channel sediments. 

Samples from the shallow channel sequence are 73 to 95 percent quartz 

and average 10.4 percent CaC03 (Table 4). All samples are moderately 

well sorted (0.6(f)). Average mean grain size is 2.6(f), slightly finer than 

the underlying inlet-fill deposits. Silt and clay content varies from 

1.6 to 13 percent. 



Figure 34. Inlet-fill sequence from hole 37 on 
Kiawah Spit. Deep channel-fill (DC), 
shallow channel-fill (SC) and spit 
platform (SP) deposits are found in 
this core. 

Figure 35. Physical sedimentary structures are 
often destroyed in the subaerial 
spit environment by rooting (grasses) 
and burrowing (Ocypode sp.). 



Spit platform. - Barrier beach accretion on the updrift side of 

most mesotidal inlets occurs as a recurved spit (Hayes and Kana, 1976; 

Hayes, 1980). Spit accretion in the direction of tidal inlet migration 

caps the inlet-fill sequence as an intertidal or subaqueous platform (Hoyt 

and Henry, 1967; Meistrell, 1972; Kumar and Sanders, 1974). At Kiawah spit 

this platform is formed by the welding of a series of low amplitude ridges 

onto the upper beach face (Hayes, 1980). On the downdrift side of most 

mesotidal inlets a significant portion of spit platform sands reflect 

deposition from migrating swash bars (Barwis and Hayes, 1978). Dominant 

sedimentary structures in recurved spit or spit platform sequences are 

high angle planar cross-beds, flat beds, ripple laminations, and small 

scale trough cross-beds (Kumar and Sanders, 1974; Hayes, 1980). The sub

aerial and supratidal portions of a recurved spit (dune and backshore) are 

generally a thin sequence of very fine-grained, cross-bedded, rooted and 

burrowed sands (Fig. 35). 

Spit platform deposits in cores are found as 2.0 to 3.0 m thick de

posits of fine- to very fine-grained, well-sorted sand that caps the inlet-

fill sequence. Low angle planar cross-beds and antidune beds are the 

prevailing sedimentary structures in the lower half of the spit sequence 

(subaqueous to lower intertidal spit platform). Extensive rooting and 

burrowing has destroyed almost all physical structures in the upper half 

of most cores taken on the subaerial or upper intertidal portions of the 

spit platform (Figs. 32 and 34). 

Samples of the spit platform environment are almost identical texturally 

and mineralogically to foreshore deposits elsewhere on Kiawah Island. Spit 

sands in cores are 95.2 percent clean.quartz sand with an average of 2.9 

percent CaC03 and 2.3 percent heavy minerals. Average mean grain size is 

2.84$ (lower fine) and average sorting is 0.53$ (moderately well sorted). 



STRATIGRAPHY 

Controls of Barrier Stratigraphy 

The stratigraphic nature of any barrier island depositional system 

is determined by its long-term response to several factors. The most 

important of these include: sea level fluctuations, variations in sedi

ment supply, tectonic setting (basin submergence or emergence) and tid

al range (Curray, 1964; Dickinson et al. , 1972; Hayes and Kana, 1976; 

Elliott, 1978). The relative importance of these controlling factors 

can vary greatly from one barrier shoreline to the next. Tidal range 

determines the presence, morphology and lateral distribution of specific 

depositional environments within a barrier island system (Hayes and 

Kana, 1976; Hayes, 1979). However, the preservation of vertical se

quences and facies patterns within a barrier shoreline is ultimately 

controlled by the rate of net deposition and relative sea level change 

through time (Fischer, 1961; Curray et al., 1969; Dickinson et al., 1972). 

Curray (1964) developed a plot that diagrams the effect of these two 

primary controls on regression and transgression of the shoreline (Fig. 36). 

A constant sediment supply and a stable or slowly dropping relative sea 

level results in seaward progradation of the shoreline or regression. 

Rising relative sea level and a lack of sediment supply induces shore

line migration in a landward direction or transgression. The overall 

late Holocene eustatic rise in sea level has produced the transgressive 

stratigraphic nature observed for most barrier shorelines around the 

world today. However, locally, where sediment supply is in excess of 

the rate of sea level rise, net progradation of the shoreline results 

in preservation of a regressive barrier sequence. Such is the case 

for Kiawah and Seabrook Islands. 
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Figure 36. Diagram relating the influence of relative 
sea level and rate of deposition on shoreline trans
gression versus regression. Kiawah and Seabrook have 
experienced net regression since 4,000 B.P. However, 
presently, Seabrook is locally transgressing (from 
Curray, 1964). 
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Sedimentary Sequences and Facies Relationships 

Facies relationships for a landward migrating (retrograding) and 

seaward prograding barrier shorelines are shown in Figure 37. (Swift, 

1976) . Both stratigraphic models depict the dynamics of the barrier 

during a rise in sea level. In the case of shoreface erosion due to 

low sediment supply, the barrier migrates landward producing net trans

gression (Fig. 37A). However, where sediment input is great enough, 

the barrier shoreface and adjacent seafloor will "aggrade" resulting 

in shoreline progradation (Fig. 37B). This model of shoreface accre

tion explains the process responsible for the preservation and vertical 

stacking of sedimentary sequences within the Holocene stratigraphy of 

Kiawah and Seabrook Islands. 

Prograding Holocene barrier sequence. - The lateral distribution 

of depositional environments associated with the prograding Holocene 

barrier complex is shown in Figure 38. Seaward accretion of Kiawah 

and Seabrook Islands has produced a regressive sequence of sediments 

in which more landward associated deposits (beachridge/dune, back-

shore) overlie intertidal and marine deposits (foreshore, shoreface, 

transition). Unlike the back-barrier environment, facies changes with

in the prograding barrier section are dominantly gradational. Inlet-

fill sedimentation and suoreface storm lag deposits produce the only 

abrupt facies contacts. 

The vertical succession of prograding barrier deposits at Kiawah 

Island is displayed in core hole number 16 (Fig. 39) and for Sea

brook Island in hole 4 (Fig. 40). This regressive stratigraphic se

quence is the result of shoreface accretion and subsequent seaward 

progradation of the barrier complex (Fig. 37). The core holes dis-
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Figure 37. Idealized diagram relating the effects of shoreface erosion and depo
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gressive) barrier islands, (from Swift, 1976), 



PROGRADING BARRIER ENVIRONMENTS 
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Figure 38. Lateral distribution of depositional environments along a sandy 
prograding coastline. Seaward accretion of this type of coastline results 
in vertical stacking of sedimentary facies. 



PROGRADING BARRIER SEQUENCE 

MEAN SIZE SAND 
M 

KI-16 

DUNE 

FORE
SHORE 

(BEACH FACE] 

UPPER 

SHOREFACE 

MID 

LOWER 

SHOREFACE 

STORM 
DEPOSIT 

TRANSITION 

ZONE 

- 1 M 

- 3 M 

PLEISTOCENE 

5M 

7M 

- 9M 

DESCRIPTION 

L- 11M 

F-SAND; TROUGH 

X-BEDDED; ROOTED 

VF-F SAND; PLANAR 
X-BEDS; 

HEAVY MINERAL 

LAMINAE 

VF-F, SILTY-SAND; 

LAMINAE OF SILTY-
CLAY 

BURROWED 
(Callianassa major) 

F-C SILTY SAND & 
SHELL 

INTERBEDDED SILTY-

SAND AND SILTY-

CLAY; BURROWED 

(Callianassa Biformis) 

COARSE SHELL LAG 
MOTTLED, WAXY CLAY; 

Figure 39. Vertical sequence of sediments from core 
hole KI-16. A description of primary sedimentary 
structures and textures for each Holocene barrier 
unit is given in the right hand column. Mean grain 
size is shown on the left. An overall coarsening 
upward trend in grain size and an upward increase in 
preserved physical sedimentary structures are present 
in the core. 



SEABROOK BARRIER SEQUENCE 

MEAN SIZE SAND 
SILT 

UJ ^ tt 

SI-4 

/ 
S 

f 

s 

-f- -f 
f_ 

- 5M 

- 7 M 

Si 
PLEISTOCENE 

- 9M 

DESCRIPTION 

F SAND; TROUGH 
X-BEDDED; ROOTED. 

VF-F SAND; PLANAR, 

LOW-ANGLE X-BEDS. 

VF-F SAND & SHELL; 

BURROWED; 

LAMINAE 
OF SILTY-SAND. 

VF SAND TO SILTY-

CLAY & SHELL; 
INTERBEDDED; 
BURROWED 
COARSE SHELL LAG. 

WAXY, MOTTLED, CLAY 

Figure 40. Vertical sequence of sediments from 
core hole SI-4, Seabrook Island. 



play vertical trends in lithology and sedimentary structures that are 

seen throughout the Holocene barrier stratigraphy. The more pertinent 

trends are: (1) an overall coarsening upward sequence of sediments 

from coarse silt to fine quartz sana; (2) a dominance of biogenic sedi

mentary structures in the lower half of the section and an upward in

crease in physical sedimentary structures; (3) a decrease in silt and 

clay content up the section^^gtf^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^amount of shell 

material, as well as ̂ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ • ^ ^ ^ ^ • I H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ individuals 

(Fig. 41). 

Kiaway Island 

An overall wedge' 

seaward thickening 67 

foreshore, shoreface and ti 

barrier stratigraphy. The interbedded silty sands and silty clays of 

the transition zone unit pinch out between drill holes 18 and 24 ap

proximately 1.5 km landward of the present shoreline. Fine-grained 

sands to silty sands of the foreshore and shoreface abut shallow 

water lagoon deposits landward of drill hole 24. 

The Holocene barrier section is capped by a discontinuous sequence 



play vertical trends in lithology and sedimentary structures that are 

seen throughout the Holocene barrier stratigraphy. The more pertinent 

trends are: (1) an overall coarsening upward sequence of sediments 

from coarse silt to fine quartz sana; (2) a dominance of biogenic sedi

mentary structures in the lower half of the section and an upward in

crease in physical sedimentary structures; (3) a decrease in silt and 

clay content up the section; (4) a decrease in the amount of shell 

material, as well as an upward decrease in size, number of individuals 

and species diversity of whole or articulated forms; and (5) a subtle 

upward decrease in the percentage of heavy minerals and micas. The 

coarse sand and shell layer at -8 m in hole 16 is a shoreface storm 

lag deposit (Figs. 28 and 39). .These deposits disrupt the typical 

regressive barrier sequence. They are relatively uncommon, however, 

and are not laterally continuous beneath Kiawah Island. 

Updrift barrier section: (Kiawah Island). - Holocene barrier fa

cies relationships are shown in stratigraphic cross section G-G' 

(Fig. 41). This section is constructed across the updrift portion of 

Kiaway Island through a complex of bifurcating beach ridges (Fig. 42). 

An overall wedge-shaped barrier sand body geometry is reflected in the 

seaward thickening of the Holocene section (Fig. 41). Interfingering 

foreshore, shoreface and transition zone deposits dominate the Holocene 

barrier stratigraphy. The interbedded silty sands and silty clays of 

the transition zone unit pinch out between drill holes 18 and 24 ap

proximately 1.5 km landward of the present shoreline. Fine-grained 

sands to silty sands of the foreshore and shoreface abut shallow 

water lagoon deposits landward of drill hole 24. 

The Holocene barrier section is capped by a discontinuous sequence 



KIAWAH (UPDRIFT) BARRIER TRANSECT 
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HOLOCENE PLEISTOCENE 

BEACH RIDGE-BACKSHORE 
F-SAND, TROUGH X BEDDED, ROOTED 

FORESHORE-UPPER SHOREFACE 
VF-F SAND, PLANAR X BEDDED 

MIDDLE LOWER SHOREFACE 
VF-F SILTY SAND, LAMINATED, BURROWED 

=-L£L 

fcsi; 
p-_-_j TRANSITION-OFFSHORE 

INTERBEDDED SILTY SAND AND SILTY CLAY. 
BURROWED, WHOLE SHELL LAYERS, 

o o 

STORM DEPOSIT 
F-C SILTY SAND AND SHELL HASH 

CHANNEL FILL-POINT BAR 
SILTY SAND TO SANDY SILT AND SHELL, 
FINING UP 

LAGOON FILL 
SILTY CLAY TO SILTY SAND AND SHELL, 
FLASER BEDDED 

TRANSGRESSIVE LAG 
F-C SAND AND Mulinia SHELL HASH 

it'illl' 
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ESTUARINE TIDAL FLAT 
DENSE, MOTTLED, LAMINATED CLAY 

CHANNEL FILL 
F-C, CLEAN, POORLY SORTED SAND, 
FINING UP 

INNER SHELF 
BIOCLASTIC SANDY CLAY 

OLIGOCENE 
COOPER MARL 

Figure 41. Stratigraphic cross section G-G1 through the updrift barrier 
portion of Kiawah Island. 
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Figure 42. Geomorphology map of updrift (northeast) 
Kiawah Island showing location of transect G-G'. 



of rooted fine-grained beach ridge and backshore sands. Tidal creek 

meandering within the inter-ridge swales has reworked these sands 

scouring down into foreshore and upper shoreface deposits. This has 

resulted in deposition of fining upward sequences of fine-grained silty 

sand to sandy silt and shell seen in cross section G-G' (Fig. 41). 

These sediments were deposited as tidal channel-fill and point bar se

quences. The geometry of these sand bodies in cross section G-G' is 

based on tidal creek channel depth and width. Lithologies are based 

on cores taken in these depositional^environments in Cinder Creek 

(Wojtal and Moslow, 1980). Cross section G-G' is located at the head

waters of tidal creeks in the Kiawah marsh complex (Fig. 42). As a 

result, there has been a minimum of tidal creek meandering in these 

locations. Thus, the tidal channel-fill and point bar sand bodies 

are relatively small. 

Holocene sediments of Kiawah and Seabrook Islands rest uncon-

formably on compact Pleistocene clays (Fig. 41). The Holocene -

Pleistocene contact is recognized on the basis of lithology, fauna 

and carbon-14 dates. A sharp lithologic break from saturated, loosely 

compacted, basal Holocene silty sands and silty clays to dense or de-

watered Pleistocene clays is easily recognized. A 0.3 - 0.5 m thick 

unit of imbricated mollusc shells and medium- to coarse-grained sand 

often rests on the Pleistocene surface. Carbon dating of the shell 

material reveals an age of 4,450 B.P. This shell deposit is a basal 

Holocene transgressive lag that is found beneath both the barrier and 

back-barrier of Kiawah Island. 

The uppermost Pleistocene is typically a blue-gray to green-gray, 

dense, mottled, laminated clay usually containing peat and wood frag

ments. This unit has been interpreted as a late Pleistocene estuarine 

tidal flat facies. Diatom and pollen assemblages from this unit sug-



gest a brackish water, subtidal to intertidal environment of deposition 

(Table 3, Appendix I). A carbon-14 date of 20,020+710 B.P. was deter

mined for a layer of peat and wood fragments in this unit at -9.15 m 

MSL (hole 24, Fig. 41). 

In cross section G-G', the upper Pleistocene estuarine tidal flat 

unit is of variable thickness (Fig. 41) . The unit thins in the central 

portion of the island and in a seaward direction. Thickest accumula

tion is to the north in hole 24 and landward of the Holocene barrier 

complex. In drill hole 23, a thin channel-fill sequence is shown 

scouring into underlying shelf deposits. This sequence is interpreted 

as a coarse-grained facies of the upper Pleistocene tidal flat unit. 

The channel-fill facies is not laterally continuous, and its dimensions 

are therefore speculative. The overall geometry of the upper Pleisto

cene unit in all cross sections seems to be a function of two controls: 

1) pre-depositional topography of the underlying Silver Bluff inner 

shelf facies; and 2) post-depositional erosion from the ensuing Holocene 

marine transgression. 

The lower Pleistocene unit in cross section G-G' is a bioclastic 

sandy clay interpreted as an inner shelf facies of the Silver Bluff 

Formation (Table 2). The highest subsurface elevation of this unit 

is beneath the central portion of the Holocene barrier in hole 22 

(Fig. 41). From this point, the surface of the shelf facies slopes 

both seaward and' landward. An erosional contact with the overlying 

upper Pleistocene unit is shown as a straight solid line in cross 

section G-G' (Fig. 41). 

A thin sequence of Oligocene Cooper Marl was found at -15.8 m 

MSL in hole 23. An erosional contact was marked by a coarse sand 



and shell lag at the base of the overlying Silver Bluff Formation. The 

surface relief of the Cooper Marl in this cross section is obviously 

speculative as indicated by the dashed line marking the contact with 

the overlying Silver Bluff shelf facies (Fig. 41). 

Mid-barrier section (Kiawah Island). - Facies relationships within 

the central portion of the Kiawah barrier complex are shown in cross 

section E-E'. The transect is developed across a series of tightly-

welded Holocene beach ridges with intermittent swales (Fig. 42). This 

part of the barrier is away from the influence of inter-ridge meandering 

tidal creeks. However, a well-developed salt marsh - tidal flat occurs 

landward of the beacii ridge complex (Fig. 42). The transect is continued 

across the back-barrier to a ridge that borders Kiawah River. 

In cross-section E-E', a similar wedge-shaped sand body geometry is 

observed for the Holocene barrier lithosome (Fig. 44). As in the up

drift barrier section, shoreface and foreshore deposits dominate the 

seaward thickening Holocene section, pinching out or abutting a back-

barrier sequence 1.5 km landward of the present shoreline. All Holo

cene barrier depositional units interfinger. No erosive, coarse

grained storm lag deposits were recognized. The Holocene stratigraphy 

is similarly capped by a fine-grained sand beach ridge - backshore se

quence as in cross section G-G' (Fig. 41). However, here in the mid-

barrier section, the beach ridge ^ backshore unit is laterally continu

ous. There are no inter-ridge tidal channel-fill or point bar deposits 

due to the lack of meandering tidal creeks within this part of the bar

rier (Fig. 43) . Transition zone and offshore sediments underlie shore-

face deposits at the base of the prograding barrier sequence (Fig. 44). 



Figure 43. Vertical air photo of the central portion of Kiawah 
Island. Both transects shown here (E-E1 and F-F') are con
structed across Shullbred Ridge (arrow) and the prograding beach 
ridge complex seaward. 
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Figure 44. Stratigraphic cross section E-E' through the mid-barrier portion of Kiawah 
Island. The 7,700 B.P. date from drill hole 7 is of a basal Holocene, fresh water 
bay-fill. 



Shell material from transition zone sediments in hole 13 provided a 

carbon-14 date of 3,820 + 60 B.P. (Table 5). These deposits pinch out 

in a landward direction between drill holes 8 and 44 (Fig, 44). 

A transgressive lag of coarse-grained sand and Mulinia sp, shell 

hash is found at the base of the prograding barrier sequence. This 

unit disappears landward of hole 44 where it abuts washover sands and 

sandy tidal flat deposits that directly overlie Pleistocene clays. 

This 0.5 to 1.0 m thick sequence of washover and tidal flat sediments 

extends to the north (landward) beneath Shullbred Ridge where it is 

recognized as the basal portion of a transgressive barrier sequence, 

A series of holes drilled on Shullbred Ridge have been used to compile 

a representative stratigraphic column (Fig. 45). The Holocene section 

is a 3.5 to 4.0 m thick, coarsening upward sequence of very fine- to 

medium-grained sands. The basal Holocene unit from 3.0 to 3.75 is a 

wavy-bedded and burrowed silty sand and shell (Figs. 30 and 45). This 

unit is interpreted as a sandy tidal flat deposit interbedded with thin, 

plane bedded washovers. Overlying this unit is a 2.0 m thick sequence 

of flat and planar bedded, bimodal, fine- to medium-grained sands 

(Fig. 45). These sediments were deposited in a foreshore and backshore 

environment primarily as storm washovers. The sequence is capped by an 

extensively-rooted, loamy sand characteristic of a vegetated beach ridge. 

An abrupt erosive contact occurs at -3.75 m with underlying Pleistocene 

clays. 

The transgressive sequence of sediments comprising Shullbred Ridge 

is interpreted as deposition by landward migration of a primary barrier 

during the late Holocene. In response to a rising sea level, the barrier 

moved landward in a tank tread fashion by washover deposition (Fig. 37A). 



PRIMARY BARRIER SEQUENCE 

SHULBRED RIDGE 
MEAN SIZE SAND 

BEACH 
RIDGE 

WASHOVER 

DEPOSITS 

SANDY TIDAL 
FLATS AND 

WASHOVERS 
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(BAY OR 

SOUND) 

A i k 'A A, 
1M 

3M 

5M 

DESCRIPTION 

M-F SAND; ROOTED; 
MOTTLED LAYERS OF 

LOAMY-SAND 

VF-M SAND 
(BIMODAL) 

PLANAR X-BEDS; 

GRADED BEDDING; 
FLAT BEDS OF 

HEAVY MINERALS 

VF-F SILTY SAND AND 
SHELLS; WAVY 

BEDDING; BURROWED 

PLEISTOCENE 

DENSE, COMPACT SILTY 

CLAY; LAMINATEr 

Figure 45. V e r t i c a l sequence of sediments found wi th in the 
primary b a r r i e r (Shullbred Ridge) behind Kiawah Is land 
(Fig. 43) . 



In this manner, the barrier "over-rode" the sandy tidal flat sediments 

that had accumulated behind it, eventually occupying its present position. 

The exact time of deposition of the primary barrier sequence can only be 

bracketed in cross section E-E' by carbon dating of adjacent units. A 

date of 7,700 + 125 B.P. was provided on wood and plant material from 

a bay-fill deposit underlying the primary barrier sequence in drill 

hole 7 (Fig. 44) . This age predates deposition of the overlying pri

mary barrier sands. Shell material from sediments at the base of the 

Holocene prograding barrier sequence in hole 13 was dated at 3,820 + 

60 B.P. This unit overlies and, therefore, postdates deposition of 

the basal portion of the primary barrier sequence. 

Facies relationships between the prograding barrier sequence, rep

resented by present day Kiawah Island and the primary barrier sequence, 

Shullbred Ridge, are complex. Foreshore and shoreface deposits of the 

prograding barrier sequence overlie sandy tidal flat and washover sands 

of the primary barrier sequence in drill hole 8 (Fig. 44) . The thin 

layer of high marsh silty to sandy clays overlies primary barrier sands 

beneath Pass Pond (holes 42, 7, 43). A 2.5 m thick fining-upward se

quence of tidal creek channel-fill and point bar sands marks the con

tact between primary and prograding barrier deposits in this cross 

section (hole 43; Fig. 44). 

The upper Pleistocene estuarine tidal flat unit is found in all 

but one drill hole beneath the mid-barrier portion of Kiawah Island 

(Fig. 44). The unit is again of variable thickness underlying Shull

bred Ridge, Bass Pond and most of Kiawah. Coarse-grained channel-

fill deposits are found in three drill holes (8, 43, 9). A layer of 



peaty clay and wood at -7.3 m MSL in drill hole 44 was dated at 25,035 + 

775 B.P. (Table 5). This is the oldest of five carbon-14 dates associated 

with this unit. 

The surface of the underlying Silver Bluff inner shelf facies is 

again highly variable. An abrupt or erosional contact is usually 

found with the overlying unit. The inner shelf facies in every hole 

was a dense, compact, fossiliferous sandy clay. 

Downdrift barrier and inlet-fill sections (Kiawah Island). - Recurved 

spits are a distinctive element of the downdrift portion of many meso

tidal barriers (Hayes at atl. , 1975; Hayes and Kana, 1976). At the 

south end of Kiawah Island, lateral migration of the Kiawah River has 

resulted in deposition of a classic recurved spit (Hayes at aJ.. , 1976). 

These features are an important stratigraphic component of.the Kiawah 

barrier complex. 

A shore parallel transect was developed along the Kiawah spit to 

examine facies relationships between a laterally migrating tidal inlet 

and the prograding barrier lithosome. The transect is developed across 

Kiawah River Inlet 1.2 km southwest to hole SI-4 on Seabrook Island 

(Fig. 46). A 3.0 to 5.5 m thick fining-upward sequence of inlet-fill 

sands was found beneath the entire length of the Kiawah spit. The in

let-fill sequence is represented by three depositional units: deep 

channel-fill, shallow channel-fill and spit platform. The details of 

this relatively shallow inlet-fill sequence are shown in hole 37 (Fig, 

47). Grain size is fairly uniform with a slightly noticeable fining-

upward trend from fine- to very fine-grained sand. Cross-bedded chan

nel-fill deposits are overlain by burrowed and antidune bedded spit 

platform sands. There is no channel lag at the base of the inlet-fill 

sequence. However, an abrupt seaward contact with underlying shoreface 



HOLOCENE BARRIER SALT MARSH-TIDAL FLAT PLEISTOCENE MAINLAND 

Figure 46, Location map of shore parallel cross section K-K' 
along downdrift Kiawah (Kiawah Spit) and updrift Seabrook 
Islands. 



SHALLOW INLET-FILL SEQUENCE 

KI-37 
MEAN SIZE SAND 

SPIT 
PLATFORM 

(WELDED 

RIDGES)V 

MID-

LOWER 

SHOREFACE 

- IM 

- 3M 

" 5M 

DESCRIPTION 

VF WELL SORTED SAND; 

PLANAR X-BEDS; 

ANTIDUNE BEDS, 

BURROWED ICallianassa) 

F-VF SAND AND SHELL; 

HIGH ANGLE 
PLANAR X-BEDS; 

MUD DRAPES 

VF-F SILTY SAND; 

BURROWED 

LAMINAE OF 

SILTY CLAY 

Figure 47. Shallow i n l e t - f i l l sequence from core hole 37 
on Kiawah Sp i t . 



silty sands is readily observed in cores (Fig. 33). 

Channel-fill deposits are found to a maximum depth of -5.2m MSL 

in hole 38 (Fig. 48). This probably represents the greatest depth of 

scour of the Kiawah Inlet during its lateral migration along the spit. 

The present width and depth of Kiawah Inlet are drawn to scale in cross 

section K-K' (Fig. 48). The channel depth of Kiawah Inlet rarely ex

ceeds 2.5 m during fair weather conditions (pers. comm., 1979, Walter 

J. Sexton). 

Inlet migration has completely reworked the upper half of the pro-

grading barrier sequence. Beachridge, backshore, foreshore and upper 

shoreface deposits are absent in holes drilled on the Kiawah spit. 

Most of the lower half of the barrier sequence (mid-lower shoreface 

and transition zone deposits) has been preserved. Spit platform and 

channel-fill deposits pinch out or interfinger with beach ridge and 

foreshore-upper shoreface sands immediately east of hole 33. The 

presence of vegetated beachridges and analysis of historic charts im

plies that this is the maximum eastward limit of inlet migration (Hayes 

et al., 1976). 

Lateral migration of Kiawah Inlet has preserved a shore parallel 

channel-fill sand body of lenticular geometry (Fig. 48). This is in 

contrast to the wedge-shaped channel-fill geometries of Holocene inlet 

deposits studied in Georgia and North Carolina (Hoyt and Henry, 1967; 

Moslow and Heron, 1978). The variation is primarily a function of the 

maximum depth of channel scour and the total length of lateral inlet 

migration. 

Deep inlet-fill sequence (Stono Inlet). - A markedly different in

let-fill sequence from that preserved beneath Kiawah spit is found in 
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HOLOCENE PLEISTOCENE 

BEACH RIDGE-BACKSHORE 
F-SAND, TROUGH X-BEDDED, ROOTED 

FORESHORE-UPPER SHOREFACE 
VF-F SAND, PLANAR X-BEDDED 

MIDDLE-LOWER SHOREFACE 
VF-F SILTY SAND, LAMINATED, BURROWED 

SPIT PLATFORM 
VF-F SAND, PLANAR X-BEDS, 
BURROWED 

SHALLOW CHANNEL-FILL 
VF-M SILTY SAND AND SHELL, 
PLANAR X-BEDS 

DEEP CHANNEL-FILL 
F-C SAND AND SHELL, PLANAR X-BEDS, 
MUD DRAPES 

ESTUARINE-TIDAL FLAT 
DENSE, MOTTLED, LAMINATED CLAY 

INNER SHELF 
BIOCLASTIC SANDY CLAY 

TRANSITION-OFFSHORE 
:-_-_H INTERBEDDED SILTY SAND AND SILTY CLAY, 

BURROWED. WHOLE SHELL LAYERS; 

Figure 48. Shore parallel cross section K-K' through Kiawah Spit. Lateral inlet migration 
has resulted in deposition of the channel-fill sequence cored in all four holes on the spit. 



hole 27 (Fig. 49). This sequ nee was cored at the northeast tip of 

Kiawah Island adjacent to the Stono Inlet (Fig. 50) and is comprised 

almost entirely of channel-fill and swash bar (spit platform) deposits. 

The 11.3 m thick inlet-fill sequence represents the thickest accumula

tion of Holocene sediments found beneath Kiawah and Seabrook Islands. 

Sedimentary characteristics of the deep inlet-fill sequence are 

shown in Figure 49. Upward decreases in grain size, sorting and per

cent CaC03 are the most noticeable trends (Fig. 49; Table 1). Sedi

ments are a uniformly clean, fine-grained quartz sand and fragmented 

shell. The inlet-fill sequence is comprised of five depositional 

units which represent: 1) channel floor; 2) deep channel; 3) shallow 

channel; 4) swash bars (spit platform); and 5) subaerial spit (dune 

and backshore). Sedimentary structures associated with each unit 

are also shown in Figure 49. The vertical profile and sedimentary 

characteristics of deposits in hole 27 are similar to those of the 

classic Fire Island inlet-fill sequence (Kumar and Sanders, 1974). 

However, thicknesses of individual units within the sequence are not 

identical. 

An abrupt, erosional contact occurs at the base of the inlet-fill 

with underlying compact Pleistocene clays. Channel scour in the Stono 

Inlet, therefore, has reworked the Pleistocene surface in the vicinity 

of hole 27 to a minimum depth of 10.3 m below MSL. The present depth 

of the main Stono Inlet channel is approximately 8.8 m below MSL (NOAA 

chart no. 11521, 1978). The basal lag of the Holocene inlet-fill se

quence in hole 27 contains numerous whole, black pelecypod shells that 

are associated with the Silver .Bluff inner shelf facies (Table 2) . 

This is further evidence of the inlet's ability to rework the under-
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Figure 49. Deep inlet-fill sequence cored in hole 27 adjacent to 
the Stono Inlet on the northeast tip of Kiawah Island. 



SHORELINE CHANGES AT STONO INLET 

Figure 50. Location of core hole 27 on the northeast end of Kiawah 
Island relative to the 1833 and 1942 shorelines (from i-Iayes et al., 
1975) . 



lying compact Pleistocene clays. 

The relative shoreline positions of the northeast end of Kiawah Is

land in 1833 and 1942 are shown in Figure 50. It can be seen that 

hole KI-27 was drilled on a part of the present day Kiawah beach that 

was subtidal approximately 150 years ago. This area was occupied by 

the main channel of the Stono Inlet in a 1921 navigational chart 

(Hayes at al., 1975). Maximum channel depth then was recorded at 10.6 m 

below mean low water. Stono Inlet has migrated to the east toward 

Folly Beach since at least 1921. Partly as a result of this lateral 

migration, a portion of the Stono Inlet ebb tidal delta has welded onto 

the northeast end of Kiawah Island (Hayes et al., 1975). The combina

tion of these two processes, lateral channel migration and ebb delta 

detachment, has produced the thick inlet-fill sequence preserved in 

hole 27. Although drill hole data is limited, it is likely that a 

significant portion of the Holocene deposits seaward of the 1833 shore

line are related to inlet-fill sedimentation (Fig. 50). 

Welded barrier section (Seabrook Island and the Silver 

Bluff barrier. - Three drill hole transects were developed across 

the updrift (C-C'), middle (B-B'), and downdrift (A-A') portions of 

Seabrook Island (Fig. 51). The updrift Seabrook barrier transect (C-C') 

bears many similarities in Holocene facies relationships to the updrift 

section of Kiawah Island (Fig. 41). At Seabrook Island, meandering 

tidal creeks within inter-ridge swales have reworked the upper portion 

of the prograding barrier sequence (Fig. 52). Beach ridge, backshore 

and upper foreshore deposits have been removed by channel scour and 

migration. In their place are thin fining-upward sequences of channel-

fill - point bar sands (Fig. 52). The geometry of the channel-fill 
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Figure 51 . Location map of the th ree t r a n s e c t s developed across 
the Seabrook b a r r i e r complex. 
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Figure 52. Cross section C-C' through welded Pleistocene (Silver Bluff) and Holocene 
(Seabrook Island) barrier deposits. 



bodies in cross section C-C' is based on known tidal creek width and 

depth. As in the updrift Kiawah section, tidal channel-fill and point 

bar sand bodies are relatively small. However, on Seabrook, these de

posits are found only in the central portion of the barrier complex 

(Fig. 52). 

Cross section C-C' extends seaward across Kiawah River and Kiawah 

spit (Fig. 51). Hole 34 drilled on the southwestern tip of Kiawah 

spit is now used to examine inlet-barrier facies relationships in a 

shore perpendicular orientation. Lateral migration of Kiawah River 

Inlet has deposited the sequence of channel-fill and spit platform 

sands in the upper half of hole 34 (Fig. 52). Foreshore, backshore 

and beach ridge deposits are absent from this portion of the barrier 

section. Upper shoreface sands are shown seaward of the inlet chan

nel-fill. Inlet channel-fill geometry is lenticular to slightly 

wedge shaped along dip section. 

The lower half of the prograding barrier sequence has undergone 

almost no post-depositional erosion. A 2.4 to 5.3 m thick sequence 

of mid-lower shoreface and transition zone sediments are found sea

ward of hole 12 (Fig. 52). These deposits thin and eventually pinch 

out landward of holes 9 and 12. A transgressive lag is found at the 

base of the Holocene beneath Seabrook Island seaward of drill hole 11. 

This is the site of the thinnest accumulation of prograding Holocene 

barrier deposits on Seabrook Island. Here, a 3.8 m thick sequence of 

Holocene beacn ridge, backshore and foreshore sands unconformably over

lies Pleistocene Silver Bluff barrier and shoreface deposits (Fig. 52). 

The prograding Holocene barrier sequence in section C-C' is a seaward 

thickening, wedge-shaped sand body. The overall geometry differs 



little from that shown in the updrift and mid-barrier sections of Kiawah 

Island (Figs. 41 and 44). 

A late Wisconsin aged estuarine tidal flat unit is found in the up

per Pleistocene of transect C-C' (Fig. 52). This is the same upper 

Pleistocene unit found beneath most of Kiawah Island. Beneath the up

drift portion of Seabrook Island, the unit is relatively thin and 

laterally discontinuous. A 0.6 m thick layer of peat and wood frag

ments at -7.0 m MSL in hole 9 provided a carbon-14 date of 22,775 + 

570 B.P. (Table 5). This age is consistent with other carbon-14 dates 

from this unit which range from 20,020 to 25,035 B.P. The peat layer 

in hole 9 contains a diatom assemblage associated with an "estuarine 

to shallow bay" environment of deposition (pers. comm., 1979, W.H. 

Abbott). The upper Pleistocene unit unconformably overlies fossili-

ferous sandy clays of the Silver Bluff inner shelf facies (Fig. 52). 

Silver Bluff barrier sequence. - Facies relationships between the 

prograding Holocene and Pleistocene barrier sequences are shown in 

the landward (northern) segment of transect C-C' (Fig. 52). This is 

the only part of the study area where Holocene sediments are welded 

directly onto Pleistocene barrier deposits. Almost everywhere else, 

the Kiawah and Seabrook Holocene barriers are backed by a wide expanse 

of Holocene salt marsh and tidal flat (Fig. 6). The mid-barrier por

tion of Kiawah Island is backed by a Holocene primary barrier ridge 

(Fig. 43). The direct welding of Holocene barrier deposits onto 

Pleistocene barrier ridges is not at all uncommon along the southeast 

Atlantic coast (Ziegler, 1959; Hoyt and Henry, 1967). Many or most 

of the Holocene barrier islands of the southern South Carolina and 



Georgia coast are attached directly to Silver Bluff (Pleistocene) shore

line deposits (Oertel, 1975, 1979; DePratter and Howard, 1977). Seabrook 

Island is the northernmost barrier in the Georgia Bight expressing this 

type of Holocene-Pleistocene relationship. 

Two holes were cored through the Silver Bluff barrier, shoreface 

and inner shelf facies in transect C-C' (Fig. 51). The regressive se

quence of sediments found here is interpreted as being deposited by 

barrier progradation. Details of the Silver Bluff barrier sequence 

are shown in Figure 53. There are many similarities to the prograding 

Holocene barrier sequence of Kiawah and Seabrook Islands (Figs. 39 and 

40). The Pleistocene deposits in hole SI-16 are a coarsening upward 

sequence of fine- to very fine-grained orthoquartzitic sand. Physical 

sedimentary structures are prevalent only in the upper half of the se

quence. Biogenic or burrowing structures (Callianassa sp.) are dominant 

in the lower half (Fig. 53). The barrier and shoreface deposits in the 

upper 4.1 m of the sequence are gradational with underlying offshore to 

inner shelf silts and clays (Fig. 16). A shelf storm lag deposit of 

poorly sorted, fine- to medium-grained silty sand and shell is found at 

-7.1 m. The sequence is capped by a 1 m thick, well-developed soil pro

file. The upper 2 to 3 m of the barrier sequence (backshore and beach 

ridge deposits) have apparently been removed by subaerial erosion and 

cultivation. This would account for the relatively thin section of 

Silver Bluff barrier-shoreface sands (4.1 m) in comparison to equi

valent Holocene thicknesses (7,0 - 9.0 m) . 

Mid-barrier section - (Seabrook Island). - Transect B-B' is developed 

across the mid-barrier portion of Seabrook Island (Fig. 51). Facies re

lationships between the Silver Bluff barrier, Holocene back-barrier and 
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Figure 53. Ve r t i ca l sequence of sediments from core hole 
SI-16 in the S i lve r Bluff b a r r i e r behind Seabrook I s l and . 



prograding Holocene barrier sequences are shown in cross section B-B' 

(Fig. 54). Drill holes 1, 2, 3, and 4 are cored through Holocene bar

rier and back-barrier deposits. Seaward, the Holocene section is a 

thickening wedge of prograding barrier - shoreface sands (Fig. 54). A 

coarsening upward, regressive sequence of beach ridge, foreshore, mid-

lower shoreface and transition zone sediments is found in holes 3 and 4. 

A detailed description of the sedimentary characteristics of this se

quence is shown for drill hole SI-4 (Fig. 40). Meandering of two small 

tidal creeks at their headwaters has resulted in deposition of thin se

quences of channel-fill deposits between holes 3 and 4. 

Landward of drill hole 3, barrier deposits interfinger with and 

overlie back-barrier silts and clays (Fig. 54). Mid-lower shoreface 

fine-grained sands overlie a 1.5 - 2.0 m thick sequence of tidal flat 

silty sands and sandy clays in holes 1 and 2. An abundance of Crasso

strea virginica shells and Spartina sp. plant fragments are found in 

association with the tidal flat deposits. In drill hole 1, a thin 

(0.6 m) plane-bedded storm washover deposit overlies a layer of Spar-

tina-rich salt marsh - tidal flat silty sand and clay (Fig. 54). The 

back-barrier deposits in drill holes 1 and 2 thicken landward and are 

believed to be a facies equivalent of the modern back-barrier deposits 

in the Privateer Creek area (Fig. 54). This broad expanse of salt 

marsh and tidal creeks separates the Seabrook Island (Holocene) bar

rier from Silver Bluff (Pleistocene) barrier ridges (Fig. 51). 

The interfingering facies relationship of Holocene barrier and 

back-barrier deposits is unique to the mid and downdrift sections of 

Seabrook Island (Figs. 54 and 55). Shoreline fluctuations, perhaps 

related to inlet offset, explain the transgressive and regressive 
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Figure 54. Cross section B-B' through the mid-barrier and back-barrier portions 
of Seabrook Island and the Silver Bluff (Pleistocene) barrier. 



sequences shown in drill holes 1 and 2 (Fig. 54). Landward migration 

of the shoreline (transgression) resulted in deposition of foreshore 

and shoreface deposits on top of tidal flat deposits in drill holes 1 

and 2. A minor progradation of the shoreline followed by another trans

gression produced the sequence of washover - salt marsh and tidal flat -

foreshore and shoreface observed in the upper half of drill hole 1 

(Fig. 54). Shoreline fluctuations produced by inlet offset are believed 

responsible for these sequences for the following reasons: 1) the inter-

fingering barrier and back-barrier sequences occur only in the two sec

tions nearest the North Edi'sto Inlet; 2) the North Edisto Inlet is an 

inlet of major proportions that could easily be responsible for pro

ducing major shoreline adjustments on the downdrift portion of Seabrook 

Island; 3) an analysis of relative shoreline changes over the past 

130 years shows major shoreline retreats and advances in the vicinity 

of sections A-A' and B-B' (Fig. 56; Hayes jit al., 1979). These shore

line changes are the result of inlet offset and subsequent barrier ero

sion or progradation. The 1853 shoreline is an arc connecting drill 

holes 7 and 3 (Figs. 51 and 56); and 4) if the barrier-backbarrier se

quences observed in sections A-A' and B-B' are a product of eustatic 

or relative sea level changes, then this same sequence should be ob

served everywhere beneath Kiawah and Seabrook. 

Pleistocene deposits in the mid-barrier transect include an upper 

Pleistocene estuarine tidal flat unit that is laterally continuous 

beneath the Holocene section (Fig. 54). The unit thins seaward and 

unconformably overlies the inner shelf facies of the Silver Bluff 

Formation. Landward of the Holocene back-barrier is a laterally 

discontinuous sequence of Silver Bluff barrier - shoreface - shelf 



deposits. 

Downdrift barrier-inlet transect (Seabrook Island). - The dpwndrift 

barrier transect of Seabrook Island roughly parallels the main channel 

of the North Edisto Inlet (A-A'; Fig, 51). The transect extends from 

the back-barrier across a series of Holocene beach ridges. Cross sec

tion A-A' shows an extremely complex pattern of Holocene barrier, back-

barrier and inlet facies relationships. 

A complete section of prograding Holocene barrier deposits is found 

only in drill holes 5 and 6 (Fig. 55). The sequence thins seaward 

from drill hole 5. In all other sections examined? this sequence is 

consistently a seaward thickening wedge. This anomaly may be due to 

underlying Pleistocene topographic control. A layer of transition 

zone silty sands and silty clays thickens landward at the base of the 

Holocene and overlies inlet channel-fill in hole 14. The fining upward 

sequence of fine- to coarse-grained inlet-filling sands are incised into 

underlying Pleistocene clays. The lateral extent and geometry of this 

inlet-fill body are purely hypothetical, Lateral migration of a mar

ginal flood channel of the North Edisto Inlet is interpreted as the 

mode of deposition. The upper half of this sequence was planed off by 

post-depositional shoreface erosion. 

The upper half of the prograding barrier sequence is well preserved. 

A 3 to 5 m thick coarsening upward sequence of upper shoreface - fore

shore - backshore and beach ridge sands is laterally continuous along 

most of the section (Fig. 55). Beach ridge sands have been eroded off 

in the vicinity of hole 14. This hole was drilled on the low tide 

terrace (foreshore) on an inlet facing beach (Fig. 51). Landward pro-

grading barrier sands overlie a thick wedge of back-barrier silts and 
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Figure 55. Cross section A-A' through the downdrift portion of Seabrook Island parallel to the 
North Edisto Inlet. The complex of barrier and back-barrier sequences is a product of major 
shoreline fluctuations due to updrift inlet offset. 
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clays. A 5.5 to 6.8 m thick sequence of flaser-bedded, lagoon-fill 

silty clays are overlain by wavy-bedded, Crassostrea sp. rich, tidal 

flat silty sands in holes 7, 8 and 13. The sequence is capped by thin, 

plane-bedded storm washover deposits in holes 7 and 13. Carbon-14 dates 

on Crassostrea virginica shells suggest a time of deposition for the 

lagoon-fill and tidal flat sediments between 4,230 B.P. (at the base 

of the sequence) to 4,055 B.P. (top of the sequence). The upper por

tion of this sequence has been planed off by shoreface erosion at least 

once since 4,055 B.P. Spartina sp. fragments within a washover deposit 

in drill hole 7 were dated at 1,655 B.P. (Table 5). This may date the 

time of the last erosional phase or localized shoreline transgression 

preserved within section A-A'. 

The Holocene section unconformably overlies two Pleistocene units. 

An upper Pleistocene tidal flat and channel-fill unit is thin and la

terally discontinuous along section A-A'. The lower Pleistocene is a 

continuous section of the Silver Bluff Formation inner shelf facies. 

DEPOSITIONAL HISTORY 

Late Pleistocene 

Sangamon Interglacial (125,000 - 80,000 B.P.). - Late Pleistocene 

deposition in the study area began with development of the Silver Bluff 

shoreline. Barrier, shoreface and inner shelf sediments were deposited 

as a result of submergence during the late Sangamon interglacial (Colqu

houn and Pierce, 1973; Colquhoun, 1974). Marine transgression began 

approximately 125,000 B.P., producing a maximum sea level rise 3.0 

to 4.0 m above present MSL (Colquhoun, 1974; Winker and Howard, 1977; 

Bowen, 1978). The sea advanced to a point 5 to 6 km landward of the 

present Kiawah and Seabrook Island shoreline. The maximum marine in-



gression of the sea onto the lowermost South Carolina Coastal Plain 

at this time is marked by the Mount Pleasant Scarp (Colquhoun, 1969). 

Seaward of this wave-cut scarp, the silty sand and silty clays of the 

Silver Bluff inner shelf and shoreface facies were deposited. Thick 

sections of fossiliferous silty to sandy clays of the inner shelf fa

cies have been preserved beneath present day Kiawah and Seabrook Is

lands (Figs. 52 and 54). 

Shoreline progradation began during the ensuing marine stillstand 

or relative drop in late Sangamon sea level (Veeh, 1966; Matthews, 

1973). Barrier islands developed as a series of shore parallel beach 

ridges, similar to the development of present day Kiawah and Seabrook. 

Seaward progradation of the Silver Bluff shoreline produced the re

gressive sequence of shelf - shoreface - barrier sediments found im

mediately landward of Seabrook Island (Figs. 52 and 53). Post-depo

sitional erosion has removed any evidence of Silver Bluff barrier pro-
i 

gradation further seaward than drill holes 15 and 17 (Fig. 51). 

The exact time of Silver Bluff deposition and shoreline prograda

tion is undetermined. Two carbon-14 dates of shell material from the 

inner shelf facies are considered to be radiometrically "dead" 

(Table 5). Cronin (1980) cites the only published absolute dates 

of southeastern coastal plain deposits correlative to the Silver Bluff 

Formation. Thorium-uranium and uranium series dates range from 62,000 

to 126,000 B.P. (Osmond et al., 1970; Mixon et al. , 1974; Oaks et al., 

1974). Colquhoun (1974) has suggested a late Sangamon age (80 - 120, 

000 B.P.) for deposition of the Silver Bluff shoreline sequence. 

Within the study area, the maximum seaward advance of the Silver 

Bluff barrier shoreline was probably in a position presently occupied 



by Kiawah and Seabrook Islands. Erosion was due to the ensuing emer

gence of the coastal plain and wave scour from the Holocene transgres

sion. The relict Silver Bluff barrier is shown in two cross sections 

which extend landward of Seabrook Island (Figs. 52 and 54). A recon

struction of the Silver Bluff barrier as it appeared in cross section 

during its furthest seaward advance is shown in Figure 57. This dia

gram is based on drill hole data from transect C-C' (Fig. 52). The 

position of the present day cross sectional profile suggests an exten

sive amount of post-depositional erosion (Fig. 57). 

Mid-late Wisconsin (60,000-20,000 B.P.'). - Deposition and maximum 

progradation of the Silver Bluff shoreline was followed by a major 

emergence of the lower South Carolina Coastal Plain (Colquhoun, 1974). 

Eustatic sea level dropped to 50 m and perhaps as much as 100 m below 

its present level from 80,000 to 40,000 B.P. (Fairbridge, 1961; Curray, 

1965; Bowen, 1978). Erosion or only minor deposition prevailed in the 

study area until approximately 25,000 B.P. 

During minor regression or stillstand of sea level in late Wiscon

sin time, shallow subtidal to intertidal brackish water conditions 

were present in the Kiawah and Seabrook Island area. This interpre

tation is based on analysis of diatom assemblages and pollen from samples 

of the uppermost Pleistocene unit, informally named in this study as 

the "Kiawah Formation" (Table 3). Five carbon-14 dates of peat and 

wood material in this unit range in age from 20,020 B.P. (-9.15 m) to 

25,035 B.P. (-7.3 m) (Table 5). A problem arises here in that most 

published studies depict sea level between 20 to 40 m below present 

at the time of deposition of the upper Pleistocene unit. Three possi

bilities exist to account for this apparent discrepancy: 
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Figure 57. Reconstruction of the Silver Bluff barrier profile 
as it may have appeared approximately 80,000 B.P, This was at 
a time when MSL was about 3 m above present. The dashed line 
running through the center of the diagram is the present day 
surface and subsurface extent of the Silver Bluff Formation (based 
on drill hole data along cross section C-C'). A significant 
amount of post-depositional erosion is suggested by the diagram. 
This material would have been a definite sediment source for ini
tial Holocene barrier development. 



1) The environmental interpretation of the unit is incorrect, and 

the unit was deposited in a fresh water environment well above sea 

level. This possibility is rejected. Not only do microfauna analyses 

suggest brackish water conditions, but preserved sedimentary struc

tures in cores also imply an intertidal marine environment. The pres

ence of Spartina sp., Mulinia sp. and occasional channel-fill sequences 

have also been used in assigning an estuarine tidal flat environment of 

deposition. 

2) Contamination of the dated samples has resulted in erroneous age 

determinations. Therefore, the upper Pleistocene unit is much older 

than the carbon-14 dates suggest. Studies have shown that as little 

as 8% of modern contamination of "dead" material in any sample will 

yield an apparent carbon-14 age of greater than 20,000 B.P. (Morner, 

1971; Stapor and Tanner, 1973; Bowen, 1978). Shell material is parti

cularly susceptible to modern carbon contamination (Stapor and Tanner, 

1973) . Four of the five dated samples from the upper Pleistocene unit 

were of peat and wood. Based on t.heir age, in order for all dated 

samples from this unit to be radiometrically "dead", they would each 

had to have been contaminated by 4.5 to 6.5% of modern carbon (Stapor 

and Tanner, 1973). This does not seem likely. The fact that materials 

of shell, wood, peat and plant fragments from cores and split spoon 

samples of the same unit all fall within the same time frame implies 

their validity. Not one sample yielded a date greater tiian 35,000 B.P. 

obviously contaminated or "dead". It seems too fortuitous that all 

samples would be contaminated by exactly the same amount of modern 

carbon. 



3) The third possibility is that the age and environment of this 

unit are correct. From 20,000 to 25,000 B.P., the upper Pleistocene 

unit between Kiawah and Seabrook Island was deposited in a shallow es

tuary or tidal flat. This may possibly have been a back-barrier en

vironment associated with a barrier island system situated on the 

present day shelf or shoreface. No evidence of an associated barrier 

facies has been found. However, the fact that this unit is found only 

seaward of the Silver Bluff shoreline suggests an association with a 

mid to late Wisconsin barrier depositional system. 

Over the past few years, several studies have resulted in new inter

pretations or re-evaluations of late Wisconsin sea level history (Dillon 

and Oldale, 1978; Maclntyre et al., 1978; Blackwelder et al., 1979; 

Field et al., 1979). Carbon-14 dates of Crassostrea sp. and salt marsh 

peats from vibracores off the South Carolina coast imply a depth of sea 

level only 10 to 20 m below present from 20,000 to 25,000 B.P. (Fig. 58) 

(Blackwelder est _al., 1979) . A plot of the elevation and age of dated 

samples from the upper Pleistocene unit of this study (Kiawah Formation) 

shows a strong correlation to the curve of Blackwelder j|t ail. (1979) 

(Fig. 58). 

Units of a similar age, lithology, stratigraphic position and depo

sitional environment to the one described here have been identified be

neath North and South Carolina Holocene barriers (Riggs.and 0'Conner, 

1974; Susman and Heron, 1978; Moslow and Heron, 1979; pers. comm. , 1979, 

Chris Ruby; pers. comm., 1980, Robert Tye) and on the inner shelf and 

shoreface of Georgia, South Carolina and North Carolina (Blackwelder 

et al., 1979; Field et al., 1979). 

An estuarine-tidal flat depositional environment was present in the 
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study area certainly no later than 20,000 B.P. Eustatic sea level 

dropped to at least 60 m and possibly as much as 130 m below present 

during the ensuing continental glaciation (Milliman and Emery, 1968; 

Curray, 1965; Dillon and Oldale, 1978). This period was one of non-

deposition and minor erosion in the study area lasting from 20,000 

B.P. to at least 15,000 B.P. The following Holocene rise of the sea, 

which eventually led to development of Kiawah and Seabrook Islands, 

began approximately 15,000 B.P. (Curray, 1965; Milliman and Emery, 

1971). Earliest Holocene sedimentation in the study area is recorded 

on Kiawah Island with deposition of a fresh water "lake-or-bay" fill. 

Late Holocene: Barrier Evolution of Kiawah and Seabrook Islands 

Examination of Holocene stratigraphy has provided the basis for 

interpretation of a sequence of events outlining the geologic evolu

tion of Kiawah and Seabrook Islands. Approximate ages of these events 

are based primarily on 13 carbon-14 dates of material from Holocene 

barrier and back-barrier deposits (Table 5). Specific correlations 

are made to the proposed record of sea level fluctuations for the South 

Carolina coast (Colquhoun ejt al. , 1980) and northern Georgia coast 

(DePratter and Howard, 1977). 

Stage 1: 8,000 - 5,800 B.P. - Only a partial record exists for the 

first few thousand years of late Holocene deposition in the Kiawah 

and Seabrook Island area. A period of erosion and non-deposition pre

vailed from 8,000 - 4,500 B.P. Small isolated channels were cut into 

the exposed upper Pleistocene surface. The thin sequences of coarse

grained channel-fill found in holes 9 and 6 were probably deposited at 

this time (Figs. 44 and 55). Earliest recorded Holocene sedimentation 

occurs on Kiawah Island at the site of present day Bass Pond (Fig. 43) . 



At approximately 7,700 B.P., a fresh water organic-rich clay was de

posited in the vicinity of drill hole 7 (Fig. 44). This unit is only 

0.76 m thick and directly overlies compact Pleistocene clays. The 

fresh water clay layer is laterally discontinuous along dip section, 

suggesting deposition in a shallow, localized depression that was 

filled by runoff or groundwater. Similar deposits are not recognized 

anywhere else in the study area. However, it is quite probable that 

other mid-Holocene fresh water clay deposits were completely destroyed 

by the ensuing Holocene transgression. 

Stage 2: 5,800 - 4,500 B.P. - The next depositional'event in the 

evolution of Kiawah and Seabrook Islands is development of a primary 

barrier island seaward of the present shoreline. The exact mode and 

time of formation of this initial barrier is not known. Its origin 

is probably related to a slowed rate of eustatic sea level rise from 

5,000 to 7,000 B.P. It is generally accepted that a very rapid rise 

in sea level took place from the initiation of the Holocene trans

gression to about 5,000 to 7,000 B.P. when the rate in sea level rise 

slowed considerably (Curray, 1965; Emery and Milliman, 1971; Kraft, 

1971; Newman et al., 1971; Neumann, 1971; Belknap and Kraft, 1977; 

Fairbridge, 1976). The primary barrier is definitely younger than 

the underlying 7,700 B.P. clay unit and definitely older than the 

4,450 B.P. shell deposits seaward of it (Fig. 44). 

The development of a barrier somewhere offshore provided a pro

tected environment for back-barrier sedimentation. As sea level 

continued to rise, the primary barrier migrated landward eventually 

transgressing the back-barrier tidal flat deposits (Fig. 59), By 

5,800 B.P., local sea level was only 4.5 m below present MSL (Brooks 
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and Colquhoun, 1979). At this time, the primary barrier is proposed 

to have been approximately 1 km landward of the present shoreline 

(Fig. 59). Seaward of the barrier, transgressed remnant tidal flat 

deposits were being reworked by shoreface erosion (Fig. 59), A thin 

coarse sand and shell layer was being deposited as a transgressive 

lag on the eroding shoreface. 

From 5,800 B.P. to 4,500 B.P., sea level rose only slightly in the 

study area to -4.0 m MSL (Colquhoun et al., 1980). During this time, 

the primary barrier migrated only slightly landward. Back-barrier sandy 

tidal flat deposition continued. Numerous storm washovers were deposited 

across the primary barrier and onto the back-barrier tidal flat. This 

event would explain the deposition of a continuous unit of plane-bedded 

washover sands that overlie and interfinger with tidal flat sediments 

at the base of the primary barrier sequence (Fig. 44). 

The primary barrier sequence is perserved in only one area slightly 

landward of the mid-barrier portion of Kiawah Island (Fig. 43) . Its 

shore parallel extent at 4,500 B.P. is conjectural. It is quite pos

sible that wave erosion during the rapid sea level rise after 4,500 

B.P. completely reworked other portions of the primary barrier. 

Stage 3: 4,500 - 4,000 B.P. - The evolution of Kiawah and Seabrook 

Islands from 4,500 to 4,000 B.P. is dominated by a very rapid rise 

in relative sea level along the South Carolina coast. Evidence for 

a 2-3 m rise in sea level over this time is shown in Figure 60 (Col

quhoun et _al., 1980). Numerous investigations from around the world 

have documented a sharp rise in eustatic sea level from 4,500 to 

4,000 B.P. (Muller, 1962; Redfield, 1967; Ters, 1973; Tooley, 1974; 

Moerner, 1976; Fairbridge, 1976; Streif, 1979). Almost every one of 

these curves shows a "peak" in eustatic sea level at 4,000 B.P. 
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In response to a rapidly rising sea level, the primary barrier con

tinued to migrate landward from 4,500 to 4,000 B.P., eventually reach

ing a position adjacent to the Kiawah River (Fig. 59). Erosional re

treat of the shoreface in the wake of the landward migrating barrier 

resulted in continued deposition of a transgressive lag. Steepening 

of the shoreface profile from rapid sea level rise would have resulted 

in increased wave erosion in the study area (Swift, 1976; Swift jit _al. , 

1977). Carbon-14 dates of 4,435 B.P. and 4,450 B.P. were determined 

on shell material from the transgressive lag deposit (Fig. 61; Table 5). 

These dates are interpreted as the time of initial deposition of the 

erosional shoreface transgressive lag and initiation of a rapid sea 

level rise in the study area. v 

By 4,000 B.P., the primary barrier had migrated to its landwardmost 

position (Fig. 59). The termination of its landward migration is not 

only related to a decreased rate in sea level rise at 4,000 B.P. , but 

also to two other geologic constraints. These are: 1) presence of the 

relatively deep (5m) Kiawah River immediately landward of the primary 

barrier. The river served as an obstacle to further landward migration; 

2) positioning of the primary barrier on a Pleistocene topographic high. 

Sharp changes in the elevation of the Pleistocene surface can be seen 

in both mid-barrier transects across Kiawah Island (Figs. 44 and 61). 

Seaward of drill hole 5 in transect F-F', the slope of the Pleistocene 

surface is 1:250. Landward of drill hole 5, the Pleistocene surface 

on which the primary barrier rests is only 1:1,240. A computer-

generated plot of all drill hole data clearly displays these sharp 

changes in elevation of the Pleistocene surface (Fig. 62). The pro-

grading Holocene barrier sequence rests on the steep seaward sloping 
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Figure 61. Stratigraphic cross section F-F' through the mid-barrier portion of Kiawah Island. 
A series of time lines (dashed) are based on carbon-14 dated samples from the Holocene bar
rier complex. Kiawah Island has experienced barrier progradation since 4,000 B.P. 



PLEISTOCENE SURFACE 

Figure 62. Computer-generated plot of the uppermost Pleistocene surface 
beneath Kiawah and Seabrook Islands. Stars show the seaward and land
ward limit of the platforra on which Shullbred Ridge (primary barrier) 
is located. 



surface of the diagram. The flat-lying landward portion is the surface 

on which the primary barrier sequence is found. The movement of the 

primary barrier onto the Pleistocene high may have played a major role 

in terminating its landward migration and, more importantly, its even

tual preservation. 

From approximately 4,200 B.P. to 4,000 B.P., extensive back-bar

rier deposition is recorded beneath Seabrook Island. Crassostrea sp. 

shells from a basal Holocene lagoon-fill sequence were dated at 4,230 

B.P. (Fig. 55; Table 5). A shallow water lagoon or bay must have been 

present at this time in the vicinity of drill holes 7, 8 and 13 (Fig. 

51). Directly overlying the lagoon-fill in transect A-A' is a thick 

sequence of tidal flat deposits. Crassostrea sp. shells from this 

unit were dated at 4,070 B.P. and 4,055 B.P. (Fig. 55; Table 5). The 

dates imply a rapid sedimentation of 5 m over 200 years which eventu

ally infilled the shallow water lagoon. The rapid lagoonal infilling 

and tidal flat sedimentation may be related to intensive storm wash-

over deposition. 

The presence of a back-barrier environment on Seabrook Island 

from 4,230 B.P. to 4,050 B.P. suggests the sheltering effect of a 

primary barrier seaward. Any evidence of this barrier was probably 

completely eroded by 4,000 B.P. The relative positioning of the 

primary barrier and back-barrier environments on Kiawah and Seabrook 

Islands is reconstructed for 4,000 B.P. (Fig. 63). 

Stage 4: 4,000 - 3,500 B.P. - Numerous investigations on .the 

Southeast and Mid-Atlantic Coasts depict a sharp decrease in the rate 

of sea level rise commencing at 4,000 B.P. (Emery and Milliman, 1971; 

Kraft, 1971; Neumann, 1971; Redfield, 1967; Newman and Munsart, 1968; 
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Belknap and Kraft, 1977; Moslow and Heron, in press). Proposed sea 

level curves for the South Carolina and Georgia coasts depict an ini

tial drop in sea level after 4,000 B.P. (Fig. 60) (DePratter and 

Howard, 1977; Colquhoun et al., 1980). 

The relative stillstand or drop in sea level after 4,000 B.P. 

provided the setting for initiation of barrier progradation on Kiawah 

and Seabrook Islands. As sea level rise slowed, shoreward sediment 

transport outstripped erosion of the shoreface (Swift, 1976). The 

shoreface profile decreased, resulting in lower wave energies and in

creased sediment buildup (Bruun, 1962; Swift, 1975, 1976). Kiawah 

and Seabrook Islands prograded seaward by shoreface accretion from 

4,000 B.P. to 3,500 B.P. Beach ridges at Seabrook Island were welded 

onto Pleistocene deposits landward. At Kiawah Island, prograding 

beach ridges were initially attached to the primary barrier. However, 

by 3,500 B.P., the swale area between the primary barrier and prograd

ing beach ridges was occupied by meandering tidal creeks. This im

mediately proceeded deposition of a thin sequence of lagoonal and tid

al flat sediments (Fig. 59). The earliest progradational beach ridges 

on Kiawah Island were eroded by migrating tidal creeks and expansion 

of the back-barrier system. Remnants of these earliest beach ridges 

(circa 4,000 B.P.) can be seen as back-barrier hammocks of marsh is

lands between Shullbred Ridge and Kiawah Island (Fig. 43). 

A series of carbon-14 dates on shell material from the prograd

ing barrier sequence has been used to construct stratigraphic time 

lines on Kiawah Island (Fig. 61; Table 5). The oldest of these dates 

implies that shoreface sedimentation and concommitant beach ridge pro

gradation began no later than 3,820 B.P. (Fig. 44). The interpreted 



shoreline positions of Kiawah Island along transect F-F' at 4,000 B.P. 

and 3,500 B.P. are shown in Figures 59 and 61. 

Stage 5: 3,500 - 0 B.P.: Kiawah Island. - Since 3,500 B.P., 

Kiawah Island and most of Seabrook Island have been dominated by 

barrier deposition and seaward accretion. By 2,750 B.P., a series 

of prograding beach ridges were present on Kiawah and Seabrook Is

lands (Fig. 64) . The landward side of the primary barrier was being 

eroded at this time by expansion of the Kiawah River. An extensive 

back-barrier system of meandering tidal creeks, tidal flats and salt 

marsh was continuing to develop landward and updrift of prograding 

beach ridges. 

The final stage in the evolution of Kiawah Island is shown in 

Figure 59. A thick sequence of back-barrier deposits now separates 

the primary barrier (Shullbred Ridge) from the 2-3 km wide complex of 

progradational beaches (Kiawah Island). The primary barrier continues 

to be eroded both landward by the Kiawah River and seaward by lateral 

migration of tidal creeks (Fig. 59) . 

Seabrook Island. - Although carbon-14 dates are lacking, it is 

believed that at least the updrift portion of Seabrook Island evolved 

in a similar manner to Kiawah Island since 3,500 B.P. TT \nsect C-C' 

(Fig. 52) is a prograding updrift barrier sequence quite similar to 

the updrift section of Kiawah Island (Fig. 41). A depositional his

tory of beach ridge progradation, tidal creek migration and minor 

back-barrier sedimentation is preserved in this section of Seabrook 

Island. 

Barrier evolution of the downdrift portion of Seabrook Island 

has been dominated by proximity to the North Edisto Inlet. At least 
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three major shoreline fluctuations since 3,500 B.P. are recorded within 

the Holocene barrier and back-barrier deposits (Figs. 54 and 55). The 

shoreline fluctuations are believed to be related to updrift inlet off

set. Observations of historic maps and charts have documented the in

stability of the downdrift Seabrook Island shoreline (Fig. 56). The 

last major transgressive event is recorded at 1,650 B.P. This is based 

on carbon-14 dating of rafted Spartina sp. from a thin washover deposit 

capping tidal flat deposits in hole 7 (Fig. 55). The shoreline at this 

time may have eroded'as far as landward as drill hole 13. Here, another 

washover deposit overlies tidal flat sediments at the same elevation. 

Since 1,650 B.P., no other major shoreline transgressions are recorded. 

The downdrift portion of Seabrook Island has prograded seaward at least 

1.5 km since 1.650 B.P. Seabrook Island today continues to experience 

minor and major shoreline adjustments prompted by changes in the sedi

mentation patterns of adjacent inlets and ebb-tidal deltas (Hayes, 

etal., 1979). 

DISCUSSION 

Modern Analogs 

The evolution of the Kiawah and Seabrook Island barrier system 

is directly comparable to several other progradational beach ridge 

barrier complexes from around the world. Examples from the Dutch 

North Sea, Texas Gulf, Mexican Gulf of California and North Carolina 

coasts show remarkable similarities in time and occurrence of specific 

depositional events. At least a few of the similarities are due to 

worldwide (eustatic) sea level changes (Moslow and Colquhoun, 1980). 

Netherlands. - The Holocene stratigraphy of Dutch North Sea 

coastal barriers has been examined in greater detail than any other 



barrier coastline in the world. Several intensive investigations have 

reconstructed Holocene coastal evolution and sea level history for the 

area (Jelgersma, 1961; Pons j2t aJ.., 1963; van Straaten, 1965; Hageman, 

1969; Jelgersma et al. , 1979). The most striking similarity to the 

Kiawah and Seabrook Island barrier system is the preservation of a series 

of primary barrier ridges landward in the Holocene sequence (Figs. 65 

and 66) . These ridges were deposited as transgressive barriers which 

originated seaward of the present shoreline between 8,000 and 6,000 

B.P. (van Straaten, 1965; Hageman, 1969). As in the Kiawah and Sea

brook Island area, the primary barriers of the Netherlands coast are 

interpreted as migrating landward by rapid sea level rise, reaching 

their landwardmost position at 4,000 B.P. (Fig. 67) (Jelgersma et al., 

1979; van de Plassche, 1980). In both areas, this event is followed 

by accretion of a series of prograding beach ridges (Figs. 59 and 67) 

(Moslow and Colquhoun, 1980). 

Extensive coring of the Netherlands primary barriers reveals 

a transgressive sequence of barrier sands (dune, foreshore, backshore) 

overlying back-barrier tidal flat and marsh deposits (Fig. 68) (van 

Straaten, 1965). A similar stratigraphic sequence is found for the 

primary barrier, Shullbred Ridge, landward of Kiawah Island (Fig. 45). 

In both areas, a slowed rate of sea level rise along with an increase 

in sediment supply after 4,000 B.P. provided for the episodic seaward 

progradation of a series of shore parallel beach ridges (Figs. 59 and 

67). Thus, the two barrier complexes are directly comparable in terms 

of stratigraphy, depositional history and time and mode of formation. 

North America. - The transgressive primary barrier sequence of 

Kiawah Island has been recognized only recently in stratigraphic 
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Figure 65. Generalized geologic map of the Netherlands Coastal 
Plain. Primary barrier ridges (black), or "older dunes", 
parallel the shoreline, (from Jelgersma ej; al. , 1979) 
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Figure 66. Location map of the Holocene primary barrier 
ridges (black) that are shown in Figure 65. This sys
tem of ridges is approximately 90 km long. Major breaks 
in continuity are interpreted as relict inlets. The 
stippled pattern represents the younger system of pro-
grading beach ridges or "younger dunes" also shown in 
Figure 65. (from van Straaten, 1965). 
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Figure 68. Generalized stratigraphic cross sections of the 
primary barriers along the Netherlands coast. Cross section 
locations are shown in Fig. 66. The barrier ridges are re
cognized as being "Subboreal" in age (5,000 to 3,800 B.P.), 
hence their name subboreal ridges. All three cross sections 
depict a transgressive sequence. 



studies of other beach ridge complexes in North America. Although 

not interpreted as a primary barrier, earlier studies identified the 

transgressive nature of the most landward beach ridge in. an otherwise 

progradational complex (Curray et aJ.., Bernard et^ al. , 1970) . At the 

Costa de Nayarit, Mexico, Curray ej: aJ_. (1969) identified an initial 

transgressive phase in the formation of this beach ridge complex. 

The landward most and oldest beach ridge is a sequence of "transgres

sive barrier sands" overlying lagoonal and marsh muds. The initial 

beach ridge sequence was deposited"between 4,500 B.P. and 4,000 B.P. 

Since 4,000 B.P., the Costa de Nayarit complex has prograded seaward 

almost 10 km. 

A similar situation exists within the Galveston Island beach 

ridge barrier system (Bernard et al., 1962, 1970). Again, the beach 

ridge furthest landward in the complex is transgressive in nature. 

Here, a sequence of beach ridge sands overlies deltaic clays that 

floor the lagoon behind the island. Seaward, the Galveston Island 

complex is a series of prograding beach ridge deposits that overlie 

offshore silts and clays. As with Kiawah and Seabrook, this second

ary phase of progradation at Galveston Island has been episodic in 

nature (Bernard et al., 1970) . 

A recent stratigraphic analysis of a beach ridge barrier on 

the North Carolina coast has identified an initial transgressive 

phase in depositional history (Steele, 1980). A transgressive 

barrier sequence of beach ridge sands overlying lagoonal silts 

and clays is found only on the sound side of the island. The shore

line of furthest transgression at Bogue Banks, as it is elsewhere, 

is interpreted as being 4,000 years old. Since this time, Bogue 



Banks, like Kiawah and Seabrook Island, has prograded seaward by shore-

face accretion as a series of beach ridges. 

On the South Carolina coast, the only other stratigraphic study 

of a prograding beach ridge barrier has identified a transgressive 

sequence within the landwardmost beach ridge (Tye, in prep.). At 

Capers Island, South Carolina, a sequence of beach ridge barrier 

sands is found overlying salt marsh and tidal flat silts and clays 

(pers. comm., 1980, R. Tye). This sequence directly overlies Pleis

tocene deposits. The remainder of the island is a prograding Holocene 

barrier sequence similar to Kiawah and Seabrook Islands. At this time, 

no carbon-14 dates are available of Capers Island deposits. 

Significance to the Origin of Barrier Islands 

The initial transgressive phase in the depositional history of 

most beach ridge complexes has only recently been recognized as depo

sition from a primary barrier. This is due partly to the fact that 

earlier studies were concerned primarily with facies relationship 

and lithologic trends within the beach ridge system (Bernard e*t al. , 

1962, 1970; Curray et al., 1969). Also, while similar coastal deposits 

in Europe have been studied in detail (van Straaten, 1965; Jelgersma 

et al., 1979), the stratigraphy of only three beach ridge barrier sys

tems have been examined in all of the gulf and east coasts of the 

United States (Bernard et al., 1970; Steele, 1980; this study). Simi-

lar studies of other beach ridge barriers may identify the earlier 

Holocene transgressive phase as the dominant mode of initial develop

ment. 

It is this author's contention that previous theories for the 



origin of barrier islands do not at all account for mesotidal barriers 

of the Georgia Bight and elsewhere. Origin by the submergence of 

mainland beach ridges (Hoyt, 1967) has no modern analogue anywhere 

in the world. Formation and origin of barriers by coastwise spit 

growth (Fisher, 1968) occurs only on a limited scale. Evidence from 

this and other similar studies suggests that at least these islands 

of the Georgia Bight initially developed as transgressive, landward 

migrating barriers. This initial or primary barrier formed seaward 

of the present shoreline at a time of lower sea level probably be

tween 8,000 and 6,000 B.P. The primary barrier transgressed landward 

by sea level rise and occupied its furthest landward position by 

4,000 B.P. This timing and event correlates to a major transgressive 

stage in the eustatic sea level curve of Fairbridge (1961, 1976) 

(Fig. 69). This initial transgressive phase has been preserved as a 

primary barrier landward of progradational beach ridge barrier islands. 

Since 4,000 B.P., eustatic sea level changes and subsequent shoreline 

fluctuations have been on a less severe scale. During this time, 

beach ridge barrier islands have built seaward in an episodic fashion, 

not by regular accretion. 

Primary and secondary stages of barrier evolution were first 

recognized in South Carolina for Pleistocene deposits of the lower 

coastal plain (Colquhoun, 1969; Colquhoun and Pierce, 1973). Here, 

the initial stages of development are dominated by transgression 

and formation of a barrier landward in the sequence. This is fol

lowed by regression with development of a secondary barrier seaward 

by longshore spit growth (Colquhoun and Pierce, 1973). 
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Figure 69. Global eustatic sea level curve for t(he past 
7,000 years. Its numerous fluctuations and prevalence 
above present mean sea level make this curve a contro
versial one. However, the sharp rise in sea level at 
4,200 B.P. is well documented in several studies from 
around the world. This particular "jump" in eustatic 
sea level correlates strongly to a proposed major depo
sitional event in the evolution of barrier islands, 
(from Fairbridge, 1976). 



Preservation of Barrier Deposits 

Models of barrier preservation. - Following an initial trans

gressive phase prior to 4,000 B.P., the evolution of Kiawah and Sea

brook Islands has been one of deposition and subsequent seaward pro

gradation. The gradual rise in relative sea level over the past 

4,000 years has been overcompensated by Kiawah and Seabrook Island's 

depositional setting. Stratigraphically, this type of depositional 

history is one of depositional regression (Fig. 70C) (Swift, 1975, 

1976). Barrier and other coastal deposits of this type have a high 

potential for preservation (Curray, 1964; Swift, 1976). This is one 

of the main reasons why prograding barrier islands, relatively uncom

mon along modern coastlines, are the barrier type most commonly found 

in the Cretaceous and Carboniferous of North America (Home and Ferm, 

1976; Ryer, 1977). By comparison, most modern barriers are retrograding 

due to an erosional sea level rise (Fig. 70A). 

Many of the Pleistocene barriers on the South Carolina Lower 

Coastal Plain were deposited during a falling sea level (Colquhoun 

and Pierce, 1973; Winker and Howard, 1977). The preservation of these 

deposits is one of erosional regression (Fig. 70D). The Silver Bluff 

barrier sequence landward of Seabrook Island is an example of this 

type of deposition. 

Prograding mesotidal barrier geometry. - A three-dimensional 

block diagram of the mid and updrift portions of Kiawah Island dis

plays the complex facies relationships within a prograding mesotidal 

barrier (Fig. 71). Along dip section, the prograding barrier sequence 

is a seaward thickening wedge of interfingering, fine-grained shore-

face, foreshore and beach ridge sands. Seaward, the barrier deposits 
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Figure 70. Models of barrier-shoreface stratigraphy under 
varying conditions of sea level rise and rate of net 
deposition (from Swift, 1976). 
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Figure 71. Diagram displaying Holocene facies relationships along dip and strike sections in 
the mid and updrift portions of Kiawah Island. A similar geometry and stratigraphy should 
be found in most prograding mesotidal barrier islands. 



grade into offshore and transition zone silts and clays. Landward, 

the prograding barrier sequence interfingers with marsh, tidal flat 

and lagoon deposits. These back-barrier deposits separate the pri

mary barrier sequence landward from the prograding barrier sequence 

seaward. Erosion from meandering back-barrier tidal creeks and the 

Kiawah River give the primary barrier sequence a poor potential for 

preservation. 

The shore parallel section displays facies relationships between 

the prograding barrier and a laterally migrating tidal inlet (Fig. 

71). Individual depositional units within.the barrier sequence main

tain a constant thickness along strike. However, the Holocene barrier 

sequence, as a whole, thickens slightly to the northeast (updrift). 

Along strike, the barrier sequence has a lenticular sand body geo

metry. 

A shallow, laterally migrating tidal inlet has reworked the 

upper 3 to 4 m of the prograding barrier sequence. The inlet, in

active since 1939, has•deposited a fining-upward sequence of channel-

fill and spit platform sands. The amount of inlet-fill material per-

served within the barrier sequence increases in an updrift direction. 

Tidal creeks in the updrift portion of the barrier occasionally cut 

through dune ridges and connect with the open ocean forming tidal 

inlets. 

The upper portion of the prograding barrier sequence has a 

very low potential for preservation. Menadering tidal creeks and 

laterally migrating tidal inlets erode or rework beach ridge, fore

shore and upper shoreface deposits. The tidal creek channel-fill 

and inlet-fill deposits, on the other hand, have a much greater 



chance for preservation. With continued high sediment supply, low 

wave energy and relatively stable sea level, the lower two-thirds 

of the prograding barrier sequence (mid-lower shoreface, transition 

zone) have an excellent potential for being preserved. 

Holocene sediments isopach. - A computer-generated plot of 

all drill hole data shows the thickness of Holocene sediments for 

Kiawah and Seabrook Islands (Fig. 72). Thickness can vary greatly 

due to the surface beach ridge and swale topography. Average thick

ness of sediments is from 8 to 10 m. The thinnest accumulation of 

Holocene sediments is found in the landward portion of Seabrook Is

land. Here, Holocene barrier deposits thin to the north where they 

eventually weld onto Pleistocene barrier ridges. Anomalously thin 

accumulations are enclosed with hatchured contour lines. Two such 

occurrences are found on Kiawah Island (Fig. 72). Both are related 

to topographic "highs" of the underlying Pleistocene surface. One 

of these unusually thin accumulations occurs in the updrift portion 

of Kiawah where back-barrier deposits interfinger with bifurcating 

beach ridges. It is not certain what correlation, if any, exists 

with the surface morphology at these localities. 

Economic Potential 

Economically, Kiawah and Seabrook Islands and their ancient 

counterparts are excellent potential sources and traps for oil, gas 

and/or coal. Barrier inlet and tidal creek point bar fine-grained 

sands should yield porosities of 30-35%. The impermeable seals 

above (marsh) and below (offshore muds) help form excellent strati

graphic traps. Adjacent tidal flats and underlying marine shales 
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Figure 72. Computer generated isopach map of Holocene sediments on Kiawah and Sea
brook Islands. Contour interval is two feet. Shaded patterns are used to indicate 
areas of approximate thickness. Thicker units are darker; thinner ones are lighter. 



serve as potential source beds. The channelled back-barrier area 

affords a potential site for coal swamp development. Understanding of 

modern barrier island depositional systems will provide the groundwork 

for interpretation of ancient barrier deposits and determination of ex

ploration techniques. 

Models of Barrier Stratigraphy 

For many years, the study of Bernard ej; aJ_. (1967) at Galveston 

Island served as THE depositional model used for interpreting ancient 

barrier sequences. Hwwever, a number of stratigraphic studies in the 

past 10 to 15 years have shown the extreme variability that exists 

wichin modern and ancient barrier deposits (Hayes and Kana, 1976; 

Home and Ferm, 1976; Reading, 1978; Kraft et al., 1979; Reinson, 

1979). The stratigraphy, facies relationships and depositional his

tory of barrier islands are as varied and complex as any Holocene 

sedimentary environment. Galveston Island is a good example of a 

prograding barrier island in a microtidal, Gulf Coast setting. Its 

limitations as a universal model should be recognized. Especially 

lacking in this and other barrier island stratigraphic models is the 

interplay between the barrier, back-barrier and tidal inlet environ

ments. All three of these components are of equal importance in terms 

of facies relationships and preservation potential of the barrier is

land complex. 

This study is the first to provide a stratigraphic model of a 

prograding Holocene mesotidal barrier island. However, no one sec

tion through Kiawah or Seabrook Island can safely be used as repres

entative of facies relationships and stratigraphy of the entire barrier 
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barrier island complex. 



complex. In a mesotidal environment, prograding barrier stratigraphy 

varies greatly from updrift to downdrift to mid-barrier sections (Bar

wis, 1979). Laterally, migrating tidal inlets are an important compo

nent in the downdrift barrier sections (Figs. 48 and 55). Meandering 

tidal creeks and an expanding marsh system greatly modify updrift bar

rier stratigraphy (Figs. 41 and 52). Only in the mid-barrier section 

is there a complete sequence of prograding barrier deposits (Fig. 73). 

The main stratigraphic components here are: 1) the prograding barrier 

complex; 2) primary barrier ridge; and 3) back-barrier (tidal flat -

marsh-lagoon). This section serves as a stratigraphic model of a 

prograding mesotidal barrier only in the rare occurrence that all de-* 

positional units have been preserved. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Analysis of over 719 m of sedimentary deposits from 63 core 

and auger drill holes on Kiawah and Seabrook Islands, South Caro

lina, has led to the following conclusions: 

1) At least three and possibly four distinct lithologic units 

overlie the Cooper Formation beneath Kiawah and Seabrook Islands. 

The uppermost Cooper Formation is a dense calcareous marl of latest 

Oligocene age found at -14.3 m to -15.3 m MSL. 

2) A dense, compact clay of the Wicomico Formation was found 

in one hole drilled on Seabrook Island. This unit immediately over

lies the Cooper Formation and contains a late Pliocene to early 

Pleistocene fauna. 

3) Two late Pleistocene units are recognized. The lower 

Pleistocene is comprised of inner shelf, shoreface and barrier fa

cies deposited during progradation of the Silver Bluff shoreline 



between 120,000 B.P. and 80,000 B.P. This sequence probably extended 

seaward to the approximate position of the present Holocene shoreline. 

However, post-depositional erosion has removed a significant portion 

of the Silver Bluff barrier and shoreface facies. 

4) The upper Pleistocene unit was deposited from 20,000 B.P. 

to 25,000 B.P. in an estuarine tidal flat environment. These sediments 

accumulated at a time when local sea level may have been only 5 to 

10 m below its present level. 

5) The late Wisconsin regression of the sea and the ensuing Holo

cene transgression removed a significant portion of the upper Pleisto

cene unit. Earliest Holocene deposition is recorded at 7,700 B.P. 

with deposition of thin layers of organic-rich clay in a number of 

localized fresh water ponds. 

6) The late Holocene depositional history of the Kiawah and 

Seabrook barrier complex involves both transgressive and regressive 

phases and is represented by four major evolutionary stages. These 

are: 

Stage 1: (5,800 - 4,500 B.P.) - Origin and landward migration of a 

primary barrier from a position seaward of the present shoreline; 

initial deposition of back-barrier tidal flat sediments. 

Stage 2: (4,500 - 4,000 B.P.) - Rapid eustatic sea level rise and 

continued migration of the primary barrier to its landwardmost posi

tion, overriding back-barrier deposits; deposition of a thin trans

gressive lag seaward of the primary barrier by erosional shoreface 

retreat; rapid infilling of a shallow water lagoon and tidal flat 

deposition on Seabrook Island from 4,200 to 4,000 3.P. 



Stage 3: (4,000 - 3,500 B.P.) - Initiation of barrier progradation by 

shoreface accretion as a series of closely spaced beach ridges; depo

sition of lagoonal and tidal flat sediments in inter-ridge swales both 

landward and updrift of the prograding barrier complex. 

Stage 4: (3,500 - 0 B.P.) - Episodic seaward progradation of the beach 

ridge complex and continued back-barrier deposition at Kiawah Island 

and updrift Seabrook Island. Major shoreline fluctuations related to 

inlet offset dominate the last 3,500 years of barrier evolution at 

downdrift Seabrook Island. The last major transgression is recorded 

at 1,650 B.P., followed by extensive seaward progradation. 

7) Comparison of the evolution of Kiawah and Seabrook Islands 

to other progradational beach ridge barrier complexes from around the 

world has led to the conclusion that most or all barrier systems ini

tially developed as transgressive primary barriers from 5,800 to 

4,000 B.P. The culmination of this event is directly related to 

rapid worldwide (eustatic) sea level rise from 4,200 - 4,000 B.P. 

8) Sediments comprising the Kiawah and Seabrook barrier island 

complex are a mixture of fossiliferous, dominantly orthoquartzitic, 

cross-bedded and burrowed sands, silts and clays. This diverse se

quence of Holocene deposits can be divided into three lithologically 

and texturally distinct interfingering stratigraphic units or "litho-

somes". These are: the barrier, back-barrier and tidal inlet. Each 

lithosome is comprised of a number of sedimentary depositional environ

ments . 

9) Holocene barrier stratigraphy consists of regressive, fine

grained, cross-bedded, beach ridge, backshore and foreshore sands 

overlying burrowed and laminated shoreface silts and clays. Barrier 



facies changes are gradational. Shoreface storm lag deposits and inlet-

fill sequences provide the only erosive contacts. The Holocene barrier 

lithosome is a wedge shaped sand body that thickens seaward. Inter-

fingering foreshore, shoreface and transition zone deposits comprise 

approximately 80% of the barrier stratigraphy. This is capped at the 

updrift end of both barriers by a thin, discontinuous sequence of beach 

ridge and backshore sands that are being reworked by tidal creek meander

ing. 

10) This study is the first to provide a stratigraphic model of 

a prograding mesotidal barrier island. However, no one section 

through Kiawah or Seabrook Island can safely be used as representative 

of facies relationships and stratigraphy of the entire barrier complex. 

In a mesotidal environment, prograding barrier stratigraphy varies 

greatly from updrift to downdrift to mid-barrier sections. Laterally 

migrating tidal inlets are an important component in the downdrift 

barrier sections. Meandering tidal creeks and an expanding marsh sys

tem greatly modify updrift barrier stratigraphy. Only in the mid-barrier 

section is there a complete sequence of prograding barrier deposits. 

The main stratigraphic components here are: 1) the prograding barrier' 

complex; 2) primary barrier ridge; and 3) back-barrier (tidal flat -

marsh-lagoon). The mid-barrier section serves as a complete strati

graphic model for interpreting ancient sequences of a prograding meso

tidal barrier only in the rare occurrence that all depositional units 

have been preserved. 
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APPENDIX I 

Drill logs for holes KI-1 to KI-43 (Kiawah 
Island) and SI-1 to SI-17 (Seabrook Island). 
Descriptions of sedimentary units and inter
pretations of depositional environments are 
included. The location of each drill hole is 
shown on the geomorphological index map in the 
upper right hand corner of each log. 



Hole: KI-1 

Collar elev. (msl) +3 ' (0.91m) 

Location: end of Avenue Rd. 
(F-F1) 

Drill Mode: Vib:.o»-10' 

S-S: 1 0 ' - 4 1 ' 

Aug: 

Pate: 6-18-78 

Total Depth: 
41' (12.5 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

ENVIRONMENT 

Beach/ridge 0 
dune 

lm _ 

Backshore 
2m 

Foreshore/ 
upper shoreface 

3m _ 

4m _ 

5m -

Middle to , 
om . 

lower shoreface 

7m _ 

8m 

9m 

Lower shoreface 
to transition 

10m . 

Estuarine bay/ 
tidal flat 11m . 

12m _ 

Shallow shelf 

DESCRIPTION 

• MARSH 
H TIDAL FLAT 
LTD BEACH 
• BEACH RIDGE 
EH MAINLAND 

0 -3' Tan, VF-M, clean, well sorted, unfossiliferous qtz. 
sand; rooted (Uniola); high angle trough and planar 
crossbeds. 

3'-5' Tan, VF-M, clean, well sorted, clean qtz. sand; low
s' angle bidirectional planar crossbeds; thick layer of 

rooted silty-clay. 
5* —17' Lt. gray; VF-F, well sorted, clean qtz. sand; low 

angle planar crossbeds; thin layers of minutely 
fragmented shell material and silty-sand (antidune? 
crossbeds); Mulina, Spissula, Donax, mostly fragmented. 

10' 

15' 

17'-28' Med. gray, VF-F, well sorted, silty qtz. sand; 
numerous laminae sets of silty-sand to silty-clay; 
Mulinia, Donax, Spissula, whole valves. 

20' 

25' 
1,370 + 60 B.P. (in situ Mulinia shells) 

28'-33' Med.-dk. gray, VF-F, silty-sand to silty-clay; 
.30' extensive burrowing; thick layers of shell ma

terial, Donax, Mulinia, Epitonium (whole valves); 
1,410 + 160 B.P. (in situ Mulinia shells). 

33'-40' Green gray to blue gray, dense, compact, mottled 
.35" dewatered clay; thin layers of tan F-M sand and 

Mulinia shells; rafted peat, wood frags; erosional 
surface at 33'. 

°0'-41' Blue gray, compact, poorly sorted, F-VC silty 
sand; high percent angular qtz. pebbles; unfossili
ferous . 

BOTTOM 



Hole: KI-2 Date: 7-16-78 

Collar elev. (msl) +4 (1.2 m) Total Depth: 

locat ion: Avenue Road' ( F - F ' ) 37 ' (11 .3 m) 

Drill Mode: Vib: O ' - l l ' (3.3m)Logged By: 

S-S: H ' - 3 7 ' (11.1 m) T.M. 

Aug: 

ENVIRONMENT 

Beach ridge/ 0 
backshore 

lm _ 

2m _ 

Foreshore 

Upper 
shoreface 

3m _ 

4m _ 

5m 

6m _ 
Middle to 
lower shoreface 

7m 

Lower s h o r e - 8 m 

face to 
t r a n s i t i o n 

9m 

Basa l l a g 

Estuarine bay/ 
tidal flat r ° m 

Shallow shelf. 
m _ 

12m -

CZJ MARSH 
S TIDAL FLAT 
• BEACH 
CD BEACH RIDGE 
EZ\ MAINLAND 

DESCRIPTION I KIAWAH I S L A N D t 

• 0-5' 

• 5'-17' 

. 10' 

15' 

17'-

20' 

Tan, VF-M, clean quartz sand; no shell material 
(leached?); extensively rooted (Uniola), 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-F, well sorted, clean quartz 
sand; numerous low angle, unidirectional planar 
crossbeds; few, fragmented valves of Mulinia, 
Anadara, and Tellina. 

2,365 + 75 B.P. (Mulinia shells). 

•25' Med. gray, VF-F, well sorted qtz. sand; laminae 
sets of silty-sand; whole and fragmented valves 
of Mulinia, Spissula, Donax. 

25* 
25'-31' 

• 30' 

31'-33.5' 

.35' 

35.5'-37* 

• 40' 

2,710 + 80 B.P. (Mulinia shells). 

Med-dk. gray, VF-F, silty-sand to silty-clay; 
tliin layers of Mulinia shell hash in a silty-
clay matrix; large whole Donax, Dinocardium, 
Cancellaria. 

4,450 + 80 B.P. (Mulinia shell hash - transg. lag) 

Green-gray, compact, dewatered, mottled silty 
clay; numerous laminae of tan, clean, VF-M 
sand; unfossiliferous. 

Green-gray, poorly sorted, fossiliferous, silty 
sand to silty-clay; angular qtz. and lime pebbles; 
thick layers of shell hash; large angular fragments 
of Mercenaria, Mulinia, and Olivella; shallow shelf 
mollusc assemblage. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: KI-3 P_atej6-22-78 

Collar elev. (msl) +6» (1.8 m) Total Depth: 

Location: Avenue Rd. • (F -F ' ) 

Drill Mode: Vib: 0'-12' 

S.S: 15'-32' 

Aug: 

32' (9 .7 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

ENVIRONMENT 

Beach ridge/ 
backshore 

1m _ 

Foreshore to 
upper shorefatrB 

3m _ 

4m _ 

Middle to lower 
shoreface 5m _ 

6m _ 

7m _ 

Lower shoreface 
to transitionsm 

9m 
Estuarine bay/ 
tidal flat 

10m _ 

11m 

12m -

DESCRIPTION 

ED MARSH 
t ^ TIDAL FLAT 
CD BEACH 
• BEACH RIDGE 
CD MAINLAND 

KIAWAH IsLANCf 2 KM 

0 - 4.5' 

5" 
4.5'-13. 5' 

10' 

13.5'-23' 
15' 

20' 
23'-26' 

25' 

26'-32' 

Tan-It. brown, VF-F, clean, well sorted, oxidized 
qtz. sand; high to low angle planar and trough 
crossbeds; extensive rooting (Uniola?); unfossili
ferous 

Lt. gray, VF-F, well sorted, clean qtz. sand; 
laminae of silty-sand toward base; numerous low-
angle, closely spaced planar crossbeds; thin layers 
of F-M sand and frag, shell hash (antidune bedding?) 
in upper half; few whole Mulinia, Donax, Polinices. 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-F, well sorted silty-sand;la
minae of silty-clay; sand-infilled, mud-encased 
burrows (Callianassa?); whole Mulinia valves. 

Med-dk. gray, interlaminated silty-sand and silty-
clay; low angle laminae-sets of silty-sand; bur
rowed; whole Mulinia and Anadara valves; layer of 
Mulinia shell hash at base (Transg. lag?). 

Green-gray, compact, dense, dewatered, mottled; 
laminated clay; numerous layers of friable, 
leached Mulinia shells; large whelk frag, toward 
base. 

35' 

40' 
BOTTOM 



Hole: K I_4 

Collar elev. (msl) +5' (1.5 m) 

Location: Avenue Rd. ( F - F ' ) 

Drill Mode: Vib: o'-9.5' 

S-S: 11'-35' 

Aug: 

ENVIRONMENT 

Beach ridge/0 
backshore 

lm _| 

Foreshore to 
upper shore-2m 
face 

3m _ 

Middle to 4 m J 

lower shoreface 

5m -

6m _ 

Lower shoreface 

7m J 

8m 

Shallow 
shelf 

m _ 

10m _ 

11m _ 

12m -

0 ' - 3 ' 

3 ' - 1 2 ' 

10' 
1 2 ' - 1 9 ' 

15' 

20' 
1 9 ' - 2 4 ' 

25' 
2 4 ' - 3 5 ' 

30' 

35' 

40' 

Date: 6-25-78 

Total Depth: 

3 5 ' (10 .6 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION 

V^5K^ 

CD MARSH 
Ml TIDAL FLAT 
• BEACH 
CD BEACH RIDGE 
ED MAINLAND 

KIAWAH1 ISLATTD^ 2 KM 

Tan-It. gray, VF-F, well sorted, clean, qtz, 
unfossiliferous; rooted (Uniola)» 

sand; 

Lt. gray, VF-F, clean, well sorted qtz. sand; numerous 
low-angle planar crossbeds; rare trough crossbeds 
(runnel?) in upper half; few thin layers of minutely 
fragmented shells and F sand (antidune? bedding); 
thick layer of M-C, poorly sorted sand and shell 
(storm lag?). 

Med.-dk. gray, VF-F, well sorted, silty-sand; laminae 
of silty-clay; whole Mulinia, Donax valves. 

3,640 + 80 B.P. (in situ Mulinia). 

Med.-dk. gray, well sorted, silty-sand; rare 
laminae-sets of silty-clay; thin layers of Mulinia 
shell hash;, large whole Donax, Spissula, Anadara 
valves; layer of shell hash at base (Transg. lag?). 

Blue-gray, dense, cohesive, bioclastic, limey, silty 
clay; interbedded with thin layers of VF-M silty-
sand and shell hash; >60% shell material; mostly 
fragmented, Donax, Mulinia, whelks, Anadara,Tur
ritella; thick lenses of blue-green clay toward base. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: KI"5 Date: 6-27-78 

Collar elev. (msl) + 5 ' ( 1 ' 5 m) Total Depth: 

Location: Van de rHors t Mansion 3 7 ' ( H - 3 m) 
( F - F ' ) 

Drill Mode: Vib: O'-IO* Logged By: 

$_S: 1 0 ' - 3 7 ' T.M. 

Aug: 

ENVIRONMENT 

Beach ridge/° 
backshore 

1m _ 

Storm 
washover 2m _ 

Foreshore -
upper shore-
face 

3m _ 

Middle 
shoreface 

Basal lag 

4m _ 

5m -

6m 
Estuarine bay/ 
tidal flat 

7m _1 

8m _ 

9m 

Shallow shelf 

10m 

11m 

12m 

0'-4.5 

4 . 5 * - 7 
5" 

7 ' -

10' 

12 

15' 

-12' 

-17 

. 0 ' 

5' 

20' 
17.5'-26' 

25' 

-30' 
26 '-37' 

35' 

40' 

DESCRIPTION 

CD MARSH 
O TIDAL FLAT 
CD BEACH 
• BEACH RIDGE 
ED MAINLAND 

H ISLAHC^ 2 KM 

Tan-brown, VF-F well sorted, humic stained, silty 
qtz. sand; root mottling; burrowing. 

Tan-It. gray, VF-F, clean qtz. sand; numerous 
layers of horizontally bedded heavy mineral sands; 
unfossiliferous. 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-F clean, well sorted, qtz. sand; 
numerous low-angle planar crossbeds; thin layers 
of frag, shells and silty-sand (antidune bedding?); 
Mulinia, Tagelus valves. 

Med. gray, VF-F, well sorted, silty sand; thin 
layers to laminae of silty-sand and shell; burrowed* 
layers of frag, shells (Mulinia, Spissula); 

layer of shell hash dransg. lag) at base. 

Green-gray, compact, dewatered, mottled, clay; 
numerous thin to thick layers of dk. gray-brown, 
silty-sand and silty-clay; layers of friable, 
leached, shells (Mulinia, Crassostrea); rafted 
peat and wood fragments 

>28,000 B.P. (wood fragments) 

Blue-gray, dense, cohesive, limey, bioclastic, 
silty-clay; layers of silty-sand and shell hash 
toward top; thick layers of dense, silty-clay 
toward base; >70% shell material; shells mostly 
fragmented Mulinia, Olivella, whelks, lime nodules. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: K I - 6 

Collar elev. (msl)+7' (2.1 m) 

Location: Bordering marsh 
0.6 5 km west of Vander-
Horst mansion 
Drill Mode: Vib: 0'-11.5» 

S-S: 11.5'-36' 

Aug: 

B° l§ i 6-28-78 
Total Depth: 

36' (11.0 m) 

Logged By. 

T.M.-

ENVIRONMENT 

Beach ridge 

Backshore 
(swale) 

lm _ 

2m _ 

Foreshore to 3m 
upper shoreface 

4m 

Middle 
shoreface 

Basal lag 

5m _ 

6m _ 

(erosional 
surface) 

8.m 
Estuarine bay/ 
tidal flat 

9m _ 

10m _ 

Shallow shelf 
1m 

12m -

0 - 5' 

5'- 8.5' 

10" 
8.5-14' 

15' 
14-20.5* 

20' 
20.5-21.5' 

21 

25' 

.5-33' 

30' 

33-36' 

35' 

DESCRIPTION 

Tan-brown, VF-F, well sorted, clean, oxidized qtz. 
sand; thin layer of sandy loam at surface; extensive 
rooting and root mottling; rare trough crossbeds. 

Tan-It. gray, VF-F, well sorted, clean qtz. sand; 
bidirectional, closely spaced, numerous planar cross-
beds; thick layer of humic-stained, sandy clay,un
fossiliferous . 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-F, well sorted qtz. sand; thin layers 
to laminae of F sand and minutely fragmented shells 
(antidune bedding?); low-angle planar crossbeds; shell 
frags., Mulinia. 

Med.-dk. gray, VF-F, well sorted silty-sand;thick 
layers of silty sand and whole shells; whole valves 
of Turitella, Mulinia, Spissula, Nassarius. 

F-C, poorly sorted sand and shell hash, pebbly 
(Transg. lag). 

Green-gray, dense, compact, dewatered, mottled, la
minated clay; thin to thick layers of leached yellow 
shell hash (Mulinia, Crassostrea shell frags) laminae 
of F-M silty-sand, wood frags. 

Blue-gray, dense, cohesive, bioclastic, silty-clay; 
50-60% shell frags.; Donax, Tagelus, whelks,Mulinia; 
thin layers of poorly sorted silty-sand. 

40' 
BOTTOM 



Hole: KI-7 Date: 7-1-78 

Collar elev. (msl) +i» (0.3 m) Total Depth: 

location: B a s s creek road dike 12* (3.7 m) 

ENVIRONMENT 

Brackish ° 
pond 

High marsh 1m 

Foreshore/ 
backshore 2 m 

Washover sands 

3m Diagenetic 
cap 

Bay-fill 
(fresh 
water?) 

7,700 + 125 B\"P; 
(wood, roots) 

6m . 

7m _ 

8m _ 

9m _ 

10m _ 

11m -

12m . 

i 

Dril l Mode: V ib :0 -12 ' 

S-S: 

Aug: 

0 - 2 ' 

2 - 3 ' 
5' 

3 - 6 . 5 ' 

10' 

6 .5 -8 .5 ' 

15' 

8 . 5 - 9 . 5 ' 

9 .5-12 ' 
20' 

25' 

30' 

35' 

• 40' 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION 

Lt. gray-tan, VF-F, well sorted clean qtz. sand; thin 
layers to laminae of dk. brown clay; small mud-filled 
burrows; no shells. 

Gray-brown, cohesive, rooted, anoxic silty-clay; 
Spartina roots; no shells. 

Lt.-med. gray, F-C bimodally sorted sand and shell; 
coarse sand and shell lag; fining up to a F-M silty 
sand; high to low angle planar crossbeds of silty 
clay; in situ Illyanassa, Crassostrea. 

Dk. brown-gray, poorly sorted (bimodal?) F-C qtz. 
sand; unfossiliferous; burrowed, infilled by oxidized 
sand; thin layers of silty sand. 

Gray-white, calcareous mud-ooze (limey silty clay); 
partially cemented, rooted. 

i 

Blue-gray, compact, dense, cohesive clay; thin mud-
draped layers of F-C sand and minutely fragmented shells 
(leached). 

BOTTOM 



Hole: Kl-8 

Collar elev. (msl)+6 ( 1 . 8 m) 

Location: Bass Pond Rd. 

Drill Mode: Vib: 0-8' 

S-S: 8-28' 

Aug: 

ENVIRONMENT 

Beach r i d g e / 
dune 

1m _ 

Backshore 2m _ 
(swale) 

Foreshore to3m _ 
upper shoreface 

4m _ 
Middle shore-
face 

5m _ 
Relict barrier 
sands 

6m 
Estuarine/ 
t i d a l f l a t 

7m _ 

8m _ 

9m _ 

10m _ 

11m 

12m _ 

- 5 . 0 » 

5 ' - 8 . 0 ' 

10' 

8 - 1 3 ' 

15' 

13-14 ' 

14-16* 
20" 

1 6 - 2 5 ' 

25' 

2 5 - 2 8 ' 

• 30' 

.35' 

• 40' 

Pate:7_4_78 

Total Depth: 

2 8 ' ( 8 . 5 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION 

CD MARSH 
im TIDAL FLAT 
CD BEACH 0 
CD BEACH RIDGE 

2 KM 

Tan-It. gray, VF-F, clean well sorted, unfossiliferous 
qtz. sand; rooted extensively; root mottling; high to 
low angle planar and trough crossbeds; thin layers of 
sandy-loam from 0-2'. 

Tan-It. gray, VF-F, well sorted-, slightly silty qtz. 
sand; numerous low angle planar crossbeds; thick layer 
of dk. brown-black, rooted, cohesive clay; thin layers 
of mottled sandy peat with wood fragments. 

Med.-dk. gray, VF-F, well sorted clean qtz. sand; 
numerous laminae of silty sand; few large shell 
frags. (Dinocardium?). 

Med.-dk. gray, VF-F, well sorted qtz. sand; laminae 
of silty sand and silty clay, burrowed (Callianassa). 

Lt.-med. gray, F-C bimodally sorted, silty qtz sand; 
layers of fragmented shell hash; basal lag. 

Green-gray to brown gray, dense compact, mottled 
clay; laminae of silty sand; thin layers of leached 
Mulinia shell hash; lime nodules; few Crassostrea 
frags. 

Brown-gray, VF-M poorly sorted, clean unfossiliferous 
qtz. sand; high percent of angular qtz. pebbles; nu
merous thin layers to laminae of silty sand and silty 
clay; fining downward sequence; thick clay layer at 
base with wood frags and roots. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: KI-9 

Collar elev. (msl) +A' (1.2 m) 

Location: Shulbred Ridge 
(boat landing) 

Drill Mode: Vib: Q - 1 2 . 5 ' 

S-S: 

Aug: 

ENVIRONMENT 

Soi l p r o f i l e 
1m _ 

Beach ridge 
and washover 
sands 2m _ 

Washover 3m 

Tidal flat/ 
lagoon 

4m 
Diagenetic cap 
Channel-fill , 3m 

Estuarine-
open sound 

6m _ 

7m _ 

Estuarine bay/ 
tidal flat 8 m 

9m _ 

Shallow 
shelf 

10m _ 

11m -

12m -

(3.8 m) 

Date: 7-5-78 

Total Depth: 

34' (10.2 m) 

Logged By: 
T.M. 

12.5-34' (10.2 m) 

0 - 9 ' 

9-11' 
. 10' 

11-12.5 ' 

• 15' 

12.5-13.5 ' 

.20 ' 
13.5-17' 

17-23' 
• 25' 

23-28' 
.30' 

.35 ' 

28-34' 

• 40' 

DESCRIPTION 

Orange-yellow to tan, F-C bimodally sorted, oxidized 
silty, quartz sand; 10-15% silt & clay; 15-20% VC 
pebbly, angular, clean qtz. sand grains; 0% shells 
(leached); extensive rooting from 0-7'; graded bedding 
from 7-9'. 

Numerous closely spaced, low angle, planar cross-
beds of heavy mineral sands. 

Dk. green-gray, VF-F, well sorted, silty sand to 
silty clay; high percent of heavy minerals, micas, 
and glauconite?; few whole and fragmented shells; 
thin layers of green-gray, cohesive, dense silty 
clay and coarse shell frags. 

Semi-consolidated calcirudite (qtz. 
nodules and shell frags). 

pebbles,lime 

Dk. green-gray, poorly sorted, FC silty sand and 
shell; abundance of frag, leached Mulinia shells. 

Blue-gray, dewatered silty clay with laminae of silty 
sand and shell; thin layers of Mulinia shell hash; 
few burrows infilled with frag, shells; basal lag of 
VC pebbly sand and shell; Nassarius valves. 

Green-gray, dense, laminated silty clay; thin layers 
of tan VF-F sand and black shell frags; oxidized 
wood frags, (roots and stems); thin layers of silty 
sand and oriented, whole black Mulinia shells; rare 
mottling. 

Dk. blue-gray, dense, bioclastic silty clay; thick 
to thin layers of silty sand and shell hash; Mulinia 
valves. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: KI-10 Date:7-15-78 

Collar elev. (msl) +5' (1.5m) Total Depth: 

Location: Tot 495 , ~200 m west 37 ' (11 .3 m) 
of s lu i ceway ; b o r d e r i n g Kiawah 

LJII I Mode: Vib: 0-12.5' Logged By: 

c c ( 3 *? m) T M 
S-S: 1 4 - 3 7 ' 
Aug: 

ENVIRONMENT 

Soil profile 

(reworked) 
Beach ridge 

Washovers 

1m _ 

2m _ 

Foreshore/ 3m _• 
backshore 
(washovers) 

4m _ 
Interbedded 
washovers and 
sandy tidal 5 m _ 

flat 

6m _ 
Estuarine/bay 

7m _ 

8m _ 

Estuarine-
tidal flat 

9m _ 

10m _ 

Shallow shelf 
11m 4 

12m -

0- 6.5' 

5' 
6.5-8.5' 

10' 
8.5-13.5' 

13.5-16' 
15' 

16-24.5' 
20' 

25" 
24.5-28' 

30' 
28-33' 

35' 

33-37' 

40' 

DESCRIPTION 

Lt. gray-brown, VF-F well sorted, clean qtz. sand; 
whole Mulinia shells; horizontal beds of heavy 
mineral rich'sands. 

Brown-gray, F-C, bimodally sorted, clean qtz. sand; 
0% shell; low-angle planar crossbeds; few VC pebbly 
qtz. and lime grains. 

Green-gray, VF-F well sorted, qtz. silty sand; 
low percent of micas and heavy minerals; < 1% shell. 

Partially cemented layer of coarse, fragmented shell 
hash in a VF-F, greenish, micaceous silty qtz. sand; 
low percent qtz. and lime pebbles; thin layers of 
green-gray silty clay. 

Blue gray-green gray, cohesive, loosely compacted, 
silty clay; thin layers of silty sand; rare whole 
Mulinia; several sand-infilled burrows; thick layer of 
green-gray, compact, mottled laminated clay at -24' 
(sharp contact). 

Blue-gray, loosely compacted, silty sand to silty 
clay; layers of shell hash; numerous whole Nassarius, 
Mulinia, Spissula. 

Green-gray, dense compact, dewatered mottled, silty 
clay; whole black Mulinia; laminae of wood and oxi
dized silty sand. 

Blue-green gray, loosely compacted, silty clay to 
silty sand; high percent qtz. and lime grains; thin 
layers of silty sand and shell hash; bioclastic, 
Mulinia, Sinum, Donax, Spissula. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: KI-11 

Collar elev. (msl)+4 (1.2 m) 

Location: I n t e r s e c t i o n of 

10 Mi. and M i l l e y Roads 

Drill Mode: Vib: 0 - 8 ' ( 2 . 4 m) 

S . S : 1 0 - 3 3 ' (10 . 

Aug: 

P q t e : 7-16-78 

Total Depth: 

3 3 ' ( 1 0 . 1 m) 

Logged By: 

1 m) T.M. 

ENVIRONMENT 

1m _ 

Beach ridge/ 
dune 

Backshore 

Foreshore/ "* 
upper shoreface 

3m ._ 

4m _ 

Middle 
shoreface 

Lower 
shoreface 

5m _ 

6m _ 

7m _ 

Estuarine bav. 
8m 

Vm 

Estuarine bay/ 
tidal flat 

10m _ 

11m . 

12m -

0 - 3 . 5 ' 

3 . 5 - 5 . 5 ' 
5' 

5 . 5 - 1 5 ' 

10' 

1 5 ' - 2 0 ' 

. 2 0 - 2 4 ' 

25' 
24 -29 ' 

• 30' 
2 9 - 3 3 ' 

35* 

• 40' 

DESCRIPTION I 

MARSH 
S TIDAL FLAT 
CD BEACH 0 
CD BEACH RIDGE 

2 KM 

Tan-It. gray, VF-F, well sorted, clean quartz sand; 
rooting throughout; 0% shell. 

Med. dk. gray, VF-F well sorted, clean qtz. sand; 
closely spaced, low angle, bidirectional planar 
crossbeds; convolute beds of oxidized sand. 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-F, well sorted clean qtz. sand; 
<15% shell; low-angle planar crossbeds; thin layers 
of F-M sand and minutely fragmented shells (anti
dune bedding?); Mulinia frags. 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-F, well sorted silty sand; low 
angle planar crossbeds of silty sand and shell frags; 
rare whole Mulinia, Spissula, Chione. 

Med.-dk. gray, VF-F well sorted, cohesive, loosely 
packed silty sand; thin layers of silty clay and 
shell; burrowed whole Mulinia, Spissula valves. 

Dk. green-gray, dense compact, silty sand to silty 
clay; thin layers of shell hash; Mulinia, Crassostrea, 
Ensis; numerous laminae of green-gray waxy clay. 

Green-gray to blue gray, dense, compact dewatered 
laminated, waxy clay; laminae of silty sand and 
whole, leached shells; Mulinia, Crassostrea, 
Nassarius. 

BOTTOM 



Hpje: K I _ 1 2 

Collar elev. (msl)+5' (1.5 m) 

Location: Western end of 
Shulbred Ridge 

Drill Mode: Vib: 0-9.5* 

S-S: 

Aug: 
11-27' 

ENVIRONMENT 

Soil profile 
(A&B horizons) 

1m . 

Washover sands 
(Foreshore/ 2m 
backshore) 

Interbedded 3m _ 
washovers and 
sandy tidal flat 

4m . 
Tidal flat? 

Estuarine 5m . 
channel-fill 

Estuarine 6m _ 

bay/tidal flat 

7m 

Shallow shelf 

8m _ 

9m _ 

10m _ 

11m _ 

12m -

0 -3.5' 

3.5-9' 
5' 

9-13' 
10' 

13-15' 

15' 
15-

20' 

18-

25' 
22. 

-18 

-22 

. 5 ' 

. 5 ' 

5 - 2 7 ' 

30' 

35' 

• 40' 

Bate: 7_ u _ 7 8 

Total Depth: 

27* (8.2 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION 

Dk, brown, organic rich, poorly sorted silty sand; 
rooted, shells leached; thick layers of silty loam. 

Orange-tan, F-C bimodally sorted, silty qtz. sand; 
rare shell frags.; low percent of qtz. pebbles; low 
angle planar crossbeds toward base. 

Green-gray, VF-M, well sorted silty sand; laminae 
of silty clay; thin layers of leached shell fragments. 

Green-grey, interbedded layers of poorly sorted 
silty sand to silty clay and cemented shell frags. 
22,310 + 1480 B.P. (shells) 

Med-dk. gray, F-C, poorly sorted silty sand and 
fragmented shells; high percent of angular qtz. pebbles; 
layer of shell hash (lag) at base; thick layer of 
compact silty clay at top. 

Dk. gray to blue-green gray, dense compact, dewatered 
clay; thin layers of silty sand to silty clay; few whole 
Mulinia. 

Green-gray compact silty clay; numerous laminae of black 
silty sand; thin to thick layers of black (phosphotized) 
shell hash; whole valves of Mulinia, Spissula, Olivella. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: KI-13 

Collar elev. (msl) 5' (1.5 m) 

Location: S e c u r i t y Gate Rd. 

Date: 7-12-78 

Total Depth: 

34 ' (10 .2 m) 

Drill Mode: Vib: 

S-S: 

Aug 

0 - 9 . 5 ' Logged By: 
( 2 . 9 m) 
11 -34 ' (10 .2 m) T.M. 

ENVIRONMENT 

Beach ridge/ 
dune 

1m _ 

Backshore 
2m _ 

Foreshore/ 
upper shore- 3m 
face 

4m 

Middle-lower 
shoreface 5m -

6m _ 
Lower shore-
face - transi
tion 7 m i 

Estuarine bay I 
tidal flat 

9m _ 

Shallow s h e l f j 0 m 

11m _ 

12m -

0-3 ' 

3 - 6 . 5 ' 

5' 

6 . 5 - 1 4 ' 

10' 

14 -20 ' 
15' 

20 -26 ' 
.20' 

25' 
2 6 - 3 3 ' 

• 30* 

33-34' 

.35" 

• 40' 

DESCRIPTION 
_ 

CD MARSH 
L ^ TIDAL FLAT 
CZ3 BEACH 0 
• BEACH RIDGE 

2 KM 

Tan-brown, VF-F clean, well sorted qtz. sand; 
extensively rooted (Uniola); shells leached. 

Tan-It. gray, VF-F, clean, well sorted sand; closely 
spaced, low angle planar crossbeds; numerous thin 
layers of fragmented shells and F-M sand. 

Lt.-med gray, VF-F, well sorted sand; thin layers 
of silty sand; thin layers of whole shells oriented 
concave-up (Mulinia, Donax, Spissula); few, small 
mud-encased burrows. 

Med.-dk. gray, VF-F well sorted silty sand; laminae 
of silty clay and fragmented shells. 

3,820 B.P. (shell) 

Dk. gray cohesive silty sand to silty clay; la
minae sets of silty clay and whole shells (Mulinia, 
Spissula, whelk frags.). 

Green-gray dense, dewatered, laminated clay; nu
merous thin layers and laminae of black, silty sand 
and whole black Mulinia shells; rare thin layers of 
wood frags, (roots and stems); shells oriented con
vex up. 

Blue-green, dense cohesive, bioclastic silty clay; 
50-60% shell; whole and frag. Mulinia, u/helks, Spissula; 
layers of silty sand and frag, shell hash. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: Kl-14 

Collar elev. (msl) +s s' (1.7 m) 

Location: Adjacent to w e s t e r n 
most c a t - e y e pond 

Drill Mode: Vib: 

S-S: ° - 3 7 ' 

Aug: 

ENVIRONMENT 

0 
Beach ridge/ 
backshore 

1m _ 

Foreshore t02m 
upper shore-
face 

3m _ 

4m _ 

Middle to 
lower shore-
face 5m 

6m 

7m _ 

Lower shore-
face to 8 m -1 

transition 

9m 

Erosional lag 

10m 
Estuarine 
bay-tidal flat 

11m 
Shallow shelf 

12m -

0 - 5 * 

5 ' - 1 3 ' 

10" 

13-24 ' 

15' 

20' 

24-30.5' 
25' 

Date: 7-13-78 

Total Depth: 

3 7 ' ( 1 1 . 3 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION 

Tan-It. gray, VF-M, well sorted clean qtz. sand; 
layers of sandy loam; rooted (Uniola), low-high 
angle planar crossbeds. 

Lt. gray, VF-F, well sorted clean qtz. sand; nu
merous low-angle planar crossbeds; thin layers to 
laminae of F-M sand and minutely frag, shells (anti
dune bedding); shells rare and fragmented, mostly 
Mulinia 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-F well sorted, silty qtz. sand; 
laminae of silty sand to silty clay; thin layers 
of shell frags; whole valves of Mulinia, Turitella, 
Spissula, Donax. 

Med.-dk. gray, cohesive, loosely-packed, well sorted, 
silty sand to silty clay; numerous thin to thick 
layers of silty clay and shell; large whole valves of 
Mulinia, Spissula, Sinum in layers; mud-filled burrows. 

•30'.5-31.5' Layer of poorly-sorted F-VC sand and fragmented 
shell hash. 

31.5-35' 
35' 

35-37' 

40' 

Green-gray, compact, dewatered waxy, laminated clay; 
thin layers of dk. gray sand and Mulinia shells. 

Blue to green-gray dense, cohesive, poorly-sorted, 
bioclastic silty clay; high percent of VC angular 
qtz. and lime grains; thick layers of frag, shell 
hash. 

BOTTOM 



Hole-. KI-15 

Collar elev. (msl) +5' (1.5 m) 

Location: .8 mi . e a s t of KI -1 
i n swale . 

Drill Mode: Vib: 0-8' 

S-S: H'-37' 

Aug: 

ENVIRONMENT 

Dune 

Backshore lm _ 
(swale-infilled 
cat-eye pond) 

2m _ 

Foreshore to 
upper shore-
face 

3m _ 

4m _ 

Middle to 5m 

lower shoreface 

6m _ 

7m _ 

8m _ 

Lower shore-
face to 
transition 

9m _ 

10m _ 

Estuarine 11m 
bay/tidal flat 

12m -

0-2' 

2-7: 

7-16' 

10' 

15' 

16-28.5' 

20' 

25" 

28.5-34' 

30' 

34-37' 
35' 

• 40' 

Date: 7-14-78 

Total Depth: 

37' ( 11 .3 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION 

CD MARSH 
Ml TIDAL FLAT 
CD BEACH 
CD BEACH RIDGE 
ED MAINLAND 

•:<Ei7#-nMfcrergi»i 2 KM 

Tan-It. gray, VF-F well sorted, clean qtz. sand; 
rooted; sand filled burrow (Ocypode). 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-F, well-sorted clean qtz. sand; 
high-low angle planar crossbeds; thin-thick layers 
of dk. brown, organic silty clay toward base; root 
fragments common. 

Lt. gray, VF-F well sorted, clean qtz. sand; low 
angle planar crossbeds; numerous thin layers of 
silty sand and minutely frag, shell material (anti
dune bedding); rare frag. Mulinia. Spissula. 

Med.-dk. gray, VF-F, well-sorted, silty qtz. sand; 
thin layers of silty sand to silty clay and shell; 
thin to thick layers of silty clay and whole Mulinia 
valves; burrowed. 

Dk. gray-black, interbedded silty sand and silty 
clay; burrowed; whole Mulinia valves in layers; 
mostly frag. Mulinia, Spissula, Donax. 

Blue-green-gray, compact, dense clay; thin layers 
to laminae of F-M silty sand and Mulinia shells; 
frags, valves of Mulinia, Crassostrea. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: KI-16 

Collar elev. (msl) +V (0 .91m) 

Location: Seaward terminus 
of Egret Rd. (berm). 

Drill Mode: Vib: 0-9' 

S-S: 11-40' 

Aug: 

ENVIRONMENT 

Dune/backshore 

1m 4 
Foreshore to 
upper shore-
face 2m _ 

3m _ 

4m _ 
Middle to 
lower 
shoreface 5 m -

6m _ 

7m _ 

Storm lag 
reworked shore-
face , 

9m . 
Lower shoreface 
to transition 

10m . 

Estuarine 
bay/tidal flat 

11m _ 

12m -

0-2.5' 

2.5-14' 
5' 

10' 

14-26' 

15' 

.20' 

25' 
26-28' 

• 30' 
28-35' 

35' 

35-40' 

40' 

Date: 7-17-80 

Total Depth: 

40' (17.7 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION L 

CD MARSH 
EM TIDAL FLAT 
CD BEACH 
CD BEACH RIDGE 
ED MAINLAND 

Tan-It. gray, VF-M, well sorted clean qtz. sand; 
high to low angle planar and trough crossbeds; 
rooted. 

Lt. gray, VF-F, well sorted, clean qtz. sand; 
closely spaced, numerous, low-angle, planar cross-
beds; thin layers of VF sand and frag, shells 
(antidune bedding?); frag, shells (Mulinia, Tellina 
Dinocardium); sand-filled, elliptical burrow. 

Med.-dk. gray, VF-F, well sorted silty qtz. sand; 
structureless (massively bedded) in upper half; 
numerous laminae of silty clay in lower half; mud-
encased, elongate burrows (Callianassa); whole 
valves of Mulinia, Donax, Spissula, Tellina. 

Lt. gray, poorly sorted, F-C qtz. sand and frag
mented shell hash; high percent of silty clay and 
angular qtz. pebbles; shells abraded. 

Dk. gray, interbedded silty sand and silty clay; 
discontinuous laminae-sets of cohesive silty clay; 
burrowed; whole Mulinia valves in layers; thin 
layers of F-VC sand and fragmented shells at base. 

Blue/green-gray, dense compact clay; numerous 
thin layers of F-M sand and leached Mulinia 
shells in upper half; waxy, mottled clay toward 
base; layer of peaty clay and wood frags. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: KI-17 

Collar elev. (msl)+s' (1.5 m) 

Location: Egret Rd. . 

Drill Mode: Vib: o-10' 

S-S: 12-40* 

Aug: 

ENVIRONMENT 

backshore 

1m _ 

Foreshore to 
upper 2m _ 
shoreface 

3m _ 

4m -

Middle to 
lower shore- _ 

5m -
face 

6m _ 

7m _ 

Lower shore-
face to 8 m " 
transition 

9m _ 
Basal lag 

Estuarine ,n 
. . , 1 „ • , 1 " m -bay/tidal flat 

Shallow u m 

shelf 

12m -

F- n L S1 

4.5-15' 
- 5' 

- 10" 

- 15-25' 

-20' 

-25'-31.5' 

-30' 

31.5-36' 

_ 35" 

36-37* 

- 40' 

Date: 7-31-78 

Total Depth: 

37' (11.3 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION 

CD MARSH 
Ml TIDAL FLAT 
CD BEACH 
CD BEACH RIDGE 
ED MAINLAND 

KIAWAH ISLANT)|_ 2 KM 

Tan-It. brown, VF-F well sorted, clean, oxidized, 
qtz. sand; rooting and root mottling. 

Lt. gray, VF-F, well sorted clean, qtz. sand; nu
merous low angle, planar crossbeds; thin layers of 
F-M sand and minutely fragmented shells (antidune 
bedding); rare shell frags.; rare whole Mulinia 
valves. 

Med. gray, VF-F, well sorted, silty qtz. sand; 
laminae of silty sand to silty clay; thin layer 
of poorly sorted silty sand and fragmented shell 
hash (storm lag?). 

Dk. gray, interbedded silty sand and silty clay; 
laminae sets of cohesive organic-rich silty clay (H2S 
odor); large whole Mulinia valves in layers; thick 
layer of poorly sorted F-C silty sand and shell hash 
toward base (storm or basal lag?). 

Blue/green-gray dense, compact, dewatered clay; 
layers of leached Mulinia valves; thin layers of 
iron-stained sand and wood frags. 

Blue-gray, cohesive, dense, poorly sorted bioclastic 
silty clay; high percent of qtz. and lime pebbles. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: KI-18 

Collar elev. (ms l ) + 5 . ( 1 > 5 m ) 

Location: I n t e r s e c t i o n 
Egre t Rd. & Two Mi. Rd. 

Drill Mode: Vib: Q -12 ' 

S-S: 14-40' 

Aug: 

ENVIRONMENT 

Beach ridge/ 
backshore 

lm _ 

2m _ 
Foreshore to 
upper shoreface 

3m _ 
Middle to 
lower 
shoreface 4m _ 

5m _ 

6m 

Lower shoreface 
to transi- j m 

tion 

Basal Holocene 
lag 

Estuarine bay/ 
tidal*flat 9m 

Shallow 
shelf 10m 

11m _ 

12m -

0 - 5 ' 

5' 

5 - 9 ' 

• 10' 
9 - 2 1 ' 

15' 

.20' 
2 1 - 2 7 ' 

25' 
27-28' 

28-32' 
30' 
32-40* 

35' 

40' 

Date: 7-31-78 

Total Depth: 

40 ' (12 .2 m) 

Logged By. 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION 

CD MARSH 
S TIDAL FLAT 
• BEACH 
CD BEACH RIDGE 
ED MAINLAND 

kUWAH ISLAND|_ 2 KM 

Tan-It. brown VF-F, well sorted clean, oxidized 
qtz. sand; extensive rooting (Uniola, Palmetto); 
burrowed (Ocypode); low-angle planar crossbeds 
toward base. 

Lt. gray, VF-F well sorted, clean qtz. sand; nu
merous closely spaced, low-angle, planar crossbeds. 

Med. gray, VF-F, well sorted, slightly silty qtz. 
sand; thin discontinuous layers and laminae of 
silty sand to silty clay; whole articulated Mulinia, 
Spissula; large mud-encased, sand-infilled burrow 
at -12' (Callianassa); several smaller burrows; storm 
layer deposits of F-C silty sand and shell hash. 

Med.-dk. gray, well sorted, silty sand to silty clay; 
numerous thin, discontinuous laminae of silty clay; 
whole Mulinia valves; Cancellaria, Turitella valves. 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-C poorly sorted silty sand and 
shell hash ^thin layers - laminae of silty clay. 

Green-gray, waxy mottled, laminated clay. 

Blue-gray, dense cohesive, bioclastic, poorly-
sorted silty clay; 60-70% shell material mostly large 
angular frags.); lime nodules and black (phospha
tized?) shells; thin layers of F-VC qtz. sand and 
shell toward base; fining upward sequence. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: KI-19 

Collar elev. (msl) + 4 ( 1 2 m ) 

Location: NE t i p of Eagle Pt. 

Drill Mode; Vib: 0-19' 

S-S: 23-39' 

Aug: 

ENVIRONMENT 

Beach ridger 
(swale) back-
shore 1m 

Foreshore 
to upper 
shoreface 

2m _ 

3m _ 

Mid-shoreface 

4m 

Storm lag 5m _ 

Middle to 
lower 
shoreface 

6m _ 

7m _ 

Shallow shelf 
(offshore) 8 m 

9m _ 

Shallow shelf 
(offshore) 

10m _ 

11m _ 

12m _ 

0-5' 

10' 

10.5-12' 

15' 
12-12.5 ' 

12 .5-21 ' 
.20' 

21-31.5 ' 
25' 

30' 
31.5-39' 

35' 

•40' 

Date: 8-3-78 

Total Depth: 

39' (11.9 m) 

Logged By: 
T.M 

DESCRIPTION 

CD MARSH 
Ml TIDAL FLAT 
CD BEACH 
• BEACH RIDGE 
ED MAINLAND 

klAWAH ISIATIDI 

Dk. brown-tan VF-F well sorted, clean qtz. 
sand; extensively rooted; low angle, bidirec
tional, planar crossbeds; thin layers of sandy 
loam; thick layer of humic-stained silty sand. 

5' 
5-10.5' Lt. gray, VF-F, well sorted clean qtz. sand; 

numerous, closely spaced, low-angle crossbeds; 
thin layers of minutely frag, shell hash and F 
sand (antidune bedding); high-low planar and 
trough crossbeds toward base. 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-F clean qtz. sand; rare laminae 
of silty sand. 

Lt. gray, poorly sorted F-C qtz. sand and shell 
frags.; graded bedding. 

Med.-dk. gray, well sorted VF-F silty-qtz. sand; 
thin laminae sets of silty sand and silty clay; large 
mud-enclased, sand filled, elongate burrows (Callia
nassa) ; numerous small rounded, mud-filled burrows. 

Blue-gray dense, cohesive, silty clay and shell in
terbedded by thin to thick layers of green-gray, VF-
M, well sorted silty sand; layers of black-fragmented 
shell-hash. 

Blue to green-gray, F-VC, bioclastic silty clay; 
high percent of angular VC pebbly qtz. and lime 
grains. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: K I - 2 0 P-2!§- 8-7-78 

Collar elev. (msl) +2 (0.61 m) Total Depth: 

Location: Approx. 1.0 mi NE of 4 2 ( 1 2 ' 8 m ) 

Egret Rod, entrance to beach, 

^ B f f i l t e e : Vib: 0-12' Logged By: 

S-S: 15-42' T.M. 

Aug: 

ENVIRONMENT 

Backshore 
(incipient dune) 

Foreshore lm -
to upper 
shoreface 2m _ 

3m _ 

4m _ 

Middle to 
lower 
shoreface 

5m 

6m _ 

7m 

8m 
Lower shoreface 
to transition 

9m 
Hol. basal lag 

10m 

Estuarine H m 

bay/tidal flat 

12m 

Shallow shelf 

0 - 3 . 5 ' 

3.5-16' 

5' 

10' 

15" 

16-28.5 ' 

20' 

25' 

2 8 . 5 - 3 6 ' 

• 30' 

35' 
36-39* 

40' 
39-42' 

DESCRIPTION 

CD MARSH 
E TIDAL FLAT 
CD BEACH 
CD BEACH RIDGE 
ED MAINLAND 

kUWAH ISLA 
2 KM 

Tan-It. gray, VF-F well sorted, clean qtz sand; 
high-low angle planar and trough crossbeds; rooted. 

Lt. gray, VF-F well sorted, clean qcz. sand; nu
merous closely spaced, low-angle planar crossbeds; 
antidune bedding; thick layers of F sand and shell 
frags, (storm lags); rare burrows (Callianassa). 

Med. gray, VF-F well sorted, silty qtz. sand; numerous 
discontinuous laminae of silty clay; rare whole Mulinia, 
Spissula. 

Dk. green-gray, interbedded cohesive, loosely-
packed, silty sand and silty clay; large whole 
valves of Mulinia, Donax, Mercenaria. 

F-C sand and fragmented shell hash. 

Dk. green dense, waxy, dewatered, mottled, laminated 
clay; thin layers-laminae of black silty sand; 
leached Mulinia valves. 

Blue/green gray, bioclastic interbedded, poorly 
sorted F-C silty sand and dense, cohesive silty 
clay. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: KI-21 

Collar elev. (msl)+7 (2.1 m) 

Location: Cinder Point 

Drill Mode: Vib: 

S-S: 

Aug: 0_4 0 , 

ENVIRONMENT 

Date: 8-8-78 

Total Depth: 

40 (12.2 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION KIAWAH ISLAN*P]_ 

CU MARSH 
S TIDAL FLAT 
CD BEACH 
CD BEACH RIDGE 
ED MAINLAND 

0 2 KM 

Beach ridge/ 
backshore 

Foreshore-
upper 
shoreface 

Middle to 
lower 
shoreface 

Estuarine-
bay/tidal 
flat 

Shallow 
shelf 

r " 
lm _ 

2m _ 

3m 

4m _ 

5m -

6m _ 

7m _ 

8m _ 

9m _ 

10m _ 

11m _ 

12m -

0 - 7.5' 

5' 

7.5-12.5' 

10" 

12.5-22* 

15' 

.20' 

22-33' 

25' 

• 30' 

33-40' 

35' 

40' 

Tan-It. gray, VF-F well sorted, clean qtz. sand; 
rooted; thin layers of sandy loam; shells leached. 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-F well sorted, clean qtz. sand; 
numerous thin layers of heavy mineral sand (low 
angle planar crossbeds?); low percent of shell 
frags. (Mulinia) 

Med.-dk. gray, VF-F, well sorted silty-qtz. sand; 
thin to thick layers of silty sand to silty clay; 
numerous whole valves of Mulina, Donax, Spissula. 

Green-gray compact, dense, mottled clay; thin 
layers of silty sand and whole leached Mulinia shells; 
thin layers of wood fragments. 

Blue-gray, dense cohesive, poorly sorted, bio
clastic limey silty sand to silty clay; 70-80% frag
mented shells (Mulinia, whelks); high percent of VC 
qtz. and lime grains. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: KI-22 

Collar elev. (msD+s (1.5 m) 

Location: E g r e t R o a d ( G _ G t ) 

Drill Mode: Vib: 

S-S: 

Aug: 0-40' 

ENVIRONMENT 

Beach ridge 0 
backshore 

lm _ 

Foreshore to 
upper 2m _ 
shoreface 

3m _ 

4m _ 

Middle to 
lower 5 m 

shoreface 

6m 

Lower shore-
face to 
transition 7m _ 

, 1 8m -

Basal lag 

Estuarine „ 
bay-tidal flat 

Shallow 
shelf 

10m _ 

11m _ 

12m -

r 0 - 5 . 5 ' 

5'. 5 - 1 5 ' 

10' 

1 5 ' - 21* 

.20' 
21 -26 ' 

•25' 
26-27 ' 

27-30 ' 
• 30' 

30 -40 ' 

.35' 

• 40' 

Date: 8-8-78 

Total Depth: 

40 ' (12 .2 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION I KIAWAH ISLANDt 

CD MARSH 
Ml TIDAL FLAT 
CD BEACH 
CD BEACH RIDGE 
ED MAINLAND 

2 KM 

Tan-It. gray, VF-F well sorted, clean qtz. sand; 
rooted; thin layers of sandy loam toward top; 
patches of humic stained sands. 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-F, clean, well sorted qtz. sand; 
thin layers of heavy mineral sands (planar cross-
beds?); few shells (Mulinia), mostly fragmented. 

Med.-dk. gray, VF-F well sorted, silty-qtz. sand; 
thin layers of silty sand to silty clay; numerous whole 
valves and fragmented Mulinia. 

Med.-dk. gray, interbedded silty sand and silty 
clay; dense cohesive clay layers; numerous whole 
articulated Mulinia. 

Poorly sorted F-C silty sand and phosphatized 
(black) shell hash. 

Green-gray dense, compact, waxy, mottled clay; 
thin layers to laminae of black silty sand; 
shells leached. 

Blue-gray dense, cohesive, bioclastic, limey poorly 
sorted F-VC silty sand to silty clay; 50-60% shell 
material; high percent of phosphate and qtz. pebbles 
toward base. 

BOTTOM. 



Hole: KI-23 

Col lar elev. ( m s l l + s ' ( 1 .5 m) 

Location: Eg re t Rod (G-G') 

Drill M o d e : V ib: 

S-S: 

Aug: 0 -56 ' 

ENVIRONMENT 

Beach r i d g e 0 
backsho re 

lm _ 
Foreshore to 
upper shore-
face 2m _ 

3m 

4m _ 
Middle to 
lower shoreface 

5m -

6m _ 

Lower shoreface 
to transition7m 

Basal lag 
8m _ 

9m _ 

C h a n n e l - f i l l 

10m 

Urn _ 

Shal low s h e l 
T2m -

0 - 3 . 0 ' 

3 . 0 - 1 5 ' 
5" 

10' 

15' - 2 4 . 0 ' 

.20' 

2 4 - 3 1 . 0 ' 

• 25' 

-30' 
3 1 - 3 9 . 0 ' 

.35' 

3 9 - 5 2 . 0 ' 

• 40' 

Date: 8 -8 -78 

Total Depth: 

56 ' ( 1 7 . 1 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION 

CD MARSH 
Ml TIDAL FLAT 
• BEACH 
C3 BEACH RIDGE 
ED MAINLAND 

KIAWAH ISLAFIE1 2 KM 

Tan-It. gray, VF-F well sorted, clean qtz. sand; 
rooted; thin layers of sandy-loam toward top. 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-F, well sorted clean qtz. sand; 
thin layers of heavy mineral sand (planar cross-
beds?); fragmented Mulinia and Chione valves (rare) 

Med.-dk. gray, well sorted VF-F silty sand; 
thin layers of silty sand to silty clay; whole 
Mulinia valves. 

Med.-dk. gray, cohesive interbedded silty sand 
and silty clay; numerous whole valves of Mulinia, 
Olivella, Donax; thin layer of F-C sand and shell 
hash at base (lag?). 

Lt. gray, poorly sorted limey or calcareous, F-C 
silty sand; layers of frag, shell hash from 31' 
to 35'; clean sand from 35' to 39*. 

Green gray-blue gray, compact cohesive, interbedded 
layers of poorly sorted F-C silty sand and silty clay; 
high percent of qtz. and lime pebbles; shells mostly 
fragmented and black (phosphotized). 



Hole: KI-23 Date: 8-8-78 

Collar elev. (msl) +5' (1.5 m) Total Depth: 

Location: Egret Rd. (G-G') 56* (17.1 m) 

Drill Mode: 

ENVIRONMENT 

Vib: 

S-S: 

Aug: 0-56' 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION 

CD MARSH 
S TIDAL FLAT 
CD BEACH 
CD BEACH RIDGE 
ED MAINLAND 

kUWAH ISLAISID|_ 2 KM 

Shallow shelf 

Cooper Marl 
15 m_ 

45' 

50' 

55' 

Basal lag of F-pebbly qtz. sand and shell hash; 
high percent of lime nodules. 

Yellow brown-green brown, dense compact, marly 
sandy-clay; shells leached; limey coating. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: KI-24 

Collar e lev. (msl) + 5 ( 1 5 m ) 

Location: Egre t Rd. (G-G') 

Drill Mode: Vib: 

S-S: 

Aug: 0-41* 

ENVIRONMENT 

Beach r i d g e ° 
backshore 

1m _ 

Foreshore to 
upper 2rn -
shoreface 

3m _ 

Middle to 
lower shore~4m 
face 

5m 

6m 

Transg. lag 
7m _ 

8m _ 
Estuarine-bay/ 
tidal flat 

9m _ 

10m _ 

Shallow 
shelf 11m _ 

12m -

0 - 5 ' 

5 ' - 1 1 ' 

10' 

1 1 - 2 1 ' 

15' 

20' 

2 1 - 2 3 ' 

25' 
2 3 - 3 8 ' 

30* 

.35" 

38-41* 
-40' 

Date: 8-9- 78 

Total Depth: 

41* (12 .5 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION 

CD MARSH 
Ml TIDAL FLAT 
CD BEACH 
CD BEACH RIDGE 
ED MAINLAND 

2 KM 

Tan-It. gray, VF-F well sorted, clean qtz. sand; 
thin layers of sandy loam; rooted, 0% shell. 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-F clean, well sorted qtz. sand; 
thin layers of heavy mineral sands (planar cross-
beds?); rare shell frags. 

Med.-dk. gray, VF-F, well sorted silty sand; thin 
layers of silty clay toward base; whole Mulinia 
valves. 

Lt. gray, poorly sorted, F-FC silty sand and Mulinia 
shell hash. 

Blue/green-gray dense, compact, mottled clay; thin 
layers of black silty sand; thin layers of peat and 
wood fragments; numerous Mulinia valves. 

20,000 + 710 B.P. (peat and wood frags.) 

Blue-gray dense, cohesive, bioclastic, poorly sorted 
F-VC silty sand; high percent of qtz. and lime pebbles. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: KI-25 

Collar elev. (msl)+3' (0.9 m) 

Location: shulbred Pt . 

Drill Mode: Vib: 

S-S: 

Aug: 0-16' 

ENVIRONMENT 

Beach ridge 0 
(soil profile) 

1m 4 

Washover sands 
(Foreshore/ 2m _ 
backshore) 

3m _ 

Tidal flat 

4m _ 

Estuarine or5m 

shelf 

6m _ 

7m 

8m _ 

9m _ 

10m _ 

11m 

12m -

0 - 5 ' 

5'-12' 

• 10' 

12-14' 

• 15' 
14-16' 

20' 

25' 

30' 

35" 

• 40' 

Date: a-q- 73 

Total Depth: 

16 (4 .8 m ; 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION 

KIAWAH ISLAND | - - -

C3 MARSH 
H TIDAL FLAT ' 
CD BEACH 0 
CD BEACH RIDGE n 

Tan-It. brown, poorly sorted, clean F-C qtz. 
sand; rooted; shells leached; thin layers of 
heavy minersl sands. 

Green-gray, poorly sorted VF-C silty sand; 
shells leached (rare shell frags.); thin 
layers of silty clay toward base. 

Lt. gray-green gray, partially cemented, F-C 
silty sand and silty clay; high percent of 
fragmented shells. 

Blue-green, dense, cohesive clay. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: KI-26 

Collar elev. (msl) +4 (1.2 m) 

Location: End of Milley Rd. 

Drill Mode: Vib: 

S-S: 

Aug: 0-56' 

ENVIRONMENT 

Beach ridge ° 
backshore 

1m 4 
Foreshore to 
upper 
shoreface 2m _| 

3m 4 

4m 4 

Middle to 
lower shore-
face 

5m _| 

6m 

Lower shore- 7m 

face to 
transition 

8m 

Shallow shelf 
9m J 

10m 4 

Offshore 
shelf 

11m 

12m -| 

0 - 2.5' 

2.5-15' 

5' 

. 10' 

.15'" 25' 

.20' 

25-29' 

-25' 

29-38.5' 

-30' 

.35' 

38.5-54' 

40' 

bate} 8-8-78 

Total Depth: 

56' (17.1 m) 

Logged By. 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION 

Tan-It. gray, VF-F, well sorted clean qtz. 
sand; rooted, thin layers of sandy loam. 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-F well sorted, clean qtz. 
sand; numerous layers of heavy mineral sands 
(planar crossbeds?); rare Mulinia shell frags. 

Med.-dk. gray, VF-F well sorted silty-qtz. 
sand; thin layers of silty clay toward base; 
rare, whole Mulinia valves. 

Dk. gray, cohesive, loosely-packed, inter
bedded silty sand and silty clay; numerous large 
whole shells (Mulinia). 

Blue-gray, dense cohesive, bioclastic, poorly 
sorted F-VC silty sand to silty clav; high per
cent of qtz. and lime pebbles; few whole, mostly 
fragmented shells. 

Dk. blue-gray, dense compact clay; thin layers 
of F-C limey poorly sorted silty sand; numerous 
whole and fragmented shells (Mulinia, Olivella, 
whelks). 



Hole: KI-26 

Collar elev. (msll+/|i ^ 2 m) 

Location: End of Milley Rd. 

Drill Mode: Vib: 

S-S: 

Aug-.0-56' 

ENVIRONMENT 

15 m . 
Cooper 
Marl? 

45* 

.50' 

55' 

54-56' 

Date: 8-8-78 

Total Depth: 

56 (17.1 m) 

Logged By. 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION 

Silty sand; numerous whole and fragmented 
shells (Mulinia, Olivella, whelks) 

Coarse sand and shell basal lag. 

Leached, "limey" dense, compact VF-M, well 
sorted silty-sand in a limey-clay (marl) 
matrix. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: KI-27 

Collar elev. (msl)+2 (0.61 m) 

Date: 5-15-78 

Total Depth: 
4 0 ' ( 12 .2 m) Location: "Sandy P t . ' ' NE t i p 

of Kiawah (upper berm) 

Drill Mode: Vib: 0-11' Logged By 

S_5: 11-40' T.M. 

Aug: 

ENVIRONMENT 

Backshore 
(incipient 
dunes) im 

Foreshore-
swash plat- 2m 
form 

Upper shore-
face (swash 3 m 

bars) 

4m _ 

Upper shore-
face (inlet 
margin) 

5 m -

6m _ 

Main channel-
fill (upper)7m 

8m 

Main channel-
fill _(lower) 

9m 

10m 4 

Channel lag 
(inlet floor^m 

Shallow 
shelf 

12m 

0-3' 

3-9' 

9-13' 
10' 

- 15' 
13-21' 

20' 
21-28' 

25' 

28-35' 

30' 

35'-37' 

• 40' 

37-40' 

DESCRIPTION 

CD MARSH 
ffl TIDAL FLAT 
CD BEACH 
CD BEACH RIDGE 
ED MAINLAND 

klAWAH ISLAND] 2 KM 

Lt. gray-tan, VF-F clean, well sorted qtz. sand; 
high-low angle planar and trough crossbeds; wrack 
vegetation (Spartina?) 

Lt. gray, VF-F well sorted, clean qtz. sand; high-
low angle, unidirectional planar crossbeds; (low 
angle trough crossbeds?); antidune bedding; rare 
shell frags; high percent of heavy mineral sands. 

Lt.-med. gray, F grained, slightly silty qtz. sand; 
numerous, low angle, heavy mineral planar cross-
beds interbedded with thin layers of shell hash; 
large shell frags (Mulinia, Crassostrea, Donax); 
roots, plant frags. 

Lt. gray, F-M well sorted, clean qtz. sand; low 
angle planar crossbeds; heavy mineral laminae; 
thin layers of shell frags. (Mulinia). 

Lt. gray, VF-M, poorly sorted, clean qtz. sand; 
thin layers of F-C sand and shell; layers of 
shell hash in a silty clay matrix; low percent 
angular C-pebbly qtz. grains; low angle planar 
crossbeds of heavy mineral sands. 

Med. gray, F-C, poorly sorted silty sand and shell 
hash; thick layers of fragmented shell hash in a 
silty clay matrix; low angle planar beds of poorly 
sorted silty clay; high percent of C-VC angular 
qtz. grains. 

Lt. gray, poorly sorted coarse sand and fragmented 
shell lag; angular qtz. pebbles. 

Dk. blue-gray, cohesive F-M, poorly sorted silty 
clay; low percent of qtz. and lime pebbles; thin 
layers of poorly sorted silty sand and shell hash. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: KI-28 

Collar elev. (mslUa' (2.4 m) 

Location: I n t o f B l u e H e r o n 

& Ten. Mi. Rd. 

Drill Mode: Vib: 

S-S: 

Aug: 0-45» 

ENVIRONMENT 

rseacn ricige u ~ 
backshore 

1m _ 

2m _ 

Foreshore 
upper 3 m " 
shoreface 

4m _ 

Upper to 
middle 
shoreface 5 m 

6m _ 

Storm deposit 

7m _ 

Lower shore-
face to „ 

8m _ 
transition 

9m _ 

Transition zone 
to offshore 

10m _ 

11m _ 

Shallow .« 
shelf 

- 0 y 

— 5" 

9-14' 
- 10' 

14-21' 
- 15" 

20' 
21-23' 

23-31' 
- 25" 

-30" 

31-39' 

_ 35' 

39-45' 

-40' 

Date: 2-5-79 

Total Depth: 

45' (13.7 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION 

CU MARSH 
H TIDAL FLAT 
CD BEACH 
CU BEACH RIDGE 
ED MAINLAND 

kUWAH ISLAKIDI 2 KM 

Tan-It. gray, VF-F well sorted, clean qtz. sand; 
0% shells, rooted, root mottling, wood frags. 

Lt.-med. gray VF-F, well sorted clean, qtz. sand; 
thin layers of heavy mineral sands and fragmented 
shells; rare whole Mulinia, Chione. 

Lt.-med. gray VF-F, well sorted, silty sand; thin 
layers of silty clay; numerous fragmented shells 
(Mulinia, Anadara, Donax). 

Lt. gray, poorly sorted F-C silty sand and frag
mented shell hash. 

Med.-dk. gray, VF-F, well sorted silty sand to 
silty clay; thin layers of shell hash in a silty sand 
matrix; few whole Mulinia, Donax, Spissula, Anadara. 

Dk. gray, cohesive, loosely-packed silty clay; 
thin layers of silty sand and fragmented shells; 
numerous whole large Mulinia, Spissula, Anadara. 

Blue-gray, poorly sorted, F-VC silty sand and 
shell; biocoastic; thin layers of silty clay; 
high percent of qtz. and lime pebbles; black 
shells. 



Hole: KI-29 Dote: 2-6-79 

Collar elev. (msl) +10 (3.05 m) Total Depth: 

Location: Cougar Island, beach 4 5 ' ( 1 3 - 7 m) 
ridge cutbank 

Drill Mode: Vib: Logged By: 

S-S: T.M. 

Aug: 0-45' 

ENVIRONMENT 

Beach ridge ° 
backshore 

1m 

Foreshore - 2 m 

upper shoreface 

3m _ 

Middle to lower 
shoreface 4m 

5m -

6m 

Lower shoreface 
to transition-

8m _ 

9m _ 

Transition 
zone to 10m 
offshore 

11m _ 

12m 

Shallow shelf 

0 - 7 ' 

5" 
7-12' 

10' 

12-22.5' 

15' 

.20 ' 

22.5-32.5 ' 

-25' 

-30' 

32.5-42' 

.35 ' 

• 40' 

42-45' 

DESCRIPTION | KIAWAH ISLAND^ 

CD MARSH 
Ml TIDAL FLAT 
CD BEACH 
CD BEACH RIDGE 
EH MAINLAND 

2 KM 

Tan-It. brown, oxidized VF-F, well sorted clean 
qtz. sand; rooted, 0% shells. 

Lt. gray, VF-F clean, well sorted qtz. sand; 
5-10% fragmented shells; 0% wood; thin layers of 
shell frags.; rare whole Mulinia. 

Med.-dk. gray, VF-F, well sorted, silty sand; 
thin layers of silty clay; layers of fragmented 
shells; rare, whole Mulinia, Donax, Anadara. 

Dk. gray interbedded, well sorted silty sand & 
cohesive silty clay; large whole valves of Mulinia, 
Spissula, Anadara, Dinocardium. 

Dk. gray cohesive, loosely compacted silty to sandy 
clay; thin layers of silty sand and whole shells; 
layers of whole Mulinia valves. 

Blue-gray bioclastic, poorly sorted, F-VC, silty 
sand to sandy clay. 



Hole: KI-30 

Collar elev. (msl)+8' (2.4 m) 

Location: Northeastern t i p 
of Cougar Is land 

Drill Mode: Vib: 

S-S: 

Aug: 0-45* 

ENVIRONMENT 

Beach ridge- ° 
backshore 

1m 

2m _ 

Foreshore to 
upper shoreface 

3m _ 

4m~_ 

Middle to 5m . 
lower shoreface 

6m _ 

7m _ 
Lower shoreface 
to transition 
zone 8m _ 

9m _ 

10m 4 
Transition zone 
to offshore 

11m 

12m -

Shallow shelf 

0-7.5* 

7.5-17.5* 

10' 

15' 
17.5-24.5' 

.20' ; 

24.5-34' 

25' 

30' 

34-42.5' 

.35' 

40' 

42.5-45* 

Date: 2-6-79 

Total Depth: 

45' (13.7 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION 

CD MARSH 
Ml TIDAL FLAT 
CD BEACH 
CD BEACH RIDGE 
ED MAINLAND 

KIAWAH ISLAflE^ 2 KM 

Tan oxidized, VF-F well sorted, clean qtz. sand; 
rooted; 0% shells. 

Lt. gray, VF-F, well sorted, clean qtz. sand; 
unfossiliferous; layers of heavy mineral sands; 
thin layers of shell fragments. 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-F well sorted silty sand; 
thin layers of silty-clay; large whole Mulinia, 
Donax valves. 

Dk. gray interbedded layers of cohesive silty 
clay and VF-F well sorted silty sand; large 
whole Mulinia, Donax, Spissula. 

Dk. gray, well sorted, compact silty sand to 
sandy clay; large whole Mulinia valves in layers; 
layers of silty clay and fragmented shells. 

Blue gray, bioclastic, poorly sorted F-C silty 
sand to sandy clay. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: KI-31 

Collar elev. (msl)+2' (0.61 m) 

Location: End of Boat Dock Rd. 
( E - E ' ) , on upper berm 

Drill Mode: Vib: 

S-S: 

Aug: 0-49' 

ENVIRONMENT 

Incipient 0m 
dune-backshore 

lm _ 

Foreshore- 2m _ 
upper shoreface 

3m . 
Middle to 
lower shoreface 

4m . 

5m 

6m _ 

7m _ 

Lower shore- 8m . 
face to transi
tion * 

9m 

Shallow 
shelf 

10m _ 

11m -

12m -

0 - 5 . 5 ' 

5" 
5 . 5 - 1 3 ' 

10" 
13-26 ' 

15' 

.20 ' 

25' 
26-34' 

30' 

34-49* 

.35' 

• 40' 

Dote: 2-7-79 

Total Depth: 

4 9 ' (14 .9 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION 

Tan-It. gray, VF-F well sorted, clean oxidized, 
clean qtz. snad; rooted at surface; rare shell 
frags.; heavy mineral layers. 

Lt. gray, VF-F clean, well sorted qtz. sand; 
heavy mineral layers; few whole shells in 
layers, Mulinia; shells mostly fragmented. 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-F well sorted, silty qtz. sand; 
20% silt and clay; thin layers of interbedded 
silty sand and silty clay; numerous whole shells: 
Mulinia, Donax, Spissula. 

Med.-dk. gray, loosely-packed, cohesive silty clay; 
thin to thick layers of clay and shell hash; few 
articulated Mulinia; large whole Anadara, Spissula. 

Lt. blue-gray, poorly sorted bioclastic VF-C silty 
sand to silty clay; high percent of qtz. and lime peb
bles; shells mostly fragmented, few whole phosphatized 
(black) Mulinia, Anadara; rare fragments of coral 
("shallow shelf" mollusc assemblage); 

BOTTOM (at 49') 



bLeiSi KI-32 

Collar elev. (msl) +5 (1.5 m) 

Location: Minto Point 

Drill Mode: Vib: 

S-S: 

Aug: 0-40' 

ENVIRONMENT 

(Soil pro- 0 
file A&B 
horizons) 

lm _ 

(Progradational) 
Barrier 2 m -
sands 

3m _ 

Shallow 4m 

shelf (upper 
offshore) 

5m _ 
Shallow shelf 
(lower off
shore) 6m 

Shallow 
7m _ 

shelf (upper 
offshore) 

8m 
Shallow shelf 
(lower offshore) 

9m 

10m _ 

11m _ 

12m -

0 - 4 ' 

4 -8 ' 
5" 

8-12.5 ' 
• 10' 

12.5-18* 

. 15' 

18-24' 

.20" 

24-28' 

25' 

28-40' 

30' 

35' 

40' 

Date: 2-7-79 

Total Depth: 

40' (12.2 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION 

Orange-brown VF-C, clean, well sorted oxidized 
qtz. sand; well developed, rooted A horizon in 
upper half of section. 

Green-gray VF-F, clean, well sorted qtz. sand; 
high percent of micas and heavy minerals; few 
fragmented shells (some leached). 

Orange-brown, oxidized F-M qtz sand; 10-20% silt 
and clay; high percent of angular qtz. pebbles 
and VC grains. 

Dk. blue-gray, dense, compact cohesive clay; few 
whole Mulinia, Oliva. 

Lt. blue-gray, limey bioclastic, poorly sorted 
silty sand to silty clay; shells mostly frag
mented; few whole Oliva, Turitella; high percent 
of qtz. and lime pebbles. 

Green-gray dense, compact clay; thin layers of 
silty sand; few whole Mulinia. 

Blue-gray bioclastic, interbedded layers of co
hesive silty clay and poorly sorted VF-M silty 
sand; high percent of lime and qtz. pebbles and 
VC grains; shells fragmented, whelks, Dinocardium. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: KI-33 

Collar e lev . (msl)+o. ( 0 # 6 1 m ) 

Location: NE end of Kiawah 
S p i t (upper berm) 

Drill Mode: Vib: 

S-S: 

Aug: o-4Q} 

ENVIRONMENT 

Foreshore 0 • 
(spit platform) 

lm _ 

2m 
Inlet channel-
fill 

3m _ 

Upper to middle 
shoreface 4m . 

Middle to 5m 
lower shoreface 

6m _ 

Lower shoreface 
to transition^ 

8m 
Estuarine bay-
tidal" flat 

9m 

Shallow s h e l f 

10m 

11m -

12m -

• 0 - 7 ' 

- 5' 

7 -10 ' 

- 10' 

1 0 - 1 6 ' 

15" 
1 6 - 2 2 . 5 ' 

20' 

22.5-27.5' 

25' 

27.5-33' 

• 30' 
33-40' 

35' 

40' 

Date: 2-8-79 

Total Depth: 

4 0 ' (12 .2 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION 

'CD MARSH 
Ml TIDAL FLAT 
CD BEACH 0 
CD BEACH RIDGE 

Tan-It. gray, VF-F well sorted, clean qtz. sand; 
thin layers of heavy minerals; few shell frag
ments, Mulinia, Donax. 

Lt. gray, VF-F, well sorted qtz. sand; thin layers 
of F-M poorly sorted, silty qtz. sand and frag
mented shell hash; tew whole Mulinia; frags, of 
Chione, Dinocardium. 

Lt.-med. gray, well sorted clean qtz. sand; thin 
layers (laminae?) of silty sand; high percent of 
heavy minerals; few whole shells, Mulinia, Donax. 

Med.--dk. gray, VF-F, well sorted silty qtz. sand; 
few thin layers of si]ty clay; whole and fragmented 
shells, Mulinia, Spissula. 

Dk. gray, loosely-packed, cohesive silty sand to 
silty clay; layers of whole large Mulinia shells. 

Green-gray waxy, mottled, dense clay; thin layers 
of black F-M sand and leached Mulinia shells. 

Blue-gray bioclastic, dense, cohesive silty clay 
to clay; layers of poorly sorted silty sand and 
frag, shells; high percent of qtz. and lime pebbles. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: K I - 3 4 

Collar elev. (msl) +2' (0.61m) 

Location: SW t i p of Kiawah 
s p i t (upper berm) 

Drill Mode: Vib:0-16' 

S-S: 

Aug: 0-40' 

ENVIRONMENT 

Foreshore 0 
spit platform 

lm 

Inlet 
channel 
fill 

2m _ 

3m .. 

4m _ 

Middle to 
lower 
shoreface 

Lower shore-
face to 
transition 

Transg. Lag 

5m _ 

6m 

7m _ 

8m _ 

9m 

Estuarine bay/ 
tidal flat 

10m 
Shallow shelf 

11m 

12m -

0 - 4 ' 

5' 
4 - 1 1 . 5 ' 

10' 

• 15' 

1 1 . 5 - 2 1 ' 

.20' 

2 1 - 2 7 . 5 ' 

• 25' 

2 7 . 5 - 2 9 ' 

-30" 
2 9 - 3 3 ' 

33 -38 ' 
.35' 

38 -40 ' 

-40' 

Bate: 2-8-79 

Total Depth: 
40 ' (12 .2 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION 

Tan-It. gray, VF-F well sorted, clean qtz. sand; few 
thin layers of whole and fragmented Mulinia shells; 
low angle planar crossbeds; antidune? bedding; bur
rowed (Callianassa). 

Tan-It. gray, VF-F, mod. well sorted, slightly silty 
qtz. sand; thin layers of silty sand and minutely 
fragmented shells in upper half; thick layers of 
whole and fragmented Mulinia in a poorly sorted, 
F-M sand in lower half; numerous low and high angle 
planar crossbeds; mud drapes (flaser beds?) of 
organic silty-clay, wood frags, and peat balls. 

Med.-dk. gray VF-F, well sorted silty sand; rare 
thin laminae and laminae sets of silty clay; numerous 
whole Mulinia, Spissula, Donax; extensively burrowed 
(Callianassa?). 

Dk. gray, interbedded layers of cohesive, loosely-
packed silty clay and well sorted silty sand; 
layers of large whole Mulinia and Spissula; large 
frags, of Anadara, whelks. 

Lt. gray limey, poorly sorted, F-C silty sand to 
silty-clay and shell hash. 

Green-gray waxy, dewatered, mottled clay; thin 
layers of leached Mulinia and silty sand. 

Blue-gray bioclastic cohesive, dense silty clay; 
high percent of lime and quartz pebbles; large 
frags, of echinoids and whelks. 

Dk. blue-gray dense, fossiliferous sandy clay; 
layers of poorly sorted F-C silty sand and shell. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: KI-35 Dote: 5-10-79 

Collar elev. (msl) +2 (0.61 m) Total Depth: 

Location* c • , f W (10 .7 m) 
LOcaTion. approx . »5 mi . e a s t of 
K I - 1 (upper berm) 

Drill Mode: Vib: Logged By: 

S-S: T-M-

Aug: 0-45' 

ENVIRONMENT 

Beach ridge 0 
backshore 

1m _ 

Foreshore to 
upper 2m _ 
shoreface 

3m _ 

4m — 

Middle to 
lower 
shoreface 

5m -

6m 

7m _ 

Lower shore-
face to 
transition 

8m _ 

9m . 

Transition 
to offshore 

10m . 
Estuarine bay/ 
t i d a l f l a t 

Urn . 
23,920 + 840 BP 

12m . 

Shallow shelf 

0 - 5 ' 

5 ' - 1 5 ' 

10' 

1 5 ' - 2 5 ' 

20' 

2 5 ' - 3 0 ' 

- 3 0 ' - 3 4 ' 

3 4 - 4 1 ' 

.35' 

3 9 - 4 1 ' 

-40' 

41 -45 ' 

DESCRIPTION 'KTAWAnisTATlDl 
W ^ — — I Mil I.., M f M C T M — ^ f | 

CD MARSH 
S TIDAL FLAT 
• BEACH 
CD BEACH RIDGE 
ED MAINLAND 

0 2 KM 

Tan-It. gray, VF-F clean, well sorted, qtz. sand; 
rooted in upper portion. 

Lt. gray, VF-F clean, well sorted qtz. sand; thin 
layers of heavy mineral sands (crossbeds?); rare 
shell frags, Mulinia, Donax. 

Lt.-med. gray VF-F, well sorted, slight silty qtz. 
sand; thin layers of silty sand to silty clay; 
whole large Mulinia, Donax. 

Med. gray, VF-F well sorted, silty qtz. sand; 
layers of silty clay and whole Mulinia; few 
whole Anadara, Spissula. 

Med.-dk. gray, loosely packed, cohesive silty 
clay; layers of whole, articulated Mulinia. 

Dk. green-gray, waxy, mottled dense clay; leached 
Mulinia shells; thin layers of brown-gray silty 
sand. 

Thick layer of peaty clay and wood fragments. 

Blue-gray, poorly sorted cohesive, dense bio
clastic silty sand to silty clay. 

BOTTOM (at 45') 



Hole: KI-36 Dote: 8-1-79 

Col lar elev. (msl) +4 (1.2 m) Total Depth: 

Location: Shulbred Ridge 3 0 ' ( 9 , 1 m ) 

(E-E') 

Dri l l Mode: Vib: 0-6 ' (1.8 m) Logged By. 

S-S: T.M. 

Aug: 0-30' (9 .1 m) 

ENVIRONMENT 

Soil profile-0 ' 
A&B horizon 
(vegetated lm 

beach ridge) 

Foreshore/ 2m 
backshore 
(barrier sands) 

3m 

Washover sands 
4m 

Estuarine 
bay to 
"open sound"6 

5m 

m _ 

Shallow shelf 
(upper and 
lower offshore) 

8m _ 

9m _ 

10m _ 

11m _ 

12m _ 

0-3* 

5' 
3-10' 

. 10' 

10-12' 

• 15" 

12-22' 

.20' 

22-26.5' 

• 25' 

26.5-30' 

• 30' 

35' 

• 40' 

DESCRIPTION 

Dk. brown, VF-C, poorly sorted, organic rich, 
slightly loamy qtz. sand; extensively rooted 
(Palmetto and Pine); thin layer of fragmented 
white, leached shell material. 

Tan-yellow, VF-VC bimodally sorted, clean qtz. 
sand; high percent of heavy minerals and micas; . 
0% shell material; graded bedded units of F-VC 
clean qtz. sand fining upward to VF-C poorly 
sorted sand; F-pebbly basal lag. 

Green-gray, VF-M med. well sorted, silty sand 
and shell; shells fragmented and leached (Mulinia, 
Ensis, Anadara); shell lag at base. 

Dk. blue-gray compact, dense cohesive silty sand 
to silty clay; few fragmented shells; interbedded 
layers of well sorted VF-C silty sand and dense 
silty clay. 

Lt. blue-gray cohesive, bioclastic, poorly sorted 
silty-sand to silty clay; large fragmented shells 
(Anadara, Mercenaria); shark's tooth; large whole 
black Mulinia; high percent of qtz. and lime pebbles, 

Brown-gray - blue-gray dense, compact clay; few 
leached Mulinia shells in layers. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: KI-37 Date: 8-2-79 

Collar elev. (msl) + sVn is m\ Total Depth: 

Location: Kiawah Spit 

Drill Mode: Vib: 0-10' 

S-S: 

Aug: 0-35' 

ENVIRONMENT 

Foreshore: o 
(inlet margin 
or spit 
platform) 1m _ 

2m 

Inlet channel-
fill 

3m _ 

Middle to 4m 

lower shoreface 

5m -

Lower shore- 6 m 

face to 
transition 

7m 
Estuarine bay/ 
tidal flat 

Shallow 

8m _ 

shelf 
9m _ 

10m _ 

11m -

12m -

0- 7.5' 

5' 

7.5-10.5'' 

10' 

10.5-20' 

15" 

20' -23' 

23-
25' 

26-35' 
30' 

35' 

• 40' 

35' (10.7 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M 

DESCRIPTION 

Tan-It. gray, VF-F well sorted, clean qtz. sand; 
numerous low angle, widely spaced planar cross-
beds or flat beds of heavy mineral sands; chevron 
crossbedding (collapsed Callianassa burrow); anti
dune bedding in upper section; pelecypod burrows; 
rare shell frags. 

Lt. gray, VF-M poorly sorted silty qtz. sand; low 
angle planar and trough crossbeds of shell frags, 
and silty sand; rare whole small Donax, jflulinia; 
thin basal lag of F-VC silty-sand and shell frags. 

Med. gray, VF-F well sorted, silty qtz. sand; few 
whole Mulinia, Anadara, Donax. 

Dk. gray, loosely-packed, cohesive, interbedded 
layers of well sorted silty sand and silty-clay; large 
whole Mulinia, Spissula. 

Brown-gray to green-gray, dense compact, mottled 
clay; thin frags, of wood and sandy peat; leached 
Mulinia shells. 

Lt. blue-gray, limey cohesive, compact bioclastic, 
interbedded silty-sand and silty-clay; poorly 
sorted; shells fragmented; rare whole Nassarius 
and Oliva. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: KI-38 

Collar elev. (msl)-f-l' (0.3 m) 

Location: Kiawah Spit 

Drill Mode: Vib: 0-12* 

S-S: 

Aug: 0-30' 

Date: 8-3-79 

Total Depth: 

30' (9.1 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

ENVIRONMENT 

Foreshore 0 • 
(spit platform) 

1m _ 

Flood mar- 2 m -
ginal "inactive" 
channel-fill 

3m _ 

Active inlet 
channel-fill 4m _ 

Mid-lower 
shoreface 

5m -

6m 

Lower shoreface 
to transition^ . 

Estuarine °m -
bay/tidal flat 

9m _ 

10m _-

11m _ 

12m -

0-8' 

5' 

8-12* 

10' 

12-18' 

15' 

18-20.5' 

20' 

20.5-24.5' 

25' 

24.5-30* 

.30' 

35' 

• 40' 

DESCRIPTION 

Tan-It. gray, VF-F well sorted, clean qtz. sand; 
numerous high-low angle planar crossbeds; few 
thin layers of whole and frag, shells; rare anti
dune bedding near top; Callianassa burrow near 
top (collapsed). 

Lt.-med. gray VF-F clean, well sorted, slightly 
silty qtz. sand; numerous thin layers of frag
mented and whole shells; few whole Mulinia, Donax, 
Anomia; several large to small burrows (Callianassa?) 

Lt. gray VF-C, poorly sorted, silty qtz. sand and 
shell; fining upward sequence; large shell frags, 
of Mulinia, Anomia, Donax in layers; high percent 
of VC pebbly lime and qtz. grains. 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-F well sorted, silty qtz. 
whole large Mulinia, Donax. 

sand; 

Med.-dk. gray, loosely packed, cohesive silty-sand 
to silty-clay (interbedded); numerous whole Mulinia, 
Spissula, Anadara, Dinocardium. 

Dk. brown-gray dense, compact, dewatered clay; 
green-gray mottling; large whole leached, yellow 
Mulinia shells; frags, of oxidized wood or peat. 



Hole: KI-39 

Collar elev. (msl) +5' (1.5 m) 

Location: approx. 200 m S. of 
I n t . of 10 Mi. & Boat Dock 

Drfll ASTcfeV Vib: 0 - 7 * 

S-S: 

Aug: 0-35' 

ENVIRONMENT 

Beach ridge- ° 
soil profile 

lm _ 

Backshore 

2m _ 

Foreshore to 
upper shore- 3m _ 
face 

Middle to 4m _ 

lower shoreface 

5m -

Lower shoreface 
to transition 

6m _ 

7m _ 

Estuarine bay/ 
tidal flat 9m J 

Erosional 
surface 

8m _ 

10m _ 

11m -

12m -

0-2' 

2r4.5' 

-lo'5"10' 

10-18' 

• 15' 

18-27' 

.20' 

25' 

27-35' 

30' 

35" 

• 40" 

Date: 8-3-79 

Total Depth: 

35' (10.7 m) 

Logged By. 

T.M 

DESCRIPTION 

KIAWAH IbLANU |---

CD MARSH 
mm TIDAL FLAT 
CZ3 BEACH 
CU BEACH RIDGE 

2 K 

Tan-dk brown VF-F, well sorted, slightly silty-
sand to sandy loam; extensively rooted (Palmetto, 
Pine); well developed A horizon. 

Tan-It. brown VF-F, clean, well sorted, qtz. sand; 
extensive rooting and root mottling at top; thin 
bidirectional, low angle planar or flat beds at 
base; Ocypode burrows. 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-F, well sorted clean qtz. sand; 
numerous unidirectional, low angle planar and 
trough crossbeds; r a r e shell frags. 

Med. gray VF-F, well sorted, silty qtz. sand; high 
percent shell material; whole Donax, Cancellaria, 
Mulinia, Turitella. 

Med.-dk. gray, loosely compacted, interbedded silty-
sand and silty-clay; layers of fragmented shells 
and cohesive silty-clay toward base; large whole 
Mulinia, Spissula, Donax; basal lag of silty-sand 
and shell hash. 

Green-gray compact, dense, mottled clay; thin layers 
of black (oxidized?) silty-sand; whole small black 
Mulinia; upper section (28-30') is a reworked, co
hesive limey clay. 



Hole: KI-40 Date: 10-3-79 

Collar elev. (msl) J.1 o rn Aft m\ Total Depth: 

Location: Eas t of KI -15 , 
upper berm. 

Drill Mode: Vib: 

S-S: 

Aug: 0-45' 

ENVIRONMENT 

o • 
Backshore 

Foreshore to 1m -
upper shoreface 

2m . 

3m _ 
Middle to 
lower 
shoreface 4m _ 

5m -

6m _ 

7m 

8m _ 

Lower shore-9m 
face to 
transition 

10m 4 
Shallow shelf 
(upper off
shore) 11m _ 

12m 

Lower o f f s h o r e 

0 - 1 ' 

1-14' 

5' 

10' 
14-29 ' 

15' 

20' 

25' 

2 9 ' 3 4 ' 
30' 

3 4 - 4 1 ' 
35' 

40' 
4 1 - 4 5 ' 

45 ' (13 .7 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M 

DESCRIPTION I K'AWAH I5LAKID[ 

CD MARSH 
Ml TIDAL FLAT 
CD BEACH 
CU BEACH RIDGE 
ED MAINLAND 

2 KM 

Lt. gray-tan, VF-F well sorted, clean qtz. sand; 
high percent of heavy minerals; rooting. 

Lt. gray-tan, well sorted VF-F, clean qtz. sand; 
layers of heavy mineral sands (crossbeds?); rare 
shell frags .v 

Lt-med. gray, VF-F well sorted, silty qtz. sand; 
high percent of heavy minerals and micas; frag
mented and whole Mulinia, Donax, Spissula; rare 
thin layers of silty clay. 

Dk. gray, cohesive, loosely packed, interbedded 
silty-saiid and silty-clay; layers of silty-sand 
and shell; many whole large Mulinia, Spissula. 

Lt. blue-gray, bioclastic poorly sorted, VF-VC 
silty-sand and shell hash; high percent of qtz. 
and lime pebbles. 

Blue gray to green gray, dense compact clay; 
layers of silty-sand and Mulinia shells. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: Kl-41 Date: 3-14-80 

Collar elev. (msl) J.1 t̂ r n L& m) T o tal Depth: 

Location: approx. 150 m NE of 40' (12.2 m) 
KI-16, upper berm 

Drill Mode: Vib: Logged By: 

S-S: T.M. 

Aug: o-40' (12.2 m) 

ENVIRONMENT 

Foreshore 
( sp i t p l a t 
form) im _ 

2m . 

Inlet channel-
fill 

Upper to 
middle 
shoreface 

3m „ 

4m 

5m -

6m _ 

Middle to 
lower 7m _ 
shoreface 

8m 
Lower shore-
face to 
transition 9m 

Shallow 
shelf 10m 

Urn _ 

12m -

DESCRIPTION 

MARSH 
L ^ TIDAL FLAT 
CD BEACH 
CD BEACH RIDGE 
ED MAINLAND 

klAWAH ISLAKJ6]_ 2 KM 

0- 8.5' 

5' 

Tan-It. gray VF-f, well sorted, clean qtz. sand; 
thin layers of heavy mineral sands and fragmented 
shell material. 

8.5-12.5' Tan, F-M, poorly sorted, slightly silty qtz. sand; 
10" fining upward sequence; high percent of fragmented 

shell material and VC qtz. grains; high percent 
of heavy minerals. 

12.5-22.5' Med. gray, VF-F, well sorted, qtz. sand; slightly 
15' silty toward base; thin layers of silty-sand and 

heavy minerals; few whole Mulinia, Spissula. 

20' 

22.5-27.5' 

25' 

27.5-34' 

• 30' 

34-38' 

35' 

38-40' 

• 40' 

Med.-dk. gray, well sorted, silty qtz. sand; thin 
layers of silty-clay; few whole Mulinia, Mercenaria 
frags. 

Dk. gray, loosely packed, cohesive, well sorted, 
interbedded silty-sand and silty-clay; numerous 
large whole Mulinia (in layers) & Mercenaria. 

Green-gray to blue-gray, dense compact clay; dk. 
green mottling; numerous yellow (leached) Mulinia 
shells; thin layers of F-VC silty-sand and shell 
hash. 

Blue-gray, F-VC compact, dense,poorly sorted, 
bioclastic silty to sandy clay. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: KI-42 

Collar elev. (msl) 0' (0.0 m) 

Location: B a s s P o n d Roaci Dike 

Drill Mode: Vib: 0-18.5' 

S-S: 

Aug: 18.5-33' 

ENVIRONMENT 

Brackish u ~ 
pond 

High marsh 1m _ 
cap 

Barrier 2m _ 
sands 
("washovers") 

Washover sands ~ 

4m _ 

Interbedded 5 m -
washovers & 
tidal flat 

6m _ 

Estuarine 
bay/tidal 7 m -
flat 

8m _ 

Estuarine 9 m -
bay/tidal 
flat 

10m _ 

Shallow shelf 

Urn -

12m -

~ 0-1 

1-1.5' 

- 5' 
1.5-6' 

- 10" 
6-7.5' 

15' 

7.5-9' 

-20' 

9-11' 

- 25' 

11-21' 

-30' 

21-29' 

29-33' 
-35" 

-40' 

Bsiej 4-19-so 

Total Depth: 

33' (10.1 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION 

Black anoxic VF-F, clean qtz. sand; high percent 
of organics, wood, roots, stems; burrowed. 

Dk. brown silty to sandy clay; Spartina roots. 

Tan-It. gray, interbedded layers of VF-M & F-VC 
bimodally sorted clean qtz. sand; graded bedding; 
0% shell; rooted surface; low-high angle planar 
crossbeds. 

Lt. gray, bimodally sorted F-C silty qtz. sand; 
layers of. shell hash; graded bedding; planar or 
flat beds of heavy minerals. 

Dk. green-gray, mod. well sorted, VF-F-silty qtz. 
sand; wavy bedded layers of silty-clay; burrowed; 
low angle planar bedded layers of silty-sand and 
shell; cemented patches. 

Green-gray VF-C, poorly sorted silty qtz. sand 
and shell hash; mostly whole large Mulinia, 
Spissula, Anadara; many black phosphatized 
shells. 

Dk. gray to blue-green gray, dense compact clay; 
numerous thin layers to laminae of silty-sand; 
extensively burrowed; wavy and flaser bedded. 

Brown-gray to green-gray dense, compact clay; 
rare whole Mulinia (leached); wood fragments. 

Blue-gray cohesive, bioclastic silty-clay. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: KI-43 

Collar elev. (mslLn. ( 0 > 3 m ) 

Location: Bass Pond Rd. 
Dike (E-E') 

Drill Mode: Vib: 0-17' 

S-S: 

Aug: 0-33' 

ENVIRONMENT 

Brackish ° 
pond 

High and 1r 

low marsh 

Oyster reef/ 
tidal flat 

Point bar/ 
channel/fill 

2m _| 

3m 4 

4m 

Inactive 5 m 

channel-fill 

Active 6m 
channel-fill 

7m 4 

Estuarine 8m J 
bay/tidal 
flat 

9m _] 

Estuarine 
channel-fill. 

10m 4 

Shallow shelf 
11m -

12m -

Date: 4-20-8O 

Total Depth: 

33 ' (10.1 m) 

Logged By. 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION 

0-1' 

1-3.5' 

5'. 

3.5-8.5' 

10' 
8.5-11.5' 

15" 
11.5-14.5' 

.20' 

14.5-15.5* 

25' 
15.5-26.5' 

30' 
26.5-32' 

32-33' 
.35' 

Tan-It. gray VF-F, clean, well sorted qtz. sand; 
rooted; high percent of organics (stems, leaves). 

Dk. brown compact, silty to sandy clay; rooted 
(Spartina); burrowed (Uca pugnax) 

Dk. gray-black cohesive, clay to silty clay; nu
merous large whole Crassostrea (in situ), Illyanassa, 
mussels. 

Lt.-dk. gray, fining upward sequence of VF-M silty-
sands to silty clays; shell lag at base; burrowed 
extensively; lenticular bedding; rafted peat and 
wood fragments at top. 

Dk. brown-black, dense compact, clay to silty-clay; 
high percent of rafted Spartina, wood and peat 
frags; extensively burrowed; lenticular bedding; 
whole Crassostrea, Illyanassa. 

Fining upward sequence VF-M clean, mod. well sorted 
qtz. sand; basal lag of VC-pe.bbly sand. 

Green-gray to brown-gray, compact dewatered, dense 
clay; mottled; wood and rafted peat frags; numerous 
sand-filled burrows; laminae of silty-sand. 

Grey-brown, fining upward sequence of VF-C, well 
sorted qtz. sand and shell frags. 

Blue-gray, bioclastic, poorly sorted, silty-sand 
to silty-clay. 

BOTTOM 

40' 



Hole: KI-44 

Collar elev. (msl) +5 (1.5 m) 

Location: I n t . of vanderHorst 
& Boat Dock Rds (E-E') 

Drill Mode: Vib: o-13' 

S-S: 

Aug: 13-40' 

ENVIRONMENT 

Beach ridge/° 
backshore 

1m _ 

Foreshore to 
upper 2 m -
shoreface 

Storm deposit, 
om — 

4m -| 
Middle to 

lower shoreface 
5m . 

Lower shoreface 
to transition 

Estuarine bay/ 
tidal flat 7m 

25,035 B.P. 
(peat & wood)Bm 

9m _ 

Shallow 
shelf i0m 

11m 

12m 

0- 5' 

5-10.5' 

10' 

12 
15' 

17-

20' 

22 

. 5 -

. 5 -

-22 

. 5 -

•12 . 

-17' 

>.5' 

•32' 

5 ' 

25' 

30' 
32-40' 

35' 

40' 

Date: 4-2O-8O 

Total Depth: 

40' (12.2 m) 

Logged By. 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION 

CD MARSH 
S TIDAL FLAT 
CD BEACH • 0 
CD BEACH RIDGE 

2 KM 

Tan-It. brown, VF-F well sorted, clean qtz. 
sand; bidirectional high to low angle planar 
crossbeds; rooting and root mottling. 

Lt. gray, VF-F well sorted, clean qtz. sand; 
numerous high to low angle planar and trough 
crossbeds; antidune bedding; rare shell frags. 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-M, poorly sorted silty-sand; 
thin layers of F-M sand and shell hash; upper 
surface brrrowed extensively; coarse lag at base. 

Med. gray, VF-F well sorted silty qtz. sand; thin 
layers of silty-clay; burrowed (Callianassa); 
large whole Donax, Mulinia. 

Med.-dk. gray, interbedded layers of silty-sand and 
silty-clay; numerous whole shells Mulinia in layers; 
F-C basal lag of sand and shell. 

Green gray-brown gray; dense compact clay; laminae 
of silty-sand and leached Mulinia shells; mottled; 
low percent of peat and wood frags. 

Blue-gray dense, compact, bioclastic, poorly sorted, 
F-M silty sand to silty-clay; high percent qtz. and 
lime pebbles. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: KI-45 

Collar elev. (msl)15t ( 0 4 6 m ) 

Location: a pp r ox. 100 m NE 
of KI-15 (upper berm) 

Drill Mode: Vib: 

S-S: 

Aug: 0-40' (12.2 

Date: 5-11-80 

Total Depth: 
40 (12.2 m) 

Logged By. 

T.M. 

ENVIRONMENT 

Foreshore 

(spit 
platform) lm _ 

Inlet 
channel-fill 

2m _ 

3m _. 

Upper to 
middle 
shoreface 

Middle to 

lower 
shoreface 

4m _ 

5m -

6m 

7m _ 

Lower 
shoreface to 
transition 

8m 

9m 

10m 

Shallow 
shelf 

11m _ 

12m 

m) 

DESCRIPTION 

C U MARSH 
Ml TIDAL FLAT 
CI3 BEACH 
CU BEACH RIDGE 
ED MAINLAND 

kUWAH ISLANTJ| 2 KM 

0- 8.5' 

5' 

8.5-11' 

10' 

11-16.5' 

15' 
16.5-27.5' 

20' 

Tan-It. gray, VF-F clean, well sorted, qtz. sand; 
thin layers of heavy mineral sands (planar cross-
beds?); rare shell frags. 

Lt. gray, F-M, poorly sorted qtz. sand; slightly 
silty; thin layers of heavy mineral sands and 
fragmented shells; rare,angular VC-pebbly qtz. 
grains. 

Lt. med. gray, VF-F clean, well sorted, slightly 
silty qtz. sand; rare shell frags. 

Med.-dk. gray, VF-F well sorted silty qtz. sand; 
rare thin layers of silty clay; numerous large 
whole Mulinia, Spissula, Donax. 

25' 
27.5-34' 

30' 

34-38' 

.35' 

38-40' 

• 40' 

Dk. gray, loosely compacted, cohesive interbedded 
silty-sand and silty-clay; numerous large whole 
Mulinia, Anadara. 

Green-gray to blue gray, dense compact, mottled, 

leached clay; numerous whole leached Mulinia. 

Blue-gray dense, compact, bioclastic, poorly 
sorted silty to sandy clay. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: RPI *8' 

Collar elev. (msl)+l' (0.3 m) 

Location: Shulbred Ridge 
new boat landing 

Drill Mode: Vib: 0-19' 

S-S: 

Aug: 

ENVIRONMENT 

P-Ojej 4/79 

Total Depth: 

19' (5.8 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION 

Tidal flat & ° " 
beach ridge 

1m _ 
Foreshore/ 
backshore 
(Washovers) 2m _ 

Sandy tidal 
flat 3 m " 

Diagenetic cap 

Estuarine 5 m 

bay/tidal flat 

6m _ 

7m _ 

8m _ 

9m _ 

10m _ 

11m . 

12m -

- 0 - 2 

2 - 8 ' 
- 5' 

- A - - 1 0 ' 

10 - 11 

- 15" 

11.5* -

-20' 

- 25' 

-30' 

_ 35" 

-40' 

Dk. brown, F-C, poorly sorted sr.lty qtz. sand; rooted; 
mottled; burrowed (Uca pugnax). 

Orange-brown, VF-VC, bimodally sorted, relatively 
clean qtz. sand; shells leached; low angle planar 
crossbeds or flat beds of heavy minerals; graded 
bedding. 

Green-brown, VF-F, well sorted silty qtz. sand; 
thin-thick layers of flat bedded silty-clay; thick 
layer of shell hash. 

,5' Partially cemented layer of fragmented shell hash 
in a silty sand matrix. 

19' Green-gray, dense dewatered, clay to silty-clay; 
thin layers of silty-sand; whole Mulinia valves 
in layers. 

BOTTOM 



Hole SI-1 Date:8-16-78 

Collar elev. (msl)+6' (1.8 m) Total Depth: 

Location: P r i v a t e e r Creek Road 34' (10.4 m) 

Drill Mode: Vib: 0-19' 

S-S: 19-34' 

Aug: 

ENVIRONMENT 

Beach r i d g e / 0 
dune 

lm _ 

Ponded swale 2m _ 

Washover 
3m 

Salt marsh/ 
tidal flat 4 m 

Upper-Mid 
shoreface 

5m 

6m _ 

Tidal flat 
to lagoon- 7 m 

fill 

8m _ 
Estuarine 
bay/tidal flat 

9m _ 

Erosional 
surface l 0 m 

11m -

12r 

7-9 ' 
™4--10,' 

0 -6 ' 

5' 
6-7' 

9-12' 

15' 

12-15.5 

.20' 

15 .5-21 ' 

25' 
21-33' 

30' 

33-34 ' 

35' 

40' 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION 

E 3 MARSH 
• TIDAL FLAT 
• BEACH 
C 3 BEACH RIDGE 
ED MAINLAND 

0 

Tan, VF-F, clean well sorted, quartz sand; exten
sively rooted; low angle, planar and trough cross-
beds. 

Dark brown, VF-F, well sorted, silty-sand; thin 
laminations of silty-clay/loam; rooted. 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-F, well sorted sand; large 
whole Mulinia, Donax, Anadara; low angle planar 
crossbeds. 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-F, well sorted sand interbedded 
with thin layers of silty-sand and clay; few whole 
and fragmented Crassostrea, Mulinia; Spartina roots. 

Med.-dk. gray, VF-F, well sorted sand; low angle, 
planar crossbeds; large, whole Mulinia, Donax, 
Spissula; extensive burrowing; coarse sand and 
shell basal lag. 

Dk. brown-black, compact silty-clay; laminae of 
silty-sand; rafted peat and Spartina roots; 
burrowed; brackish water diatoms. 

Dk.green-gray to blue-gray compact, waxy, mottled 
laminated silty-clay; laminae sets of tan, leached 
VF-F silty-sand; fragments of oxidized wood (roots) 
and peat in thin layers; brackish water diatoms. 

C-VC qtz. sand and shell lag; high percent of angular 
qtz. and lime pebbles; shells are angular, thick, 
phosphatized (black); Crassostrea, Mulinia, reworked 
Bryozoan. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: S I _ 2 

Collar elev. (msl)+6 (1.8 m) 

Location: Coon Hollow Rd. 

Drill Mode: Vib: 0-20' 

S-S: 20-38* 

Aug: 

ENVIRONMENT 

Beach r i d g e / 0 

dune 

1m _ 

Ponded 
swale 

2m 

3m _J-

Foreshore to 
uPP e r 4m 
shoreface 

Middle 5,,, 
shoreface 

i 

6m 

Mid-lower 
shoreface 7m 

8m _ 

Tidal f l a t 

9m _ 

Estuar ine bay/ 
t i d a l f l a t jom 

Erosional 11m 
surface 

12m _ 

0 - b ' 

5' 

6-7* 

10' 

7-14' 

15' 
14-16.5 ' 

.20' 
l b . 5 -22 ' 

25' 

22-26' 

• 30' 
26-37' 

35' 

3 7 - 3 8 ' 

• 40' 

Pj9l^8-16-78 

Total Depth: 

38* (11.6 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION 

Tan-It. gray, VF-F oxidized clean qtz. sand; high 
to low planar and trough crossbeds; rooted; burrows 
(Ocypode). 

Dark brown-black, sandy loam and clay with roots 
and stems. 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-F, well sorted clean quartz 
sand; low angle, closely spaced, planar crossbeds; 
thin layers of F-M sand and fragmented shells. 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-F, well sorted clean quartz sand; 
planar crossbeds, widely spaced; large whole shells, 
Mulinia, Donax; mud encased, sand-filled burrows 
(Callianassa?). 

Med.-dk. gray, VF-F, well sorted sand; numerous 
laminae sets of silty-sand; Donax, Mulinia, Spis
sula, echinoid plates; extensive burrowing (rounded, 
infilled by F-M sand; Callianassa). 

Dk. brown-black compact, silty-clay; rooted 
(Spartina); laminae of silty-sand. 

Dk. green-gray compact, waxy, mottled laminated 
clay; numerous laminae of tan, leeched, poorly 
sorted F-M sand; brackish water diatoms. 

VC, poorly sorted qtz. sand and shell lag; high 
percent of angular qtz. and lime pebbles; shells 
fragmented and black (phosphatized). 

BOTTOM 



Hole: s i - 3 

Collar elev. (msl)+7 (2 .1 m) 

Location: High Hammock Rd. 

Drill Mode: Vib: o-14* 

S-S: 14-37' 

Aug: 

ENVIRONMENT 

Beach ridge 
backshore 

Foreshore 
to upper 
shoreface 

Middle to 
lower 
shoreface 

Lower shore 
face to 
transition 

Estuarine 
bay/tidal 
flat 

7° 

1m _ 

2m _ 

3m _ 

4m _ 

5m -

6m _ 

7m _ 

8m _ 

9m _ 

10m _ 

11m . 

12m -

~ 0 / 

- 5' 

7-14' 

- 10' 

14-26.5' 

- 15' 

-20' 

- 25' 

26.5 - 3 

— 30' 

31-37* 

_ 35' 

-40' 

D q t e ; 8-17-78 

Total Depth: 

37 ' ( 1 1 . 3 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION 

Tan-It. brown, VF-F, well sorted, clean qtz. sand; 
bidirectional, high angle, planar and trough cross-
bedding; rooted. 

Lt.'-med. gray, VF-F, well sorted, clean qtz. sand; 
low angle, planar crossbeds (closely spaced); thin 
layers of F-M sand and fragmented shells; Mulinia 
(rare, small fragments). 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-F well sorted qtz. sand; low 
angle, planar crossbeds (widely spaced) of silty-
sand; Mulinia, Donax (whole, small); burrowed. 

31' Med.-dk. gray, VF-F, well sorted; laminae of silty-
sand to silty-clay; Mulinia, Donax, Olivella (whole, 
small); Echinoid plates. 

Dk. green-gray compact, waxy, mottled clay; inter
bedded with thin layers of light gray F-C, poorly-
sorted silty-sand and shell; angular qtz. and lime 
pebbles; shells are black (phosphotized); Mulinia, 
Pteromeris perplana (whole, small). 

BOTTOM 



Hole: SI-4 

Collor elev. (msl) 3 (.91 m) 

Location: Beachcomber Run 

Drill Mode: Vib: 0-10' 

S-S: 10-40' 

Aug: 

ENVIRONMENT 

Backshore w 

lm _ 
Foreshore to 
upper shore-
face 2|" -

3m _ 
Middle to 

lower shoreface 

4m _ 

5m -

6m _ 

Lower shoreface 
to transition7m 

8m _ 
Transg. lag 

Estuarine/ 9m 

bay lagoon 

10m _ 

11m _ 
Shallow 
shelf 

12m . 

- 0 - 3 ' 

3-11.5' 

- 5' 

- 10' 
11.5'-2 

- 15' 

20' 

23-27' 

- 25' 

27-38' 

28-35' 

-30' 

_ 35' 

35-40' 

-40" 

Tan-It. gray, VF-F well sorted, clean qtz. sand; 
high-low angle trough and planar crossbeds; rooted. 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-F, well sorted clean qtz. sand; 
low angle, bidirectional planar crossbeds (closely 
spaced); thin layers of F-M sand and shell frag
ments; Mulinia (small fragments). 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-F, well sorted, clean qtz.sand; 
low angle planar crossbeds of silty-sand (widely 
spaced); laminae of silty-sand and shell; Mulinia, 
Donax (whole, small) 

Dk. gray, saturated, loosely packed, silty-clay; 
laminae-sets of silty-sand and silty-clay; Mulinia, 
Donax, Cancellaria, Olivella (whole, common); burrowed. 

Basal lag of VC sand and shell fragments 

Dk. green-gray compact, waxy mottled clay; inter
bedded with thin layers of F-C, poorly sorted; 
silty-clay; large angular pebbles of qtz. and 
lime; Chione, Mulinia (large fragments). 

Basal lag of VC sand and shell frags, 
unconformity). 

(eros. 

Dk. blue-gray compact, saturated, poorly sorted, 
silty-clay; thin layers of angular lime pebbles 
and shell fragments; Mulinia, Chione, Crassostrea 
whelks (large fragments). 

BOTTOM 



Hole: SI-5 

Collar elev. (msp+y ( .91 m) 

Location: Beach Club 

Drill Mode: Vib: 0 -11.5 ' 

S_S: 11 .5-37 ' 

Aug: 

ENVIRONMENT 

Beach ridge- 0 " 
dune 

1m _ 
Foreshore to 
upper 
shoreface 2m _ 

Mid to lower 
shoreface 3 m -

4m _ 

5m . 

6m _ 

Lower shore-
face to 7 m -
transition 

8m _ 

9m _ 
Transg. lag 

10m _ 
Estuarine 
bay-tidal flat 

11m -

Shallow shelf 

12m -

« 

"" 0 - 3.5 

3.5-10' 

- 5' 

- 10'-21' 

- 15" 

-20' 

21-30' 

- 25' 

-30' -31 ' 

31-36' 

_ 35' 

'36-37' 

-40' 

Date: 8-20-78 

Total Depth: 

37 ' (11 .3 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M 

DESCRIPTION 

Tan, VF-F, well sorted clean qtz. sand; high angle 
trough crossbeds; thin layers of sandy loam; rooted. 

Lt. gray, VF-F well sorted clean qtz. sand; low angle 
trough & planar crossbeds; antidune bedding. 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-F, well sorted qtz. sand; low 
angle planar crossbeds of silty sand; laminae of 
silty-sand; Mulinia, Donax (small, whole); Chione, 
Dinocardium (large frags.). 

Med.-dk. gray, VF-F, well sorted silty-sand; 
laminae of silty-sand and silty-clay; Mulinia, 
Donax, Spissula (large, in layers); burrowed, 
(Callianassa). 

Lag of poorly sorted, F-VC, silty-sand and shell 
frags. 

Green-gray, dense compact clay; thin layers and 
laminae of tan, F-C, silty-sand. 

Lt. gray, poorly sorted, bioclastic, F-VC silty-
sand. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: SI-6 

Collar elev. (msl) +5« ( 1 . 5 m) 

Location: Amber jack Court 

Drill Mode: Vib: 0 _ 1 2 i 

S-S: 12-42' 

Aug: 

Date: 8-21-78 

Total Depth: 

42' (12.8 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

ENVIRONMENT 

Beach ridge/o 
backshore 

1m _ 

Foreshore 
to upper 
shoreface 

2m _ 

3m _ 

Mid to 
lower shoreface 

4m J 

5 i.i -

6m _. 

Lower shore-7 m 

face to 
transition 

8m 

Transg. lag 

9m _ 

Estuarine 
channel- iOm 
fill 

11m 
Shallow shelf 

12m _ 

r 0- 5' 

5'-13.5' 

10' 
13.5-23. 

DESCRIPTION 

Tan, VF-F, well sorted clean qtz. sand; high 
angle planar and trough crossbeds; rooted. 

Lt. gray, VF-F, well sorted, clean qtz;> sand; 
low angle planar crossbeds; thin layers of F 
sand, micas and shell frags, (antidune bedding); 
rare burrows. 

5' Lt.-med. gray, VF-F well sorted qtz. sand; laminae 
of silty sand and shell frags; Mulinia, Donax, 
Spissula (large, whole). 

- 15' 

.20' 

23.5-26.5' Med.-dk. gray, VF-F, well sorted silty-sand to 
silty-clay; laminae of silty-clay; burrowed. 

25' 

26.5-28' 

• 30' 

28-33.5' 

35' 

33.5-42' 

Lt. gray, F-C, poorly sorted silty qtz. sand and 
shell frags; qtz. pebbles. 

Tan-It. gray, VF-VC, poorly sorted limey sand and 
shell; high percent of angular qtz. and lime pebbles; 
thick layers of abraded shells and silty-sand; 
Mulinia, Sinum, Crassostrea, frags. 

Dk. gray, VF-C, poorly sorted, bioclastic silty-

• 40' 

sand to silty-clay qtz. pebbles, shells, 
fragmented; whole Oliva. 

BOTTOM 

black 



Hole: SI-7 

Collar elev. (msl)+6' (1.8 m) 

Location: Entrance to S t . 
Chr i s tophe r ' s Camp 

Drill Mode: Vib: 0-18* 

S-S: 18-42' 

Aug: 

ENVIRONMENT 

Beach ridge/ 0 
dune 

Ponded swale 1m _ 

Foreshore 
to upper 
shoreface 

2m . 

3m _-
Mid-shoreface 

4m _ 

Washover 
1,655 B.P. 5m -

Sandy tidal &m 

flat to 
point bar 

7m 

Tidal channel-
fill 8m 

Tidal flat 9m 

10m _ 
Shallow 
water "la
goon" fill 

Estuarine H m 

bay/tidal flat 

12m 

0 - 3 . 5 ' 

3.5-5 ' 

5" 
5-13' 

10' 

13-15' 

• 15' 
15-17.5 ' 

17 .5-23.5 ' 
.20' 

23.5-28.5' 
• 25' 

28.5-33' 
• 30' 

33-37.5' 

.35' 
37.5-42' 

40' 

Date: 8-21-78 

Total Depth: 

42' (12.8 m) 

Logged By. 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION 

Tan, VF-F, well sorted, clean qtz. sand; high 
angle trough and planar crossbeds; rooted. 

Dk. brown-black, loamy sand sand and silt; rooted; 
wood and plant frags. 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-F, well sorted, clean qtz. sand; 
low angle planar crossbeds; thin layers of F sand 
and shell frags; rare burrows (Callianassa). 

Med.-dk. gray, VF-F, well sorted sand; laminae of 
silty-sand; Mulinia, Donax, Diplodonta puntacta 
(whole); extensively burrowed (Callianassa). 

Lt. gray, interbedded layers of VF-F sand and silty-
clay; Spartina and wood frags; burrowed. 

Dk. green-gray, VF-F, well sorted; thin layers of 
dk. brown-black, organich-rich silty-clay; numerous 
hollow (Diapatra?) burrows encased in mud and ce
mented shells; Mulinia, Tagelus. 

Dk. green-gray, VF-C, poorly sorted qtz. sand & 
shell frags; qtz. and lime pebbles; Mulinia, 
Crassostrea, Donax, Chione (frag., angular, abraded). 

Dk. gray-brown, VF-F, silty-sand interbedded with 
thin layers of silty-clay; flaser to wavy bedded. 

Dk. gray-brown, dense silty-clay interbedded with 
thin layers of silty-sand; thick layers of Cras
sostrea (whole). 

Dark gray, compact mottled clay; laminae of oxidized 
wood and silty-sand; brackish water diatoms. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: S I - 8 

Collar elev. (msO+A'n ? m) 

location: 

S t . C h r i s t o p h e r ' s Camp 

Drill Mode: Vib: 0 - l 3 » 

S-S: 13-42' 

Aug: 

ENVIRONMENT 

Beach ridge/o 
backshore 

1m _ 

Ponded 
swale 

2m 

Foreshore to 
upper shore-Si" _ 
face 

Middle to ^m 

lower 
shoreface 

5 M -

6m 
Tidal flat/ 
oyster reef 

7m 

im _ 

9m _ 

Shallow water 
lagoon-fill 

10m _ 

11m _ 

Estuarine 
bay/tidal 
flat 

12m 

0 - 6 ' 

5' 
6 - 7 ' 

7 -13 ' 

10' 

1 3 - 2 1 ' 

15' 

.20' 
21-32 ' 

25' 

30" 
32-39 ' 

35' 

39-42 ' 

-40' 

Date: 8-22-78 

Total Depth: 

42 ( 1 2 . 8 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M 
C^'^^tJsZ. 
NS^irfiil 

'• v ^ 
&§ip 

J&~ -<£ 

o \ fy / 

^ -rf^ 

v& iW 

1&!$Mry *^^ 

LM& 
'"cSssSzy 

* (*fpOsi~jf* 

^ > 

<S E 3 MARSH I 
• TIDAL fLAT ' 
CT) BEACH J 
C 3 BEACH RIDGE 1 
C 3 MAINLAND • 

0 2km DESCRIPTION 

Tan-It. gray, VF-F, well sorted, clean qtz. 
sand; low angle planar and trough crossbeds; 
rooted. 

Dk. brown-black, silty-loam and clay; rooting. 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-F, well sorted sand; low angle 
planar crossbeds; layers of F sand and shell frags; 
burrowed; Mulinia, Donax (rare, fragmented). 

Lt.med. gray, VF-F, well sorted qtz. sand; low 
angle planar crossbeds; laminae of silty-sand, 
Donax, Mulinia (small, whole); Chione, Anadara 
(frags.). 

Dk. gray-brown, saturated cohesive, silty to sandy 
clay; thick layers of Crassostrea (whole, large, in 
situ, articulated). 

4,055 B.P. (Crassostrea) 

Dk. brown compact, dense, dry silty-clay; thin 
layers of silty-sand and shell frags; frags, of rafted 
peak; whole Crassostrea shells in layers. 

4,230 B.P. (Crassostrea) 

Dk. gray, compact, mottled clay; laminae of 
oxidized wood and silty-sand. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: s i-9 

Collar elev. (msl)_4' (1.2 m) 

Location: Long I s l a n d 

(c-C) 

Dates 2-9-79 

Total Depth: 

40 ' ( 1 2 . 2 m) 

Drill Mode: Vib: 

S-S: 

Aug: 0-40* (12 .2 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

ENVIRONMENT 

Beach ridge/ Q 
backshore 

1m _ 

Foreshore to 
upper shore- 2m _ 
face 

3 r.i 

4m _ 

5m -Middle to 
lower 
shoreface 

6m 
Lower shoreface 
to transition 

7m _ 

Trans. lag 
8m 

Marsh 9m 
22,775 B.P. 

Estuarine 
bay/tidal 
flat 

10m 

11m _ 

12m -
Shallow 
she l f 

DESCRIPTION 

&b 
.** *** 

r ^ 

o V ft / 

nrlj yy i^f 

Z< £ 3 MARSH 
• TIDAL FLAT 
C n BEACH 
l~1 BEACH RIDGE 
E n MAINLAND 

0 

\ 
II 

1 
2km 

i- 10' 

- 5' Tan, VF-F, well sorted clean qtz. sand; high 
percent of heavy minerals; rooting and root 
mottling. 

5'- 16.5' Lt. gray, VF-F, well sorted clean qtz. sand; thin 
layers of heavy mineral sands (crossbeds?) ; rare 
shell frags; rare whole Mulinia, Donax. 

• 15' 

16,5-23' 

.20' 

23-25.5' 

•25' 

25.5-26' 

-30' 
26-28' 

.35' 
28-34' 

• 40' 

34-40' 

Med. gray, VF-F, well sorted silty qtz. sand; thin 
to thick layers of whole Mulinia and frag, shell 
hash; numerous whole Donax, Spissula. 

Med.-dk. gray, interbedded silty sand and silty-
clay layers; thin to thick layers of whole Mulinia 
and frag, shell hash; numerous whole Donax, 
Spissula. 

Lt.-dk. gray, poorly sorted, F-C, silty-sand to 
silty-clay and shell; high percent angular qtz. 
pebbles. 

Dk. brown compact, sandy to clayey peat; Spartina? 
root frags; frags of black Mulinia, Crassostrea; 
"estuarine" diatom assemblage. 

Dk. green-gray, dense compact, mottled clay; thin 
layers of oxidized F-M sand; wood frags; leached 
(yellow) Mulinia. 

Blue-gray dense, cohesive, bioclastic poorly sorted 
silty-sand to silty-clay (interbedded); high per
cent of lime & qtz. pebbles. Numerous Anadara, 
Nassarius. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: Sl-10 

Collar elev. (mslUs' (1 .5 m) 

Location: Andell F ie lds 
(C-C) 

Drill Mode: Vib: 

S-S: 

Aug: 0-30' ( 9 . 1 

ENVIRONMENT 

Date-.2-9-78 

Total Depth: 

30' (9.1 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

m) 

sou. pronie u •* 
A & B horizons 

1m _ 
Prograding 
barrier beach 
ridge 2 m -

Foreshore-
washover 3 m 

(transg. lag) 

Shoreface 4m _ 

Shallow 5m _ 
shelf 
(upper to 
lower off- 6rn -
shore <15 m) 

7m _ 
Storm lag 
deposit? 

8m _ 

9m _ 

10m _ 

11m _ 

12m -

1- A 9 5' 

2.5-6.0' 
- 5' 

6.0-9.5' 

- 10' 

9.5-11.5' 

- 15' 

11.5-27.5' 

_ 20" 
27.5-30' 

- 25' 

-30" 

-35" 

-40" 

DESCRIPTION 

Dk. brown, VF-VC bimodally sorted qtz. sand; rooted 
humic stained sand grains; thin layers of silty-sand 
and loam. 

Orange-brown, oxidized, poorly sorted (bimodal?) 
qtz. sand; high percent of angular qtz. pebbles; 
silty-sand at top (soil profile?). 

Tan-It. brown, poorly sorted, F-VC silty-sand and 
shell hash; shells leached white and minutely 
fragmented. 

Green-gray, VF-F, mod .-well sorted (glauconitic?); 
silty-sand. 

Blue-gray dense, cohesive, interbedded layers of 
bioclastic silty-clay and poorly sorted silty to 
sandy clay; high percent of qtz. and lime pebbles. 

Loosely compacted layer of limey shell hash in a 
cohesive silty-clay matrix; shells leached (white) 
or phosphotized (black); high percent of qtz. and 
lime pebbles; shallow shelf (marine) mollusc as
semblage: Mulinia, Olivella, Nassarius, Donax. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: S I - 1 1 

Collar e lev . (msl) +ft' ( 1 . 8 m) 

Location: U t i l i t y P l a n t 
( C - C ) 

Drill Mode: Vib: 

S-S: 

Aug: 0 _ 6 0» 

( 1 8 . 3 m) 

ENVIRONMENT 

Beach r i d g e - ° 

backshore 
(washover?) I"1 

Foreshore to 2m „ 
upper 
shoreface 

3m _ 

4m _ 

Shallow shelf 
(upper to 
lower 
offshore) 

5m -

6m _ 

7m _ 

8m _ 
Shallow shelf 
to open bay 

9m _ 

Shallow 
shelf 10m _ 

11m . 

12m -
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Date: 2-10-79 

Total Depth: 
60 (18 .3 m) 

Logged By: 
T.M. 

DESCRIPTION 

Tan-It. brown, well sorted, relatively clean, VF-
M qtz. sand; thin layers of brown-orange, oxidized 
sandy to silty loam; rooted and root mottling; low 
percent of VC qtz. grains. 

Lt. med. gray, VF-F well sorted, clean qtz. sand; 
thin layers of heavy mineral sands; rare shell 
frags (Mulinia); slightly silty toward base. 

Dk. blue-gray, dense cohesive, poorly sorted, bio
clastic silty to sandy clay; high percent of qtz. 
and lime pebbles; shells large and fragmented; 
thin layers of silty-sand. 

Green gray compact, dense, mottled clay; thin 
layers of silty-sand and yellow (leached) Mulinia 
valves. 

Dk. blue-gray dense, cohesive, bioclastic. poorly 
sorted silty tc sandy clay; high percent of qtz. 
and lime pebbles; large frags. Nassarius, Dinocardium, 
whelks. 



Hole: SI-11 

Collar elev. (msl) + 6 . ( 1 > 8 m ) 

Location: U t i l i t y Plant 
( c -C ) 

Drill Mode: Vib: 

S-S: 

Date: 7-10-79 

Total Depth: 

60' (18.3 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

Aug: 0-60' (18.3 m) 

ENVIRONMENT DESCRIPTION 

Shallow shelf 

Estuarine 
bay or sound 

7m _ 

8m _ 

9m _ 

10m 

11m _ 

12m -

45' 

50' 

55-60* 

.60' 

25' 

30' 

35' 

• 40' 

SD MARSH 
• TIDAL FLAT 
CD BEACH 
C n BEACH RIDGE 
E 3 MAINLAND 

0 

Increase in silt and sand toward base; numerous 
thin layers of poorly sorted silty-sand from 
40 to 55*. 

Green-gray to blue-gray, compact dry clay; thin 
layers (to laminae?) of dk. gray to black F-M 
silty-sand; few whole Mulinia; brackish to marine 
(estuarine?) diatom assemblage. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: SI-12 

Collar elev. (msl)+5. ( 1 . 5 m) 

Location: N. of Long 
Is land (C-C') 

Drill Mode: Vib: 

S-S: 

Aug: 0-35' (10. 

ENVIRONMENT 

Beach ridge 0 

backshore 
1m _ 

Foreshore 
to upper 
shoreface 

2m _ 

3m _ 

Middle to 
lower 4m 
shoreface 

Transg. lag 5m _ 

6m _ 
Shallow 
shelf 
(upper 7m 
and lower 
offshore) 

8m _ 

0 - 6 ' 

5' 

6-12* 

10' 

12-18' 

- 15' 
18-20' 

20' -28' 

9m _ 

10m _ 

11m _ 

12m -

— 

-25' 

28-32' 

-30' 

32-35' 

35' 

40' 

Date: 2-10-79 

Total Depth: 

35' (10.7 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

7 m) 

DESCRIPTION 

Tan-It. gray, VF-F, well sorted clean qtz. sand; 
oxidized, root mottling; high percent of heavy 
minerals. 

Lt. gray, VF-F, clean, well sorted qtz. sand; thin 
layers of heavy mineral sands; 5-10% shell material, 
mostly fragmented. 

Med.-dk. gray, VF-F, well sorted silty qtz. sand; 
thin layers of silty-clay and shell; few whole 
Mulinia, Spissula, Donax. 

Dk. gray, VF-F, mod. sorted, silty-sand to silty-
clay and shell hash; large frags, of whelks, Sinum, 
Oliva, Spissula, Nassarius, Mulinia. 

Blue gray, dense cohesive, bioclastic, poorly 
sorted silty-sand to silty-clay; low percent of 
angular qtz. and lime pebbles. 

Green-gray dense, compact, clay; thin layers of 
silty-sand and shell frags. 

Dk. blue-gray dense, cohesive, bioclastic, poorly 
sorted silty to sandy clay; whole and fragmented 
Nucula proxima, Mulinia lateralis (shallow shelf 
mollusc assemblage). 

BOTTOM 



bfi!^ SI-13 
Collar elev. (msl) +1-5 ' (0.46 

Location: P r iva tee r Point 
(A-A') 

Drill Mode: Vib: 0-11.5' 

S-S: 

Aug: 0-45' 

Date: 7-30-79 

m) Total Depth: 

45' (13.7 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

ENVIRONMENT 

Overwash 0 
terrace 

lm 
Backshore 

Foreshore 

2m _ 

3m _ 

Upper shoreface 
4m _ 

5rn -

Mid-lower? 
shoreface 

Washover 

6m _ 

7m _ 

Oyster 8m J 
mound 
(tidal flat) 
4,070 B.P. 9m 
(Crassostrea) 

Shallow 
water lagoon 10m 

or b a y - f i l l 

11m _ 

12m -

Estuarine 
bay/tidal flat 

0-2' 

2-4' 
5' 

4-6.5* 

• 10' 

6.5-11' 

15' 

11-16' 

20' 

16-18' 

25" 
18-30' 

-30' 

30-41' 

.35' 

-40' 
41-45' 

DESCRIPTION 

Tan, VF-M, mod. well sorted, clean qtz. sand; rare 
plane or flat beds of heavy minerals; numerous 
small sand-filled burrows (Ocypode?), 

Tan-It. gray, VF-F clean, well sorted, qtz. sand; 
bidirectional high and low angle planar crossbeds; 
thin layers of sandy loam; rooted. 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-F, well sorted clean qtz. sand; 
antidune bedding extensive; low angle planar cross-
beds; numerous large, whole Donax. 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-F, well sorted, clean qtz. sand; -
low angle planar and trough crossbeds; rare shell 
frags. 

Med.-dk. gray, VF-F, well sorted clean qtz. sand; 
low angle planar and trough crossbeds; rare shell 
frags. 

Med.-dk. gray, poorly sorted, silt^-sand to silty-
clay with thin layers of F-C sand and shell frags; 
Donax, Crassostrea; wood frags. 

Dk. gray-black, cohesive saturated, silty to sandy 
clay; numerous thick layers of F-M silty-sand and 
shell; numerous large, whole articulated Crassostrea, 
wood and peat frags. 

Dk. gray, cohesive dense, poorly sorted silty-sand 
to silty clay; thin layers of sandy clay and shell 
frags; Crassostrea frags. 

Dense, dewatered green-gray to blue-gray clay; thin 
layers of F-M sand; wood & peat frags; leached Mulinia. 

BOTTOM (at 45') 



Hole: si-14 

Collar elev. (msH+.s1 (0.15 m) 

Location: North of Beach Club 
(A-A') 

Drill Mode: Vib: 0-13' 

S-S: 

Aug: 0-40' 

ENVIRONMENT 

Foreshore 0 
(beachface) 

1m _ 

Upper 2m 
shoreface 
(inlet margin) 

Mid to lower 
shoreface 

3m _ 

4m _ 

Lower 5m 
shoreface 

6m _ 

Inlet margin 

7m _ 

8m _ 
Active inlet-
fill 

9m 

10m J 

Estuarine 
bay/tidal ""» -
flat 

Shallow 
shelf 

12m -

0 - 3.5' 

3.5-8.0' 

10' 
8-18* 

15' 

18-22' 

.20' 
22-26.5' 

25' 

Date: 7-30-79 

Total Depth: 

40' (12 .2 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION 

Tan-It. gray, VF-F, well sorted clean qtz.sand; 
numerous high to low angle planar crossbeds; rare 
trough crossbeds; antidune bedding; pelecypod 
burrows. 

Tan-It. gray, VF-M,mod. well sorted, clean qtz. 
sand; high to low angle planar and trough cross-
beds; thin layers of frag, shells. 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-F, well sorted, slightly silty-
qtz. sand; laminae sets of silty-clay; trough and 
planar cross laminae; extensive burrowing (Callia
nassa) ; whole Mulinia, Donax. 

Dk. gray, VF-F, well sorted silty-sand to silty-
clay; thin layers of silty-clay. 

Lt.-med. gray, VF-M, mod. well sorted qtz. sand; 
high percent of shell frags. 

26.5-35.5' Lt. gray, F-VC, poorly sorted, qtz. sand and frag
mented shells; high angular qtz. pebbles, thin 
layers of limey, VF-VC, silty-clay. 

30' 

35".5-37' Green-gray, dense compact, clay; peat and wood 
fragments; leached Mulinia shells. 

37-40' 
-40' 

Blue-gray, bioclastic, poorly sorted, VF-VC silty-
sand to silty-clay. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: si-15 

Collar elev. (msl)+4' (1.2 m) 

Location: Clear Marsh Rd. 

Drill Mode: Vib: 0-2' 

S-S: 

Aug: 0-30' 

ENVIRONMENT 

Soil profileO 
A&B horizons 

1m _| 

Prograding bar
rier sands 2m 
(C horizon 
to -9') 

3m 
Shallow shelf 
(upper off
shore) 4m 

5m -

6m _ 

Shallow 
shelf (off- 7 „ 

/m _ 
shore) 

8m _ 

Shelf 
(lower off
shore) 9m _ 

10m 

11m _ 

12m -

0 - 5.5' 

5'. 5-11.5' 

- lO-
ll.5-21' 

15' 

.20' 
21-26* 

•25" 

26-30' 

• 30' 

35' 

40' 

P-Sli: 7-31-79 

Total Depth: 

30 (9.1 m) 

Logged By: 

T.M. 

DESCRIPTION 

0range-dk. brown, VF-M relatively clean (silty 
toward base) qtz. sand; rooted, mottled; 0% 
shells; 0-3' humate stained (orange). 

Lt. gray to blue-green/gray; VF-M, poorly sorted, 
clean qtz. sand; high percent of platy minerals; 
CaC03 coating on sands to -9'; shells leached; 
basal lag (from 10-11.5') of F-VC qtz. sand. 

Blue-gray coheisve, bioclastic, silty to sandy 
clay; high percent of angular qtz. and lime 
pebbles; shells fragmented; thin layers of com
pact silty-clay and shell. 

Blue-gray to green-gray, poorly sorted silty-sand; 
25% shell, mostly fragmented; thin layers of silty 
to sandy clay. 

Green-gray compact, dense silty clay; 15% shell; 
mostly large whole, leached (yellow); thin layers 
of brown-gray clay. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: SI -16 

Collar elev. (msl) +6' ( 1 . 8 m) 

Location: J e n k i n s P o i n t 

Drill Mode: Vib: 0-14.5' 

S-S: 

Aug: 0-30' 

ENVIRONMENT 

Soil profile ° 
A & B horizon 

1m _ 

"Hardpan" 2m _ 

Progradational 
barrier sands 
(B & C soil 
horizons) 

Lower 
shoreface 

Shallow 
shelf 
(lower to 
upper 
offshore) 

4m _ 

5m -

6m 

7m _ 

8m _ 

9m 

10m _ 

11m _ 

12m -

0 - 3 . 5 ' 

5' 

3 . 5 - 3 . 8 ' 

10' 
3 . 8 - 1 0 ' 

15" 

1 0 - 1 2 ' 

.20' 

12 -30 ' 

• 25' 

• 30' 

35' 

• 40' 

Date: 7-31-79 

Total Depth: 

30 ' ( 9 . 1 m) 

Logged By: 
T.M. 

DESCRIPTION 

E 3 MARSH 
C 3 TIDAL FLAT 
I—I BEACH 
• BEACH RIDGE 
Cn MAINLAND 

0 

Dk. brown-orange, fining upward sequence of C 
silt to F sand; extensively rooted, mottled; 
organic rich, humate stained sand and silt from 
0-L5' (A horizon); 0% shell; thin layer of loamy-
silty sand from 1.5 to 3.0'. 

Thin layer of orange, iron-cemented VF-M sand; 
friable, compact (hardpan"). 

Coarsening upward sequence of orange-yellow (iron-
stained) to tan/white (leached), VF-M clean, well 
sorted qtz; <10% heavy minerals and micas; 0% shell; 
laminae-sets of silty-sand toward base, low-angle 
planar crossbeds from 7-10'. 

Interbedded, thick layers of orange (iron-stained) 
to tan VF-F, well sorted, silty-sand and thin dis
continuous laminae of blue green, coheisve silty-
clay; 0% shell (sharp contact). 

Blue-gray coheisve, dense, mod. well sorted, silty-
sand; numerous elliptical burrows (Callianassa?); 
thin layers of cohesive, blue-green and green-brown 
silty-clay; laminae of tan, VF-F sand; 10-20% shell 
material; high percent of angular VC qtz. grains 
and lime pebbles. Thick layer of blue-gray, bio
clastic, poorly sorted, F-VC silty-sand to silty-
clay from 23' to 26'. 

BOTTOM 



Hole: SI-17 

Collar elev. (msl) ^' (1.5 m) 

Location: NNE of S e c u r i t y 
Gate ( C - C ) 

Drill Mode: Vib: 0-16' 

Date: 8-1-79 

Total Depth: 

2 5 ' ( 7 . 6 m) 

Logged By: 

S-S: T.M. 

A u g : 0 " 2 5 ' ( 7 -6 m) 

ENVIRONMENT 

Soil profile 0 
A&B Horizon 

1m _ 
Reworked beach 
ridge sands 
(soil profile? 
B&C Horizons) 

m _ 

Foreshore-
washover 
(Transg. 
lag) 

3m _ 

4m _ 

5m -Lower shore-
face to transi
tion-off-
shore 

6m _ 

7m _ 

Shallow 
s h e l f 

8m _ 

9m _ 

10m _ 

11m _ 

12m 

0 - 3 ' 

3 - 7 ' 
5' 

10' 
7 - 9 ' 

15' 

9 - 1 5 ' 

20' 

25' 

1 5 - 2 2 . 5 ' 

30' 

2 2 . 5 - 2 5 ' 

35' 

40' 

DESCRIPTION 

E 3 MARSH 
• TIDAL FLAT 
I—1 BEACH 
Cn BEACH RIDGE 
I—I MAINLAND 

0 2km 

Dk. brown, bimodally sorted, F-VC qtz. sand; 
humate stained grains; rooting; thin layers of 
silty-loamy sand. 

Orange-dk. brown, oxidized, F-C, poorly sorted 
(bimodal?) relatively clean, loamy to silty qtz, 
sand; low percent of angular qtz. pebbles; ex
tensive rooting and root mottling; layers of 
sandy loam. 

Orange-tan, VF-M, relatively clean, limey, mod. 
well sorted, fossiliferous qtz. sand; thin to 
thick layers of F-M sand and leached fragmented 
Mulinia shell hash; trace of flat bedding. 

Med.-dk. gray, VF-F, well sorted silty qtz. sand; 
numerous laminae and laminae sets of silty-sand 
and silty-clay; interbedded silty-sand and silty-
clay toward base; storm lag deposits in upper 
half; burrowing (Callianassa) ; rare whole Mulinia, 
Divaricella, Oliva. 

Dk. blue-gray, poorly sorted, bioclastic, F-C, 
silty-sand to silty-clay; high percent of angular 
qtz. and lime pebbles; thin layers to laminae of 
silty-clay in upper portion^ large black Mulinia, 
Spissula, echinoderm frags. 

Green-brown gray, dense compact clay; rare,friable, 
leached (yellow) Mulinia. 

BOTTOM 


